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ABSTRACT
Hassan, Mohamed S. Ph.D., Purdue University, August 2018. Native Graph Support
in Relational Data Systems . Major Professor: Walid G. Aref.
A variety of data management applications spanning various domains, e.g., social networks, transportation, and bioinformatics, have graphs as ﬁrst-class citizens.
Specialized graph databases can serve these applications to evaluate vital graphtraversal queries, e.g., shortest path and reachability queries. However, specialized
graph databases are not as mature as the pervasive relational database systems. Although the literature has several proposals to process graph queries inside an RDBMS,
none of these proposals process graphs natively inside an RDBMS for potentially better performance, which is particularly challenging due to the impedance mismatch
between the relational and the graph models. Additionally, to scale for large graphs
and heavy query-workloads, the state-of-the-art approaches pre-construct indexing
structures to improve query latency. However, updates that dynamically change the
underlying graphs may frequently invalidate these costly pre-constructed indexes.
This dissertation presents GRFusion, an RDBMS that manages graphs as ﬁrst-class
citizens as well as novel methods to index and summarize dynamic graphs for eﬃcient
query processing, namely, EDP and SBG-Sketch.
GRFusion is based on VoltDB, an open-source in-memory relational database.
This dissertation shows how the SQL query engine of GRFusion is empowered to
declaratively deﬁne graphs and execute cross-data-model query plans acting on graphs
and relations, resulting in up to four orders-of-magnitude in query-time speedup w.r.t.
state-of-the-art approaches.
To scale for large graphs and heavy query-workloads, this dissertation presents
Edge-Disjoint Partitioning (EDP) and Self-Balanced Graph Sketch (SBG-Sketch).

xiv
EDP is a new technique for eﬃciently answering shortest-path queries with ﬁltering
predicates over dynamic graphs. EDP has two main components: a graph-partitioning
index and an eﬃcient traversal algorithm. EDP can dynamically handle various types
of online graph updates, e.g., graph topology and attribute updates. Experimental
results demonstrate that EDP can achieve query performance gains of up to four
orders-of-magnitude in comparison to state-of-the-art techniques. SBG-Sketch is a
graph sketch that summarizes edge-labeled graph streams, coping with highly imbalanced edge-labels. SBG-Sketch maintains synopsis for both the edge attributes
(e.g., edge weight) as well as the topology of the streamed graph. SBG-Sketch allows
eﬃcient processing of frequency-based queries (e.g., edge counts) and graph-traversal
queries (e.g., reachability queries). Experimental results over a variety of real labeledgraph streams show SBG-Sketch to reduce the estimation errors of the state-of-the-art
methods by up to 99%.

1

1. INTRODUCTION
Graphs are ubiquitous in various application domains, e.g., social networks, road networks, biological networks, and communication networks [1–4]. The nodes and edges
of these graphs are associated with attributes, and there are many graph operations
that ﬁlter the graph ﬁrst before performing a graph operation. Moreover, these graphs
are dynamic, where the topology of the graph and the attributes associated with the
vertexes or the edges can be updated.
This dissertation focuses on three key issues that are inadequately addressed by
existing graph management platforms: i) the lack of mature and pervasive systems
to manage graphs, ii) the dynamic nature of graphs, and iii) the ﬁltering predicates
associated with queries over indexed graphs.

1.1

Graph Data Management: Systems and Data Models
A variety of applications spanning various domains have graphs as ﬁrst-class citi-

zens. The data of these applications can be viewed as graphs, where the vertexes and
the edges have relational attributes [5], or as traditional relational data with latent
graph structures [6]. Applications would issue queries that consult the topology of
the graphs along with the data associated with the vertexes and the edges or other
data sources (e.g., relational tables in an RDBMS).
Although various specialized graph databases exist to manage graph data, none of
these systems is mature enough or pervasive as relational databases. Consequently,
both the academia and the industry invest eﬀorts to propose approaches for using an
RDBMS to manage graph data , e.g., Grail [7] and Aster [8]. However, the current
proposals that leverage relational databases to process graph queries have several
limitations and performance issues.

2
1.1.1

Contrasting Specialized Graph Databases and Relational Databases
w.r.t. Graph Querying

There is a plethora of specialized graph systems that adopt the graph data model,
e.g., Neo4j [9] and Titan [10]. These systems have powerful graph querying features.
However, it has been shown that for many graph queries that the performance of
these systems can be achieved or exceeded by a vanilla relational database [5,7]. The
relational approach to manage graphs can potentially allow queries to reference both
graphs and relational tables or views. However, due to the impedance mismatch
between the graph model and the relational model, leveraging an RDBMS to manage
graphs encounter several challenges.

1.1.2

Declarative Querying Challenge

One of the main strengths of relational databases is its standard declarative query
language, namely, the SQL language. As the SQL language is designed to query
data based on the relational model, it is challenging to extend the SQL language
to query graph data due to the impedance mismatch between the relational model
and the graph model. For instance, the SQL language has the notion of relations and
tuples. In contrast, querying graphs has the notion of vertexes, edges, subgraphs, and
paths. In this dissertation, we propose extensions to the SQL language to support
the following:
• Creating graphs as database objects inside relational databases. In particular,
we present a new Data-Deﬁnition-Language command to the SQL language to
create graph views (Section 3.3.1).
• Reference graphs in the From clause of the SQL-Select statement to query their
vertexes, edges, and paths (Section 3.4).

3
1.1.3

Query Evaluation Challenge

Allowing a relational databases to deﬁne and query graphs natively spans the extension of the SQL language. New operators have to exist as well as query-evaluation
rules to deﬁne for example how graphs can be queried simultaneously with other
relational sources in the same query. Again, evaluating queries that reference both
graphs and relations is challenging due to the impedance mismatch between the two
diﬀerent data models of the inputs, namely the relational model and the graph model.
In this dissertation, we address the challenges of evaluating declarative queries that
reference graphs and relations through:
• Presenting cross-data-model query-execution-pipelines, where the execution
plan of a single query is allowed to digest data from two diﬀerent models, namely
the graph model and the relational model (Section 3.5).
• Proposing new graph primitive-operators to manipulate graph objects (Section 3.5.1).
• Presenting conceptual evaluation rules to evaluate queries that reference both
graphs and relations (Section 3.5.3).

1.1.4

Query Performance and Scalability Challenges

The state-of-the-art techniques that allow a vanilla relational database to process
graph queries rely on traversing graphs through relational joins (e.g., SQLGraph [5]).
In particular, each edge traversal is simulated by a relational join of the edges table
(i.e., self join). We show in Section 3.7 that relational joins do not scale for deep
traversal queries, where the lengths of the traversed paths are large. The two main
issues that graph-traversal evaluation encounters due to relational joins are:
1. The intermediate results of the join operators can be very large, which may
force the query execution to terminate before completion.
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2. The cardinality estimation of the intermediate-join outputs are hard to predict accurately. Consequently, selecting the optimal join algorithms becomes
challenging due to the inaccuracy of cardinality estimation of the join inputs
(see [11]).
In this dissertation, we present a novel indexing structure inside relational
databases that allow deep traversal queries to avoid relational joins completely (Chapter 3). Moreover, we present query optimizations techniques that boost the performance of graph-traversal queries (Section 3.6).

1.2

Graph Queries with Filtering Predicates over Dynamic Graphs
Complex graph-traversal operations (e.g., shortest paths) require preprocessing of

the underlying graph to execute fast. For instance, in shortest path computation,
a preprocessing stage is performed to avoid exploring the entire graph during query
execution (e.g., [12–24]). Similarly, preprocessing is a common factor of the research
eﬀorts related to answering reachability queries (e.g., [25–33]). This sections highlights the challenges of preprocessing dynamic graphs to serve queries associated with
ﬁltering predicates.

1.2.1

The Challenge of Sub-Graph Selections in Graphs and Graph
Streams

Graph preprocessing is challenging when querying sub-graphs that are selected
dynamically by ﬁltering predicates. This is because the preprocessed data becomes
irrelevant if it was created based on the entire underlying graph (e.g., [12]). Most of
the research eﬀorts in the literature preprocess a snapshot of the entire underlying
graph, hence the preprocessing becomes useless for a query that targets only a subgraph (e.g., [12, 15, 16, 18, 21, 32]). To illustrate, assume that Graph G has only one
categorical property, say P , that can accept only K diﬀerent possible values. Assume
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further that there is a query (e.g., shortest path), say Q, that speciﬁes a set of allowed
values for Property P (e.g., to restrict the vertexes/edges considered in the ﬁltered
sub-graph). For Graph G, Query Q will select one of the possible 2K sub-graphs
from G. Hence, there is a total of 2K possible sub-graphs when ﬁltering by only one
property that accepts K distinct values. It is clear that preprocessing this exponential
number of sub-graphs will not scale. Hence, there is a need for a preprocessing
mechanism to scale for graphs that are ﬁltered by queries before performing the core
logic of the queries. In this dissertation, we present how to index graphs to serve
queries associated with ﬁltering predicates. In particular, Chapter 4 presents how
to evaluate shortest-path queries with ﬁltering predicates over dynamic graphs and
Chapter 5 focuses on evaluating queries with ﬁltering predicates over graph streams.

1.2.2

The Challenge of Indexing Dynamic-Graphs

As mentioned earlier, preprocessing becomes a challenge when querying subgraphs of the underlying graphs. In addition, preprocessing becomes more challenging
if the underlying graph is also dynamic, i.e., the underlying graph can be updated.
Graph updates can be categorized into two categories:
• Topological updates: Where the graph topology is not static, i.e., a vertex
or an edge may be added or removed (e.g., adding a new friendship in a social
network).
• Non-topological updates: Where the attributes of the graph nodes or edges
can be updated (e.g., the travel time in a road network is updated).
It is clear that any preprocessing that is out-of-date with respect to recent graph
updates may not provide correct answers when used by graph queries. As graphs are
frequently updated in real-life scenarios, this dissertation addresses graph updates
when extending relational databases to manage graphs (Chapter 3) as well as when
indexing and summarizing graphs (Chapter 4) and graph streams (Chapter 5).
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1.3

Research Contributions
The research contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce the G+R approach and its realization, namely GRFusion, that
manages graphs natively inside a relational database system. GRFusion introduces graph operators for graph traversals that can seamlessly co-exist with
the traditional relational operators to construct cross-data-model query execution pipelines. Thus, users are allowed to seamlessly query and operate on
graphs and relations simultaneously and declaratively without leaving the realm
of the relational database system. Moreover, GRFusion supports online graph
updates. Experimental evaluation shows that GRFusion achieves up to four
orders-of-magnitude query-time speedup w.r.t. state-of-the-art systems.
• We introduce Edge-Disjoint Partitioning (EDP, for short), a new technique for
eﬃciently answering shortest-path queries with ﬁltering predicates. We present
its complexity analysis as well as a proof of its correctness and demonstrate
how EDP handles graph updates eﬃciently. Using six real datasets including
the Tiger dataset [2] and other graphs from diﬀerent domains, we show that
EDP achieves more than four orders-of-magnitude enhancement in query-time
performance compared to the state-of-the-art approach, Moreover, EDP’s performance is stable and robust, as its variance when applying 95% conﬁdence
intervals is small for all reported speedup measurements.
• We introduce Self-Balanced Graph Sketch (SBG-Sketch, for short), a graph
sketch for summarizing graph streams. SBG-Sketch supports queries with ﬁltering predicates based on edge labels. SBG-Sketch automatically balances
sketch load in streams with unpredictable and highly imbalanced edge-label
frequencies. We show how SBG-Sketch can be used to accurately approximate
reachability queries (with no false-negatives), edge count queries, and sub-graph
queries. Experimental results demonstrate that SBG-Sketch reduces the error
of the state-of-the-art by up to 99%.
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All the contributions of this dissertation are published. The study of extending relational databases to support graphs natively is published in EDBT 2018 [34]
and demonstrated in SIGMOD 2018 [35]. The indexing of dynamic graphs and the
proposed query evaluation techniques for shortest paths with ﬁltering predicates are
published in SIGMOD 2016 [36]. The study of summarizing graph streams with
highly imbalanced edge-label frequencies is published in SSDBM 2018 [37].

1.4

Dissertation Outline
The rest of this dissertation proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 introduces common

notions, terminologies, and concepts used throughout the dissertation. Chapter 3
presents our proposed approach to extend relational databases to support graphs
natively, namely, the G+R approach as well as its realization, GRFusion. Chapter 4
presents EDP, the ﬁrst graph indexing technique that supports online graph updates
and serves shortest path queries with ﬁltering predicates. In Chapter 5, we present
SBG-Sketch, a new graph sketching method that summarizes labeled graph streams
and supports graph queries with ﬁltering predicates. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes
the dissertation.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
This chapter introduces common notions and terminologies that are used throughout
the dissertation.
We assume that graphs have relational schemas that describe the data associated
with their vertexes and edges. Applications would issue queries that consult the
topology of the graphs along with the data associated with the vertexes and the
edges or other data sources. We refer to these queries as graph-relational queries
(or G+R queries, for short). G+R queries have two main ingredients: 1) graph
operations, e.g., shortest-path computation, and 2) relational predicates or relational
sub-queries. For example, selecting speciﬁc users from relational tables to ﬁnd the
nearest hospitals using shortest-path evaluation on top of a road-network.
The literature has two main approaches for leveraging relational databases in
graph query processing, where both approaches share the idea of building an application on top of an RDBMS without modifying the internals of the RDBMS. We
refer to these approaches as Native Relational-Core and Native Graph-Core. The
Native Relational-Core approach embeds a graph inside relational tables of speciﬁc
schema. Then, an application on top of the RDBMS is built to translate speciﬁc
types of graph queries into SQL statements for the RDBMS to execute. The second
approach, namely Native Graph-Core, assumes that graphs are already stored in an
RDBMS, where an application on top of the RDBMS is built to extract these graphs
to analyze them outside the realm of the RDBMS.
In this dissertation, we address labeled graphs and labeled-graph streams. We
model a labeled graph as Graph G = (V, E, L, l, w), where V is a set of vertexes, E is
a set of positively weighted edges, L is a set of labels (that can be viewed as colors),
l is a function that assigns a label to each edge, and w is a function that assigns a
weight to each edge (i.e., ∀e ∈ E, ∃l(e) ∈ L and ∃w(e) ∈ R+ ).
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We model a labeled-graph stream, say SG , as a data stream of labeled edges
(e1 , e2 , . . . , em ). This graph stream forms Graph GS = (V, E, L), where V is the
vertex set of GS , E is the edge set formed by the streamed edges, and L is the set
of distinct edge labels. A streamed edge, say ei , is deﬁned as ei = (si , di , li , wi ),
where si ∈ V , di ∈ V , li ∈ L, and wi ∈ R+ , are the source vertex, the destination
vertex, the label, and the weight (real number) of Edge ei , respectively.
For simplicity, we assume that all edges of the graphs and graph streams in this
dissertation are directed. However, all the techniques presented in this dissertation
can be applied to undirected graphs and undirected graph-streams.
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3. THE G+R DATA MODEL AND MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
The maturity of RDBMSs motivated the academia and the industry to invest eﬀorts
in leveraging RDBMSs for graph processing, where eﬃciency is proven for vital graph
queries. However, none of these eﬀorts process graphs natively inside the RDBMS,
which is particularly challenging due to the impedance mismatch between the relational and the graph models. In this chapter, we propose to manage graphs as ﬁrstclass citizens inside the relational engine. We realize our approach inside VoltDB [38],
an open-source in-memory relational database, and name this realization GRFusion.
The SQL and query engine of GRFusion are empowered to declaratively deﬁne graphs
and execute cross-data-model query plans acting on graphs and relations, resulting
in up to four orders-of-magnitude in query-time speedup w.r.t. state-of-the-art approaches.
This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 3.1 introduces our proposed approach,
namely the Native G+R Core approach. Section 3.2 presents an overview of GRFusion. Section 3.3 presents how graphs are deﬁned in GRFusion, and how they support
online updates of dynamic graphs. Section 3.4 introduces our proposed extensions to
the SQL language in GRFusion to support querying graphs and relations. Section 3.5
discusses how GRFusion evaluates graph-relational queries. Section 3.6 addresses the
query optimization techniques in GRFusion. Section 3.7 presents the experimental
evaluation of GRFusion. The related work is discussed in Section 3.8 and Section 3.9
contains concluding remarks.
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Fig. 3.1.: Various approaches for leveraging relational databases in support of graph
processing.
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Table 3.1.: Contrasting various approaches for graph support in RDBMSs.
Approach
Hybrid QEPs
Native Graph Processing
No Query-Translation Overhead
No Graph Reconstruction on Updates

3.1

Native Relational-Core
7
7
7
7

Native Graph-Core
7
3
3
7

Native G+R Core
3
3
3
3

Introduction
Graphs are ubiquitous in various application domains, e.g., social networks, road

networks, biological networks, and communication networks [1–4]. The data of these
applications can be viewed as graphs, where the vertexes and the edges have relational
attributes [5], or as traditional relational data with latent graph structures [6]. Applications would issue queries that consult the topology of the graphs along with the
data associated with the vertexes and the edges or other data sources (e.g., relational
tables in an RDBMS). For instance, a user may be interested to ﬁnd the shortest
path over a road network while restricting the search to certain types of roads, e.g.,
avoiding toll roads.
In an RDBMS, the ﬁltering predicates can be expressed as relational predicates,
and they may reference relational tables that have indirect relation with the queried
graphs. As noted in Chapter 2, we refer to these queries as graph-relational queries
(or G+R queries, for short). G+R queries have two main ingredients: 1) graph
operations, e.g., shortest-path computation, and 2) relational predicates or relational
sub-queries.
As RDBMSs are pervasive and mature, various approaches for using an RDBMS
to manage graph data have been proposed, e.g., Grail [7] and Aster [8]. As illustrated
in Chapter 2, the literature has two main approaches that share the idea of building an
application on top of an RDBMS to support graphs without modifying the internals
of the RDBMS. We refer to these approaches as Native Relational-Core and Native
Graph-Core. In this chapter, we propose and investigate a hybrid approach that we
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term Native G+R Core that exploits the strengths of the former two approaches, and
we realize our approach inside VoltDB [38, 39].
The Native Relational-Core approach (e.g., as in SQLGraph [5] and Grail [7]) embeds a graph inside of relational tables of speciﬁc schema. Then, an application on top
of the RDBMS is built to translate speciﬁc types of graph queries into SQL statements
for the RDBMS to execute. For example, Grail can translate shortest-path queries to
procedural SQL [7], while SQLGraph translates Gremlin queries with some restrictions [40] into SQL queries [5]. Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the general architecture of the
Native Relational-Core approach. Notice that the Native Relational-Core approach
is limited by design to speciﬁc types of graph queries. Although many graph queries
and algorithms are hard to translate into SQL statements, tools can be developed
to automate the translation. However, the main issue of the Native Relational-Core
approach is that the graph operations are evaluated by a sequence of relational operations (e.g., self-joins) that may be more expensive than traversing a native graph
representation. Moreover, the Native Relational-Core approach does not guarantee
an easy-to-comprehend relational schema of the embedded graphs in an RDBMS,
e.g., the storage-optimized relational schema generated automatically by SQLGraph
is hard for users to understand and write ad-hoc graph-relational queries [5].
The second approach, namely Native Graph-Core (e.g., as in Ringo [41], GraphGen [6, 42]), assumes that graphs are already stored in an RDBMS, where an application on top of the RDBMS is built to extract these graphs to analyze them
outside the realm of the RDBMS. This approach follows the same philosophy as that
of specialized graph databases, where an RDBMS has nothing to do with query execution. For instance, GraphGen [6] is an application on top of an RDBMS with two
main functionalities: 1) Allow end-users to write Datalog-Like statements to extract
graphs from a relational databases, and 2) Materialize the extracted graphs eﬃciently
in main-memory for the end-users to analyze through Graph APIs. Figure 3.1(b) illustrates the general architecture of the Native Graph-Core approach. Notice that a
graph in the Native Graph-Core requires re-extraction if the relational tables stor-
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ing the graph in the RDBMS are updated. Moreover, users cannot issue declarative
graph-relational queries that reference both the extracted graphs and any other relational data in the RDBMS. One solution to allow graph-relational queries in the
Native Graph-Core approach is to build another layer that queries both the RDBMS
and the extracted graph. This solution is similar to that of Teradata Aster [8], where
a data movement fabric and two diﬀerent query executors (i.e., a relational executor and a graph executor) are used in processing graph-relational queries. However,
integrating the results from the graph and the relational executors imposes additional overhead. In summary, the Native Relational-Core and the Native Graph-Core
approaches use a vanilla RDBMS, where graphs are not natively recognized by the
RDBMS. However, if the necessary layers of the RDBMS are modiﬁed to manage
graphs as ﬁrst-class citizens, processing and managing graphs will be more eﬃcient.
In this chapter, we investigate a third approach, namely Native G+R Core,
where graphs are recognized as ﬁrst-class citizens inside an RDBMS. We address
the impedance mismatch between the graph and the relational model, and we realize
the Native G+R Core approach in a centralized version of VoltDB [38, 39], the opensource implementation of the H-Store in-memory relational DBMS [43]. In-memory
data management witnessed early academic and industrial contributions, where the
current aﬀordability of large main-memory hardware motivated several and diverse
research eﬀorts [6, 36, 41, 44–54].
We refer to our realization of this approach as GRFusion. The main idea of
GRFusion is to natively process graphs inside an RDBMS by combining the Native
Relational-Core and the Native Graph-Core approaches under the same umbrella.
GRFusion realizes this idea by separating the graph topology from the relational
data associated with the vertexes and the edges, and by proposing graph operators
to process the graph topology inside the RDBMS, where the graph operators seamlessly co-exist with other relational operators in the same query execution pipeline (or
QEP, for short). A graph topology in GRFusion is realized as a native graph structure, where each vertex or edge has pointers to the relational tuples describing their
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attributes. Hence, a graph topology in GRFusion can be viewed as a traversal index
of the relational tuples of the vertexes and the edges. In short, GRFusion presents
cross-data-model QEPs, where the inputs to the QEPs can be either relational data
or native graph structures.
Figure 3.1(c) illustrates the general idea of the Native G+R Core approach. First,
the end-user provides a declarative statement to create graph views that are initialized
from relational data, where a graph view is materialized as a new database object.
Second, the user is allowed to query the graph views as well as other relational tables
or views in the same query. Table 3.1 contrasts the Native Relational-Core, Native
Graph-Core, and Native G+R Core approaches. The objective of this chapter is not
to replace the specialized graph systems. However, the main objective is to empower
the pervasive relational databases to support graph traversal queries natively and
eﬃciently. Consequently, the relational-data owners can process important class of
graph queries through their RDBMS systems without the cost and the overhead of
migrating their data and manage it in a separate graph system. The contributions of
this chapter are as follows:
• Introducing graphs as native objects inside a relational database system, namely
VoltDB (Section 3.3), where online graph updates are supported (Section 3.3.3).
• Allowing users to seamlessly query and operate on graphs and relations simultaneously and declaratively without leaving the realm of the relational database
system (Section 3.4).
• Introducing graph operators for graph traversals (Section 3.5.1), and showing
their ability to seamlessly co-exist with the relational operators to construct
cross-data-model query execution pipelines (Section 3.5.2).
• Addressing the impedance mismatch between the graph model and the relational model (Section 3.5.3).
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• Conducting an extensive performance study of GRFusion w.r.t. state-of-the-art
systems, and reasoning about the beneﬁts of processing graphs in a graph-native
representation inside an RDBMS. We compare to SQLGraph, Grail, Neo4j, and
Titan, where GRFusion achieves up to four orders-of-magnitude query-time
speedup (Section 3.7).

3.2

Overview of GRFusion
In GRFusion, graphs are assumed to be initially stored in relations. In the simplest

case, a relational table may have a row for each vertex, and another table may have
a row for each edge. Also, the vertexes or the edges data can be obtained through a
relational materialized view that joins or ﬁlters multiple relational tables. To allow
ﬂexibility, GRFusion provides the user with a declarative language to deﬁne and
query graphs (see Figure 3.2). A graph is deﬁned in GRFusion by what we term
graph views. A graph view identiﬁes the relational tables or the relational views
that store the attributes of the vertexes and edges, namely, the vertexes relationalsource, and the edges relational-source, respectively. Graph views deﬁne a view of
the relational data in the graph model and materializes the graph topology in mainmemory in native graph data structures. The materialized graph topology has a native
graph representation that holds pointers (e.g., tuple identiﬁers) to the relational data
that describe the vertexes and the edges. The main idea behind materializing the
graph topology is to empower the relational database engine with the ability to realize
complex graph algorithms. Thus, GRFusion helps ﬁll the gap between the relational
model and the massive body of research that assumes a graph model. The listing in
Figure 3.4 shows how a graph view is created in GRFusion from the relational sources
of Figure 3.3, which is detailed in Section 3.3.1.
Once a graph view is deﬁned, GRFusion allows the user to write pure graph
queries, pure relational queries, or queries that mix both graph and relational operations. GRFusion’s query engine views the relational data in either the relational or
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the graph model according to the incoming query. In particular, the graph clauses
in a query are mapped to graph operators in the QEP, where a graph operator accepts only graph representations as input. GRFusion allows the graph operators and
the relational operators to co-exist in the same QEP, where the operator type determines the data model of viewing the data (i.e., graph views for the graph model,
and relations for the relational model). Section 3.3.1 explains how a graph view is
deﬁned from existing relational sources, while Sections 3.4 and 3.5 demonstrate how
to express and evaluate graph-relational queries, respectively.
Declarative Graph-Relational Queries
Query Parser
Query Optimizer
Plan Executor

Graph-Relational Query Engine
Relational Data

Graph Views

In-Memory Relational Database

Fig. 3.2.: GRFusion’s architecture allows the query engine to process data in both
the relational and the graph models.

3.3

Graphs as Database Objects
As users can create tables in relational databases, they can also create materialized

graph views in GRFusion as database objects. A graph view is created once as a
singleton object, and can be referenced by multiple users and queries. In Section 3.3.1,
we highlight how graph views are deﬁned declaratively in GRFusion. Section 3.3.2
illustrates how the topology of a graph in GRFusion is decoupled from the graph
data, and how they can be inter-linked. Because dynamic graphs are essential in
many applications, the support for graph updates is addressed in Section 3.3.3.
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3.3.1

Creating Graph Views

GRFusion has a declarative Create Graph View statement to create graph views
initialized from relational data. The statement has four main objectives: (1) Identifying the name of the graph view to create, (2) Identifying and extracting the graph’s
set of vertexes from the underlying relational sources, (3) Identifying and extracting
the graph’s set of edges from the underlying relational sources, and (4) Materializing
a native graph data structure in memory that reﬂects the graph topology based on
adjacency-list structures. Notice that graph traversal operations can be performed efﬁciently over this native graph representation and is linked back to the corresponding
relational data tuples that describe it. Notice further that the relational source can
either be a table or a materialized relational-view because the graph data attributes
for the edges and/or the vertexes can be constructed from multiple data sources.
Figure 3.3 illustrates how a graph view is created in GRFusion. Assume that the
data of a social network is stored in the relational tables as in the ﬁgure. Tables
Users and Relationships represent the vertexes and the edges of the social network,
respectively. Each vertex or edge has an identiﬁer in the relational tables. To illustrate, consider the listing in Figure 3.4 that shows an example of creating a graph
view, namely the SocialNetwork graph view, in GRFusion from the relational sources
in Figure 3.3. A vertex in the SocialNetwork graph has its Id from Users.uId and has
the two attributes lName and birthdate that get their values from Users.lName and
Users.dob, respectively. Similarly, Table Relationships deﬁnes the edges of the SocialNetwork graph, where the edge Id comes from Relationships.relId, the endpoints
come from Relationships.uId1 and Relationships.uId2, and the two edge attributes
sDate, relative refer to Attributes startDate, isRelative of Table Relationships, respectively. For the graph view deﬁned by the Create Graph View statement, if the
set of vertexes is V, and the set of edges is E, then, the endpoints of an edge in E are
constrained to be included in V.
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Users
uId

fName

lName

dob

1

Edy

Smith

09-25-1971

2

Jones

Parker

11-21-1980

3

Bill

Patrick

02-01-1976

…..

…..

……

……

Relationships
relId

uId1

uId2

startDate

isRelative

1

1

3

01-10-2009

true

2

2

3

12-31-2008

false

…..

…..

……

……

Fig. 3.3.: A sample social-network in the relational model.
CREATE UNDIRECTED GRAPH VIEW SocialNetwork
VERTEXES ( ID = uId , lstName = lName , birthdate = dob )
,→ FROM Users
EDGES ( ID = relId , FROM = uId1 , TO = uId2 , sDate =
,→ startDate , relative = isRelative ) FROM
,→ Relationships
Fig. 3.4.: A social network create-graph-view example.

3.3.2

Decoupling the Graph Topology and the Graph Data

The Create Graph View statement updates the system catalog of GRFusion to
store the deﬁnition of the graph view. Creating a graph view results in the materialization of the graph topology as a native graph structure in the main-memory
managed by GRFusion (as a singleton object that multiple users and queries can reference). However, the attributes of the vertexes and the edges stored in the relational
sources are not replicated in the native graph structure, and main-memory tuple
pointers are used to link the graph topology to the relational sources. To illustrate,
Figure 3.5 demonstrates how the graph topology is separated from the graph data (i.e.,
the relational attributes of the vertexes and the edges). As in Figure 3.5, each vertex
or edge has a main-memory tuple pointer that points to the corresponding relational
tuple storing the attributes of this vertex or edge. Notice that the design of GRFu-
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sion allows a vertex or edge in a graph topology to store multiple tuple-pointers if
the relational sources are vertically partitioned (e.g., to support semistructured RDF
data, where not all the vertexes or edges share the same set of attributes). Without
loss of generality, we assume a single tuple pointer per vertex or edge as the focus is
to explore the beneﬁts of empowering an RDBMS with native graph-processing.
The graph topology follows the graph model, where the topology is represented
physically as a graph data-structure based on adjacency-lists. The key idea behind
this native graph representation is to allow for the eﬃcient execution of graph traversals, where relational joins can be mitigated when traversing a graph. The reason
is that materializing the topology of a graph view can be thought of as a traversal
index, where each vertex, say V , is associated with the identiﬁers of both the outgoing
edges and the incoming edges of V . Given a graph view, say GV , its topology can be
constructed using a single pass over the relational sources deﬁning the vertexes and
the edges of GV .
Notice that there is a bi-directional linkage between the graph topology and the
graph’s corresponding relational data. To illustrate, let T be a relational tuple containing the attribute values of Vertex V . Using the VertexId attribute of T , GRFusion
can locate Vertex V in the graph representation in O(1) time using the hash map of
the native graph structure. Also, using the tuple pointer associated with Vertex V
in the graph data-structure, Tuple T can be located in O(1) time. The beneﬁt of
separating the graph topology from the graph data is two-fold. First, the size of the
graph view is not aﬀected by the size of the graph data that can be very large in some
cases. Second, the attributes of the vertexes and the edges in the relational sources
can be easily updated without aﬀecting the native graph representation.

3.3.3

Graph Updates

GRFusion supports serializable graph updates that aﬀect the topology or the
attributes stored in the relational sources. The topology is aﬀected only when vertex-
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Fig. 3.5.: A graph view materializes the topology and holds pointers to the relational
data of the vertexes and the edges.

es/edges are added or deleted. GRFusion relies on the design and the implementation
of VoltDB to maintain pointers to the relational tuples on memory reallocations.

Graph-Data Updates
Updating the attribute data of an edge or vertex is straightforward as the attributes are stored in relations outside the native graph representation. Hence, these
relational attributes can be updated directly. However, updating the VertexId and
the EdgeId attributes need special handling because these attributes are used for navigating from the relational store to the native graph structure (e.g., to probe pathtraversal operators in a QEP as in Section 3.5). Although updating the identiﬁers
are not common, GRFusion maintains the consistency of the identiﬁers in the graph
representation when updating their corresponding attributes in the relational sources.
Also, GRFusion maintains the referential integrity of the edges relational-source when
updating a vertex identiﬁer in the vertexes relational-source.
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Graph-Topology Updates
GRFusion allows topological updates when the relational sources are either relational tables or a relational views selecting from a single table. GRFusion associates
each relational source, say R, with the identiﬁers of the graph views that reference
R. When inserting a new tuple into R, the transaction of the insertion statement
updates the graph-view topology as part of the transaction (i.e., adding a new vertex
or adding a new edge in the graph representation). Similarly, when deleting a vertex or edge, the deletion statement detects the graph views associated with R and
updates the aﬀected graph views accordingly as part of the deletion transaction. For
example, if R is an edges relational-source for a graph view, say GV , the edge in GV
corresponding to a deleted tuple is removed from GV .

3.4

Extending the SQL Language for Graph Support
GRFusion extends the SQL Select statement by allowing selection from a graph’s

vertexes, edges, or paths. In particular, a Select statement in GRFusion can reference
a graph using three constructs:
1. VERTEXES Construct: Selects vertexes that satisfy speciﬁc properties (e.g.,
Job = ’Lawyer’ in a social network, MaxSpeed > 50 in a road network, FanOut
> 2 in any network).
2. EDGES Construct: Selects edges that satisfy speciﬁc properties (e.g., RelationType = ’Family’ in a social network, RoadType != ’Highway’ in a road
network).
3. PATHS Construct: Selecting paths that satisfy speciﬁc path properties (e.g.,
StartVertexId = 1 And PathLength < 5, Edges[0..*].Property = Value).
The listing below illustrates that a graph view, vertexes, edges, or paths can
appear in the from-clause of a select statement. Moreover, the search condition of
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SELECT < select_list >
[ FROM { relational_src | graph_vw | graph_vw_vertexes |
,→ graph_vw_edges | graph_vw_paths } [ ,... n ] ]
[ WHERE < search_condition > ]
Fig. 3.6.: Select statement for Graph-Relational querying.

the where-clause can reference the properties of the vertexes, edges or paths. In the
following sub-sections, we present the semantics for querying vertexes, edges, or paths
of a graph in GRFusion.

3.4.1

The VERTEXES Construct

A vertex in GRFusion extends the Tuple class of a typical relational database
system. This extension addresses the impedance mismatch between the graph model
and the relational model and allows a graph operator that outputs vertexes to act as
the input to another relational operator in the same query execution pipeline.
To illustrate how to query vertexes in GRFusion, consider Query Qv in the listing
in Section 3.5.1 that selects from the set of vertexes of the SocialNetwork graph
view (i.e., SocialNetwork.Vertexes). Query Qv ﬁlters the vertexes by selecting those
with last name equal to ‘Smith’. Only the birthdate and the fanOut of the qualiﬁed
vertexes are retrieved.

3.4.2

The EDGES Construct

Selection of edges in GRFusion is similar to selection of vertexes, where an edge,
say E, is represented by a Tuple with an attribute that corresponds to each property
of E.
The listing below shows an example for querying edges in GRFusion. Query
Qe selects from the set of edges of the SocialNetwork graph view (i.e., SocialNetwork.Edges). Query Qe ﬁlters the edges by selecting the relationships that started
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SELECT ES . From . lstName , ES . To . lstName
FROM SocialNetwork . Edges ES
WHERE ES . StartDate <
1 /1/2000
Fig. 3.7.: Edges selection query.

before ’1/1/2000’ in the social network. The query projects on the last name attributes of the endpoints of the qualiﬁed relationships.

3.4.3

The PATHS Construct

As graph traversal queries form a massive body of graph queries (e.g., reachability and shortest path queries [30, 55–59]), GRFusion extends the SQL language to
declaratively ﬁnd paths in graph views. GRFusion introduces the PATHS construct
to query its graph views. For a graph view, say GV, GRFusion recognizes GV.PATHS
in the From clause of a select statement (as it is treated conceptually as a set of paths).
Conceptually, this allows GRFusion to traverse and retrieve simple paths from GV
that satisfy a path criteria (e.g., predicates on the attributes of the edges forming
the path). In addition to GV.PATHS, GRFusion recognizes GV.VERTEXES, and
GV.EDGES, to reference the vertexes, and the edges of GV, respectively. We focus
on the GV.PATHS construct as the other constructs are straightforward.
GRFusion models a path as an ordered list of edges, where each edge has a start
and end vertexes. The edges and the vertexes of a path, say P S, can be indexed and
referenced by relational predicates as follows:
• PS.Edges[StartIndex..EndIndex].EdgeAttribute:

References an at-

tribute of the edges starting from StartIndex until EndIndex. A value of
‘*’ for the EndV ertex placeholder indicates that all the edges starting from
StartIndex should satisfy the relational predicate.
• PS.Vertexes[StartIndex..EndIndex].VertexAttribute: References an attribute of the vertexes starting from StartIndex until EndIndex. A value of
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SELECT PS . EndVertex . lstName
FROM Users U , SocialNetwork . Paths PS
WHERE U . Job = ' Lawyer ' AND PS . StartVertex . Id = U . uId AND
,→ PS . Length = 2 AND PS . Edges [0..*]. StartDate >
,→ '1/1/2000 '
Fig. 3.8.: Friends-of-friends Path Query Qp .

‘*’ for the EndV ertex placeholder indicates that all the vertexes starting from
StartIndex should satisfy the relational predicate.
Observe that the aforementioned EdgeAttribute, and the VerterxAttribute placeholders can refer to any attribute of the edges or the vertexes that have been deﬁned at
the time of creating Graph-view GV . In addition, each vertex in Path P S has two
additional integral attributes, namely FanIn and FanOut. Also, Path P S allows accessing to some path-speciﬁc properties, e.g., PS.StartVertexId and PS.Length refer
to the identiﬁer of the start vertex and the length of Path P S, respectively.
To illustrate how paths can be queried in GRFusion, consider Query Qp in Figure 3.8. The From clause of Qp speciﬁes that the paths are being traversed from the
SocialNetwork graph view, where the vertexes relational-source of the SocialNetwork
graph is Relation U sers. The query displays the last names of the friends of friends
of all the users with Job = ‘Lawyer’. Conceptually, Qp is evaluated by selecting the
sub-graph, say Gsub , containing edges with start dates after ‘1/1/2000’. Using Subgraph Gsub , GRFusion explores paths consisting of two edges that originate from the
vertexes corresponding to lawyers in the social network. Notice that the listing in Figure 3.8 could use SocialNetwork.VERTEXES instead of Users. However, the listing
in Figure 3.8 uses the Users relation to show how relational tables can be joined with
the paths of a graph view. Notice that the details of the extended query language of
GRFusion are not the main focus of this chapter. However, we provide sample code
snippets that are relevant to illustrating the evaluation of the graph-relational queries
supported by GRFusion.
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SELECT PS . PathString
FROM Proteins Pr1 , Proteins Pr2 , BioNetwork . Paths PS
WHERE Pr1 . Name = ' Protein X ' AND Pr2 . Name = ' Protein Y '
,→ AND PS . StartVertex . Id = Pr1 . Id AND PS . EndVertex . Id
,→ = Pr2 . Id AND PS . Edges [0..*]. Type IN (' covalent ' ,
,→ ' stable ') LIMIT 1
Fig. 3.9.: Reachability Query Qr .

The listing in Figure 3.9 presents a reachability query Qr that queries a proteininteraction network represented by the BioNetwork graph view, and checks if
P rotein X interacts directly (i.e., by an edge) or indirectly (i.e., by a path) with
P rotein Y through either a covalent or stable interaction types. PS.PathString corresponds to the string representation of Path P S. Notice that many paths can exist
between the vertexes corresponding to the speciﬁed proteins. So, Query Qr uses the
LIMIT 1 clause because retrieving one path is suﬃcient to decide on reachability.
In addition to the ability of referencing the attributes of the edges or vertexes
forming a path, say P S, GRFusion allows aggregation functions on the attributes of
the vertexes or the edges of P S. The aggregate functions on the attributes of paths
have the same usage and constraints as those on relational attributes. For example, if
the edges of P S have an attribute, say W eight, a query can compute the sum of the
weight values across all the edges of P S, i.e., sum(P S.Edges.W eight) can appear in
the select-clause of a query to compute the sum of the weights associated with the
edges of Path P S.
The PATHS construct can also retrieve sub-graphs based on speciﬁc patterns (e.g.,
the topology of the sub-graph, attributes of the vertexes/edges of the subgraph). For
instance, ﬁnding triangular structures with speciﬁc edge properties, and counting
these triangles are important primitives for Machine-Learning, e.g., [60], where a
triangle structure can be viewed as a loop of three edges. The listing in Figure 3.10
presents Query Qt that counts the number of triangles, where the edges have speciﬁc
values for their Label attribute. Notice the use of the Path.Length property, where
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SELECT Count ( P )
FROM MLGraph . Paths P Where P . Length = 3 AND P . Edges [0].
,→ Label = 'A ' AND P . Edges [1]. Label = 'B ' AND P . Edges
,→ [2]. Label = 'C ' AND P . Edges [2]. EndVertex = P . Edges
,→ [0]. StartVertex
Fig. 3.10.: Subgraph Pattern Query Qt to ﬁnd triangles.

π

birthdate, fanOut

σ

Vertexes.lstName = ‘Smith’

VertexScan

SocialNetwork

MemGraph

Fig. 3.11.: QEP for Query Qv .

it is necessary to retrieve only triangles (as the sub-graph of interest has only three
edges).
More interestingly, paths can be joined to query more complex sub-graph patterns. Similar to relational engines that can perform self-joins for a relational table,
GRFusion allows self-joins of the paths of a given graph view. This is possible as
the vertexes and the edges of the paths to join can be referenced by relational join
predicates.

3.4.4

Declaratively Realizing Complex Graph-Operations

As we will show in Section 3.6.3, a complex graph-operation like shortest paths
become possible declaratively using query hints (e.g., “SELECT ... FROM RoadNetwork.Paths PS HINT(SHORTESTPATH(Distance))”). Similarly, other complex
graph-operations can be declaratively speciﬁed by the user using query hints. For
instance, the vertex-coloring operation can be speciﬁed as “SELECT ... FROM
GraphView.Vertexes VS HINT(COLORING(Color))”, where V S refers to the ver-
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texes of the graph view after coloring the vertexes so that no two adjacent vertexes will
have the same color and the vertexes will have an additional property called Color to
denote the color of each vertex. Also, the edges-coloring operation is possible declaratively as “SELECT ... FROM GraphView.Edges ES HINT(COLORING(Color))”.
As we detail in Section 3.6.3, the query hints help the query physical-plan generator
to use the appropriate physical operator corresponding to the speciﬁed complex graph
operation.

3.5

Graph-Relational Query Processing
In this section, we explain how GRFusion evaluates graph-relational queries. Sec-

tion 3.5.1 introduces the primitive graph operators of GRFusion, while Section 3.5.2
illustrates how the graph operators integrate with typical relational operators in a
cross-data-model QEP, where the graph operators appear in the leaf level of the QEP.
Then, Section 3.5.3 discusses the conceptual query evaluation of graph-relational
queries in GRFusion.

3.5.1

Graph Operators

GRFusion deﬁnes three primitive operators to evaluate the graph constructs of
graph-relational queries. In particular, GRFusion deﬁnes the VertexScan, EdgeScan, and PathScan operators that iterate over a graph view’s vertexes, edges, and
paths, respectively. The PathScan operator is a lazy operator following the iterator
model [61] to avoid eager generation of paths that might not be required by parent
operators. The reason of this design decision is that many queries (e.g, reachability)
limit the number of paths to be retrieved, and consequently generating all/multiple
paths may be expensive and unnecessary.
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SELECT VS . birthdate , VS . fanOut
FROM SocialNetwork . Vertexes VS
WHERE VS . lstName = ' Smith '
Fig. 3.12.: Vertexes selection query.

Vertex Scan and Edge Scan Operators
Operators VertexScan and EdgeScan allow GRFusion to iterate over the vertexes
and edges of a given graph view, respectively. For example, the VertexScan operator
provides an alternative access method for accessing the vertexes of a graph view, where
the fan-in and fan-out properties of any vertex can be eﬃciently retrieved in constant
time. To illustrate, consider Query Qv in Figure 3.12. Qv selects from the set of
vertexes of the SocialNetwork graph view, and then applies some relational operators
afterwards. To evaluate Qv , GRFusion constructs the query execution pipeline, say
QEPv , as in Figure 3.11. Operator VertexScan scans the vertexes of the graph deﬁned
by the SocialNetwork graph view from the in-memory graph structure (represented
as M emGraph in Figure 3.11, that references the singleton graph structure of the
graph view). Vertexes with last name ‘Smith’ are selected and a relational projection
operation selects only the birth date and the fan-out properties.

The PathScan Operator
In GRFusion, the PathScan operator is responsible for traversing a graph view to
construct simple paths identiﬁed by a graph query. PathScan is a logical operator that
has three physical operators with three corresponding graph-traversal algorithms. All
the physical operators explore a traversed vertex only once to avoid loops, i.e., the
paths in GRFusion are simple paths. In particular, the query optimizer maps a logical
PathScan operator into DF Scan, BF Scan, or SP Scan, corresponding to depth-ﬁrst
search, breadth-ﬁrst search, or shortest-path search physical operators, respectively.
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In this section, we focus on the logical semantics of the path scan operator. We defer
the discussion of the physical operators to Section 3.6.
As a logical operation, the paths-discovery process in GRFusion starts from a set
of start vertexes to avoid materializing all possible paths. These start vertexes are
either stated explicitly in the query (e.g., PS.StartVertex.Id = Value) or are generated
by other operators during query evaluation (e.g., PS.StartVertex.Id = VS.Id as in
Figure 3.8). In the latter scenario, the start vertexes selected by some operators
(e.g., TableScan, relational sub-query), are used to probe the PathScan traversal
operator. If the start vertexes of a path selection are not deﬁned, all the vertexes of
the corresponding graph view will be used as starting vertexes. Notice that the paths
in GRFusion are not eagerly materialized by a PathScan operator, rather they are
lazily generated.
To illustrate how paths are explored in GRFusion, consider Query Qp in Figure 3.8. Qp explicitly states that the path discovery process starts from the vertexes
corresponding to lawyers in the social network. Figure 3.13 demonstrates the query
evaluation pipeline QEPp that evaluates Query Qp , where M emGraph refers to the
singleton materialized graph structure of the graph view. In particular, Qp starts the
traversal process from each qualiﬁed vertex. Notice that the qualiﬁed vertexes are
retrieved using a relational operator (e.g., by a TableScan or IndexScan operators)
in Figure 3.13. The reason is that using a relational access method with ﬁltering
predicates on the vertexes relational-source is more eﬃcient than using the tuple
pointers in the graph view to ﬁlter all the vertexes on the ﬂy. Because of the seamless integration of the relational and graph models in GRFusion, this optimization
alternative is feasible. While traversing the graph view, only the edges with start
dates after ‘1/1/2000’ are considered. Also, QEPp explores paths of length two only
(i.e., consisting of two edges) that originate from a given start vertex. As an eﬀective
optimization, GRFusion pushes predicates, e.g., path-length predicates, to be considered during the traversal process. This optimization allows GRFusion to apply early
pruning of paths, and to reduce the size of the intermediate results ﬂowing through
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Fig. 3.13.: GRFusion joins a relational table with a graph-view traversal-operator for
Query Qp .

the query pipeline. Consequently, the performance of the query evaluation process
is boosted w.r.t. the processing time as well as the temporary memory used for the
intermediate results.

3.5.2

Cross-Model Query-Execution-Pipelines

A query in GRFusion can reference relations or relational views with graph views
simultaneously. A pure relational engine has a main structure (i.e., tuple) that is
passed among the relational operators in a query evaluation pipeline (QEP). GRFusion allows its query engine to view data by two diﬀerent data models, namely, the
relational model and the graph model. GRFusion allows a single QEP to have two
main categories of operators that interact seamlessly in a QEP. The ﬁrst category
contains the relational operators (e.g., select, project, relational join) that can interact directly with relational tables. The second category contains graph operators
that can operate on graph views. GRFusion integrates both categories of operators
by allowing a relational operator to operate on the result of a graph operator. In particular, GRFusion uniﬁes the interface of the output of both the relational and the
graph operators. Speciﬁcally, the query engine of GRFusion abstracts graph processing by using three data types that extend the T uple data type, namely the V ertex,
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Edge, and P ath data types, where each has a schema that depends on the queried
graph-view, as explained below.
In GRFusion, a vertex, say V , is represented in a QEP by a tuple, say T , where
each attribute of V becomes an attribute in T . For example, a graph vertex in
Figure 3.4 is represented by a tuple with attributes: (uId, lstN ame, birthdate). In
addition, Vertex V has the following properties:
• FanOut: Contains the number of V ’s outgoing edges.
• FanIn: Contains the number of V ’s incident edges.
An edge E is represented by a tuple with attributes corresponding to E’s attributes
in addition to the following attributes:
• From: Contains the start vertex of Edge E.
• To: Contains the end vertex of Edge E.
GRFusion deﬁnes the P ath data type, where a path, say P , is a sequence of
identiﬁers of the edges that form P . In particular, P is an extended tuple with the
following attributes deﬁning its schema:
• Length: Is the number of edges in P .
• StartVertex: Is the start vertex of P .
• EndVertex: Is the end vertex of P .
• Vertexes: Is the list of vertexes forming P .
• Edges: Is the list of edges forming P .

3.5.3

Conceptual Evaluation of Graph-Relational Queries in GRFusion

GRFusion addresses the impedance mismatch between the graph model and the
relational model by unifying the type of the elements that move among the relational
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and the graph operators within a QEP. To illustrate, we list below the high-level
steps that describe GRFusion’s conceptual evaluation of declarative graph-relational
queries, i.e., ones that reference relation(s) and graph-view(s):
• The relational tables and views are joined together using all the relational predicates in the WHERE clause of the query. This step yields a single resultant
relation, say R.
• Each graph operator operates on a graph view, say GV , using its in-memory
singleton graph-structure, say M emGV . In case of using diﬀerent aliases on the
same graph view, each alias is assigned an independent pointer to M emGV .
• When querying a combination of relations, relational views, vertexes, edges, or
paths, all the graph operators operate only on graph views. Observe that the
output of each graph operator is an extended type of the relational T uple type.
Hence, the output of the graph operators can be ingested by the relational operators (e.g., the joins) in the same QEP seamlessly, where a relational join outer
tuple can be used to probe a graph operator in the inner (e.g., see Figure 3.13).
• The predicates in the WHERE clause of the query that have not been consumed
in producing R are used to join R with all the vertexes, edges, and paths
referenced by the query.
• The SELECT list is used to perform projection.

3.6

Query Optimization
GRFusion optimizes graph-traversal queries with two objectives in mind: (1) prun-

ing undesired paths as early as possible to optimize the runtime, and (2) favoring
traversal algorithms with less-memory requirements. The second goal is vital as
memory should be consumed discreetly in an in-memory system. Optimization techniques for early pruning are discussed in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. In Section 3.6.3,
we address the traversal-algorithm selection.
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3.6.1

Path Length Inference

The query optimizer of GRFusion infers the allowed length of the paths described
by the queries. The main objective is to make sure that a path returned from the
PathScan operator is unlikely to be rejected by a parent operator (e.g., a join operator)
due to a predicate referencing the path length. For instance, if a query has the ﬁlter
”P S.Edges[5..∗].Att1 = V alue”, then PathScan infers that the minimum path length
to return is 6 (indexing is zero-based). Hence, PathScan will not return a path of
length 5 or less. Many real-world queries specify the length of the desired paths, e.g.,
triangle-counting queries [60] specify a path length of three, the popular friends-offriends queries restrict a path length to two, and many reachability queries put a cap
on the maximum length of the path connecting the queried endpoints.
For each collection of paths, say P S, that is referenced in the F rom-clause, the
query optimizer analyzes the predicates referencing the length of P S explicitly (e.g.,
PS.Length = value), or implicitly (e.g., by analyzing the logical operators as in
PS.Edges[5..*].Att1 = X AND PS.Edges[7..9].Att2 = Y), to predict the range of
allowed lengths of the paths to return. Then, the inferred path length is considered
by PathScan while traversing the graph (e.g., an inferred maximum path length of 8
will prune any path of length ≥ 9).

3.6.2

Pushing Filters Ahead of Path Scans

To prune paths early, all the ﬁlters related to discovering the paths of a graph
view are pushed ahead of the PathScan operator. For instance, for a graph view’s
paths, say P S, Predicate ”P S.Edges[0..∗].Cost < 10” is pushed so that PathScan can
prune any potential path explored with an edge of cost ≥ 10. Similarly, predicates
that refer to aggregates on a path’s attributes will be computed and checked during
the PathScan evaluation. For example, consider a query, say Q, with the predicate
”Sum(P S.Edges.Cost) < 100”. When PathScan explores Path P while evaluating Q,
PathScan will accumulate the cost-attribute of the edges of P during the traversal.
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If the accumulated cost exceeds 100, P will be dropped and will not ﬂow to the
operators next in the QEP.

3.6.3

Logical to Physical Operator Mapping

Recall from Section 3.5.1 that the PathScan operator is a logical operator that is
mapped into one of three physical traversal operators for execution, namely, depthﬁrst search, breadth-ﬁrst search, and shortest-path search based on Dijkstra’s algorithm [55].
The shortest-path physical operator, namely SP Scan, is very useful in top-k shortest path queries. The listing in Figure 3.14 illustrates how the user can instruct the
optimizer to use SP Scan. Given a non-negative numerical edge attribute, SP Scan
traverses the graph using Dijkstra’s algorithm [55], and returns the next shortest-path
as requested (i.e., pulled) by the parent operator in the QEP. SP Scan is useful in
many applications, e.g., recommendation systems and route discovery, to avoid the
costly straightforward plan, i.e., avoid enumerating all paths, then ﬁltering, sorting,
and then returning the top ones.
For general graph-traversals where shortest paths are not deﬁned, GRFusion can
use either a depth-ﬁrst search (i.e., a DF Scan operator), or a breadth-ﬁrst search
(i.e., a BF Scan operator). The user can give a query hint to decide on depth-ﬁrst
or breadth-ﬁrst evaluations. To illustrate how GRFusion decides on the physical
operator to perform a general graph traversal in the absence of an explicit queryhint, assume that a query, say Q, searches for Path P of Length L. Assume further
that Query Q targets a graph view where the average fan-out is F . Following an
analysis similar to that in [62], a depth-ﬁrst search can contain on average F ∗ L
vertexes in its stack data structure. In contrast, a breadth-ﬁrst search can contain
√
F L vertexes in its queue data structure. Hence, GRFusion uses BFS if F < L−1 L
to optimize for memory. This optimization is applicable if the path length can be
inferred and by maintaining the average fan-out statistic for each graph view in the
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SELECT TOP 2 PS
FROM RoadNetwork . Paths PS HINT ( SHORTESTPATH ( Distance ) ) ,
,→ RoadNetwork . Vertexes Src , RoadNetwork . Vertexes
,→ Dest
WHERE PS . StartVertex . Id = Src . Id AND PS . EndVertex . Id =
,→ Dest . Id AND Src . Address = " Address 1" AND Dest .
,→ Address = " Address 2"
Fig. 3.14.: Declarative shortest-path query.

system catalog. Otherwise, GRFusion uses the default scan operator that the user
can set based on the expected workload (e.g., BFS can still be better if the underlying
graph has a large diameter and frequent queries ﬁnd the desired paths after one or
two hops). GRFusion has a conﬁguration to store the average fan-out of graph views
as a statistics object. If this conﬁguration is enabled, GRFusion runs a thread in the
backend to compute the average fan-out using the compact graph-view structures.

3.7

Experimental Evaluation
We experimentally evaluate the performance of GRFusion, a realization of the

proposed Native G+R Core approach inside a centralized version of VoltDB. We
compare GRFusion to the state of the art of the Native Relational-Core approach,
namely SQLGraph [5], and we compare to Grail [7]. Although Grail uses a diﬀerent computational model than GRFusion, they both have the common ground of
executing queries through an RDBMS. We also compare GRFusion to two popular
specialized graph systems, Neo4j [9] and Titan [10]. The reason for comparing with
specialized graph systems, which follow the Native Graph-Core approach, is to show
that graph-traversal queries can be eﬃciently handled by GRFusion.
Mitigating the disk IO cost from the baselines: As GRFusion is an in-memory
system, the experiments are designed to mitigate the disk cost of all the baselines
we compare to. We implemented SQLGraph and Grail as described in [5], and [7],
respectively, on top of the in-memory VoltDB system. We conﬁgured Titan to use the
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in-memory storage conﬁguration, and we set Neo4j to run and execute over a RAM
disk on Linux.
We consider two important categories of graph queries, namely, traversal-based
queries and pattern-matching queries, where the queries can take additional ﬁltering predicates. For traversal-based queries, we evaluate reachability queries (e.g.,
Figure 3.9). We also evaluate shortest-path queries to compare with Grail [7]. For
pattern-matching queries, we evaluate the triangle-counting query using ﬁltering predicates on the edges while varying selectivity. The triangle-counting query is a primitive
operator in many machine-learning and knowledge-discovery techniques, e.g., [60].
Experiments are conducted on a machine running Linux kernel 3.17.7 on 32 cores of
Intel Xeon 2.90 GHz with 384 GB of main-memory.

3.7.1

Datasets

We use real graph datasets that represent four diﬀerent application domains,
namely, road networks, biological networks, authorship networks, and social networks. For the road networks, we use the continental-sized Tiger dataset [2] that
covers the entire U.S., where the edges represent road segments, and the vertexes
represent road intersections. For the biological networks, we use the String proteininteraction dataset [3], where the vertexes represent proteins, and the edges represent
interactions among the proteins. We use the DBLP [63] dataset for the authorship
networks, where the vertexes represent authors, and the edges represent co-authorship
relations. We use the Twitter dataset [1] for the social-network application, where the
dataset represents the follower graph of Twitter. The vertexes in Twitter represent
users, where an edge from User A to User B denotes that User A follows User B.
Table 3.2 summarizes the properties of these datasets.
Controlling sub-graph selectivity: We study the eﬀect of selecting a subgraph
from an underlying graph before performing a graph operation (e.g., selecting a subgraph containing 10% of the edges of the entire graph before executing a shortest-path
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Table 3.2.: The graph views in GRFusion are fast to construct with low memory
overhead for the datasets of the evaluation.
Dataset
Tiger Road Network
DBLP Co-Author Network
String Protein Network
Twitter Follower Network

# Vertexes
24,412,259
1,007,047
1,520,673
41,652,230

# Edges
58,698,439
6,592,656
348,473,440
1,468,365,182

Construction Time
2.08 Min
1.59 Sec
3.81 Min
10.87 Min

Memory Size (GB)
0.88
0.09
4.17
17.81

query or a topological pattern-matching query on the selected sub-graph). For each
dataset, we vary the selectivity of the queries from 5% to 50%.
Evaluating the eﬀect of graph-views in the Native G+R Core approach:
To accurately study the performance gains due to the graph-views of the Native
G+R Core w.r.t. the Native Relational-Core approach, we use breadth-ﬁrth search
instead of depth-ﬁrst search, and we do not push the predicates ahead of the path
scan operator in GRFusion for all the reachability-queries experiments.

3.7.2

Unconstrained Reachability Queries

We contrast the performance of GRFusion with that of SQLGraph, Neo4j, and
Titan, when processing reachability queries without ﬁltering predicates on the graph
edges. Given two nodes, say A and B, a reachability query returns true if a path
exists from Node A to Node B. The query-processing time of a reachability query is
aﬀected by the path length of the query result. The reason is that the increase in the
number of edges traversed directly corresponds to the number of relational joins in
the Native Relational-Core approach (e.g., SQLGraph).
For each dataset in Table 3.2, we generate random reachability queries with different path lengths that make the query endpoints connected. We vary the path
length from 2 to 20. For each path length, say l, we generate 10, 000 random queries,
say Ql . We run Ql and measure the average query-processing time using GRFusion,
SQLGraph, Neo4j, and Titan.
Figure 3.15 shows the average query-processing time of running the queries using
all four systems, where the x-axis and the y-axis give the path-length of the query an-
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swers and the query-processing time in milliseconds, respectively. GRFusion achieves
up to four orders-of-magnitude speedup in query-processing time compared to SQLGraph, where the speedup increases as the graph size increases. For instance, the
speedup reaches 599x for the DBLP graph, and 2483x for the larger String graph.
The reason is that GRFusion uses the compact graph view that captures the graph
topology, where the graph views act as navigational indexes. Hence, GRFusion does
not perform any relational join on the relational sources to traverse the graphs. In
contrast, SQLGraph performs a relational join for each edge traversal during the path
discovery process. Consequently, the query-processing time in SQLGraph increases as
the path length of the query result increases. Moreover, the SQLGraph approach may
not scale in main-memory RDBMSs when the graph size is very big due to the size
of the intermediate results of the relational joins. To illustrate, in Figure 3.15(d), in
the Twitter dataset, the Native Relational-Core represented by SQLGraph does not
execute if the query evaluation requires more than four relational joins. The reason is
that the intermediate temporary-memory of the join operators exceeds 6 GB, which
is 60 times the 100-MB recommended limit in VoltDB. To allow room for queryevaluation pipelining to reduce the intermediate results, and to mitigate the limits of
the main-memory, we execute the Twitter queries on a popular disk-based commercial
RDBMS. The queries on the Twitter graph time-out after 5 hours of execution when
the traversal depth of the queries exceeds four. In contrast, the systems following
the Native Graph-Core represented by Neo4j and Titan scale for deep graph-traversal
queries on large graphs as the overhead of the relational joins does not exist, where a
deep graph-traversal query is a query that explores paths of long lengths, i.e., many
edges, which corresponds to many joins in the Native Relational-Core. However,
GRFusion that realizes the proposed Native G+R Core approach is able to scale for
deep graph-traversal queries with better performance than those of the native graph
systems.
Comparing GRFusion to the specialized graph databases Neo4j and Titan, GRFusion has a query-time speedup that exceeds three orders-of-magnitude for the String
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graph (see Figure 3.15(c)). We attribute these performance gains of GRFusion over
the specialized graph databases to implementation factors and not to a fundamental change in the computational model. The reason is that GRFusion is based on
VoltDB that has a low-overhead concurrency model (e.g., no lock overhead as in the
specialized graph databases). Moreover, VoltDB has an optimized memory manager
written in C++ that is signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient than the JAVA memory managers
of both Neo4j and Titan. Theoretically, if we remove all the implementation-speciﬁc
factors, the performance of GRFusion should be comparable to that of the specialized
graph systems as both are processing native graph representations. In Section 3.7.3,
we present the performance of GRFusion when evaluating queries that do not only
consult the graph topology, but also the edges’ attributes stored in the relational
sources.

3.7.3

Reachability Queries with Filtering Predicates

We evaluate the performance of reachability queries in GRFusion and compare it
to the baselines when the queries are associated with a ﬁltering predicate. To study
the eﬀect of sub-graph selectivity (i.e., selecting the sub-graph to perform the query
on), we generate reachability queries similar to the ones described in Section 3.7.2
with varying selectivities. We vary the selectivity parameter from 5% to 50% using
synthesized edge attributes to control the selectivity. We limit the path length of the
results of the generated queries to 20 to emphasize the eﬀect of the selectivity of the
sub-graph to operate on.
Figure 3.16 shows the average query-processing time for executing the reachability queries with ﬁltering predicates using all 4 systems and datasets, where the
x-axis and the y-axis are the edge-selectivity of the queries, and the query-processing
time in milliseconds, respectively. Observe that, for the relatively-small DBLP graph
in Figure 3.16(a), SQLGraph outperforms Neo4j and Titan as the relational engine
can execute joins and apply ﬁltering predicates eﬃciently on relations of small cardi-
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Fig. 3.15.: GRFusion achieves up to four orders-of-magnitude query-time speedup for
unconstrained reachability queries.

nalities. GRFusion outperforms both SQLGraph and the specialized graph engines.
There are two main reasons behind GRFusion’s performance gains. First, GRFusion
uses a compact graph data structure to perform the traversal and avoids relational
joins completely to explore the underlying graph. Second, GRFusion relies on the relational engine to evaluate the ﬁltering predicates on the edges. Recall that GRFusion
has a direct pointer to an edge’s tuple that is accessed in O(1) time to evaluate the
query ﬁltering-predicate using the eﬃcient logic of the relational engine. Hence, GRFusion combines the strengths of both the graph systems and the relational systems to
achieve the best-of-both-worlds in terms of performance. However, the eﬃcient evaluation of the ﬁltering predicates and the cost of the relational joins in SQLGraph do not
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pay oﬀ when the size of the relations increase. To illustrate, refer to Figure 3.16(b),
where the performance of SQLGraph degrades as more edges are selected. For the
String dataset in Figure 3.16(c), SQLGraph exceeds the temporary memory limits of
VoltDB after selecting a subgraph of size larger than 25% of the queried graph for
the reasons illustrated in Section 3.7.2. For the largest Twitter dataset, SQLGraph
is not able to perform even on a subgraph of a 5% selectivity. The reason is that the
cost of 20 relational joins on the large Twitter table exceeds the temporary-memory
limits of VoltDB, and time-out the queries on a commercial disk-based RDBMS after 5 hours of execution. Also, as the number of self-joins increases in the Native
Relational-Core approach, the relational optimizer may not be able to select the best
join algorithm due to inaccurate cardinality estimations of the intermediate results
(see [11] for details).
The relational engine is eﬃcient in performing ﬁltering predicates. This set of
experiments demonstrates the power of extending the relational engine with a native
graph-core processor that is optimized for graph traversals and that uses eﬃcient
memory representation. Figure 3.16 demonstrates the scalability and the eﬃciency of
GRFusion in contrast to the baselines in handling graph queries with ﬁltering predicates. Notice that increasing the edge-selectivity factor of the queries has less impact
on Neo4j, Titan, and GRFusion than on SQLGraph w.r.t. query-processing time.
The reason is that these queries are evaluated on a graph structure by performing
the ﬁltering predicates on the ﬂy as the graph is being traversed. The selectivity
aﬀects the query performance of all the approaches. However, it is more impactful in
the case of pure-relational evaluation. For example, in Figure 3.16(b), the processing
time of SQLGraph increases by 138x when changing the selectivity from 5% to 50%,
in contrast to an increase of 1.72x in GRFusion on the same setup.
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Fig. 3.16.: GRFusion achieves up to four orders-of-magnitude query-time speedup for
reachability queries with ﬁltering predicates.

3.7.4

Sub-Graph Pattern Matching

We evaluate the performance of the triangle-counting query. Given a graph, say
G, a triangle-counting query, say QT C , counts all the sub-graphs of a triangle pattern (e.g, see Figure 3.10). Notice that the Native Relational-Core approach, e.g.,
SQLGraph, can scale for this speciﬁc pattern query as only two relational joins are
needed for query evaluation. This is the reason for choosing this pattern query besides its importance as a primitive in many applications [60]. Figure 3.17 gives the
performance of evaluating triangles queries on the DBLP, Tiger, and String graph
datasets, where the x-axis and the y-axis are the edge-selectivity of the queries and
the query-processing time in milliseconds, respectively.
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Notice that in Figure 3.17, the SQLGraph approach outperforms both Neo4j and
Titan when the selected sub-graph size is small, e.g., up to a selectivity of 10% for the
DBLP dataset as in Figure 3.17(a). Also, notice that SQLGraph is more sensitive to
the selectivity parameter than all the other approaches including GRFusion. Although
only two joins are required by SQLGraph in this type of queries, increasing the
number of tuples to join increases the query processing time, which results in better
performance by Neo4j and Titan when increasing the selectivity parameter. For
instance, Neo4j and Titan are more eﬃcient than SQLGraph for the String dataset
in Figure 3.17(c) for a selectivity parameter greater than 20%.
Figure 3.17 illustrates that GRFusion outperforms SQLGraph, Neo4j, and Titan
by up to one order of magnitude in query performance. We attribute this performance
advantage by GRFusion to the same reasons reported in Section 3.7.2.

3.7.5

Shortest-Path Queries with Filtering Predicates

We conduct an experiment using the Tiger road network to assess the performance
of GRFusion in evaluating the single-source shortest-path query (or SSSP, for short)
in contrast to Grail [7]. The purpose of this experiment is to show that a simple
algorithm, e.g., Dijkstra’s algorithm [55], executing inside a relational database system can achieve signiﬁcant performance gains over a pure-relational approach, e.g.,
as in Grail [7], when evaluating SSSP queries, or more generally, intensive traversal
queries. Notice that the computational model of Grail is based on the vertex-centric
computational approach that is diﬀerent from the graph-traversal model of GRFusion. However, both approaches have a common ground due to using an RDBMS
in the evaluation. We implement the SSSP query of Grail as reported in Listing 3
in Grail’s paper [7]. Our Grail implementation is an in-memory implementation on
top of VoltDB to mitigate the disk IO cost, and we allow Grail to ﬁlter the edges
while processing to report the eﬀect of sub-graph selections on the query-execution
performance.
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Fig. 3.17.: GRFusion ﬁnds all the triangles with ﬁltering predicates with a query-time
speedup of one order-of-magnitude.

We generate 1000 random sources from which we execute an SSSP query to all the
other vertexes, and we report the average query execution time for various sub-graph
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Fig. 3.18.: GRFusion executes SSSP queries natively inside an RDBMS few-thousand
times faster than Grail.

selectivity factors. Figure 3.18 gives the performance of evaluating SSSP queries on
the Tiger road network, where the x-axis and the y-axis are the edge-selectivity of
the queries and the query-processing time in milliseconds, respectively. GRFusion
achieves more than three orders-of-magnitude query-time speedup w.r.t. Grail. Notice that we do not use an advanced SSSP evaluation method. Instead, we use a
straightforward Dijkstra’s algorithm that utilizes eﬃcient ﬁltering-predicates of the
relational database engine. This emphasizes the point that having a native and an
eﬃcient graph representation inside an RDBMS can ﬁll the gap between the RDBMSs
and the graph algorithms that are designed for native graph structures, where these
graph algorithms can achieve signiﬁcant performance gains when compared to equivalent pure-relational query evaluation approaches.

3.7.6

The Overhead of Graph Views

As graph views are materialized in GRFusion, we report the construction time as
well as the consumed memory space for each dataset. Table 3.2 illustrates that the
construction time ranges from two seconds to 10 minutes according to the size of the
graph. The reason is that the construction process passes only once by the vertexes
relational-source as well as the edges relational-source. Similarly, Table 3.2 shows the
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memory size due to the materialization of the topology of every graph. The consumed
memory is of acceptable overhead because only the graph topology is materialized,
where each vertex and edge holds pointers to the relational data instead of replicating
the relational data inside the graph views. For example, only 0.88 GB is needed to
construct a graph view for the continental-sized US road network. Moreover, the
overhead of updating the graph views is low. On average, it takes 0.04 milliseconds
to add a new edge into an existing graph view, i.e., the total time to insert a tuple
in the relational source as well as updating the topology of the corresponding graph
view. For both the deletions and insertions of vertexes and edges, GRFusion incurs
5%-11% additional overhead to the time of manipulating the relational sources. The
reason for this low overhead is that the logic of manipulating the graph views is linear
in time w.r.t. the number of aﬀected vertexes or edges as illustrated in Section 3.3.3.

3.8

Related Work
Graphs Integration with Relational Databases: There is a plethora of

database systems that adopt the graph data model (e.g., Neo4j [9] and Titan [10]).
These systems have powerful graph querying features. However, it has been shown
that for many graph queries, the performance of these systems can be achieved or
exceeded by a vanilla relational database [5, 7]. For graph-relational queries, a graph
database is useful if it is feasible to: a) import all the relational data into the graph
database, or b) develop a custom layer where results from the graph database and
the relational database are integrated to form the ﬁnal results. In contrast, GRFusion allows eﬃcient execution of graph-relational queries with neither the overhead of
importing data nor the overhead of integrating query results from diﬀerent systems.
Commercial systems, e.g., Oracle Graph and Aster [8], follow the architecture of processing graph-relational queries using diﬀerent run-time systems, where the results
are combined at the end. For example, Aster allows deﬁning graph functions that
can be referenced in the FROM-Clause of a SQL statement. During query execution,
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the graph function is extracted and evaluated using a graph runtime system. Eventually, the result from the external graph-runtime is transformed into a relational
table that can be integrated with the parent SQL query. Similarly, G-SPARQL [64]
is a SPARQL-like language for querying attributed graphs, where a graph is represented and processed using a hybrid Memory/Disk model, and the query-execution
is split between the RDBMS and a memory-based layer outside the RDBMS. In contrast, GRFusion executes the graph operations as well as the relational operations of
a query through a cross-data-model QEP without leaving the realm of the RDBMS.
Several graph libraries and systems target graph analytics, e.g., CRAY Graph
Engine [65], Pregel [66] and its open source version Giraph [67], GraphLab, GraphFrames [68]. For graph analytics, it may be acceptable to import data from relational
databases for analytical purposes. In contrast, GRFusion also serves OLTP scenarios.
This is possible as the relational data in GRFusion is not deeply copied into the graph
views. Moreover, the updates to the relational data that aﬀect the topology of the
deﬁned graph views incur little overhead to update the in-memory graph structures
in GRFusion.
Relational Databases with Modiﬁed Layers for Graph Processing: In
this category, the internals of an RDBMS are modiﬁed to some extent, but not to a
level that executes a graph-relational query through the same QEP as in GRFusion.
For example, SAP HANA Graph and GRAPHITE [69] allow graph operations to directly execute on the relational data in a column-store without replication. However,
two diﬀerent runtime components execute the graph-relational queries. In contrast,
GRFusion uses a single runtime leading to better performance. In [70], an access
method is proposed to process graphs stored on disk under certain locality assumptions. In contrast, GRFusion is a main-memory system that traverses a graph by
realizing a light-weight structure describing the graph topology.
Extracting Graphs from Relational Databases: In this category, graphs
stored in relational tables are extracted from the database system to be under the
control of an independent application. This independent application allows for query-
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ing the extracted graphs using graph APIs. Ringo [41] and GraphGen [6, 42] are representatives of this approach. Ringo extracts a graph from a relational storage into
an in-memory graph structure, where several analytical graph functions are provided
that process the in-memory graph. Similarly, GraphGen deﬁnes a graph-extraction
language [6] to extract latent graphs from relational databases. GraphGen presents
APIs to process graph queries targeting the extracted graph, and shows interesting
trade-oﬀs for storing graphs in the main-memory. Also, GraphGen allows for importing the extracted graphs into graph databases for advanced graph analytics. In
contrast, GRFusion processes graphs inside the relational database and does not extract the graphs outside the realm of the database engine. Additionally, GRFusion
supports dynamic graphs, where online updates are possible. Notice that to support
graph-relational queries, e.g., in Ringo or GraphGen, the relational part of the query
should be processed by the relational database, and the graph operations should be
processed by Ringo or GraphGen, where another external layer will be responsible
for integrating the graph results and the relational results into the ﬁnal query result.
Encoding Graphs in Relational Databases: In this line of work (e.g., SQLGraph [5], Grail [7]), graphs are stored in relational tables with schema optimized
for speciﬁc graph queries. After encoding graphs in a vanilla relational database, a
translation layer is designed to translate the supported graph queries into complex
SQL statements for the relational database to execute. For instance, SQLGraph [5]
encodes a given property graph in a complex relational schema that is generated
based on the graph dataset, and translates speciﬁc Gremlin [40] queries into SQL
statements with multi-join operations for the relational database engine to execute.
Although the query performance of this approach is comparable to specialized graph
databases for speciﬁc queries, these systems make it diﬃcult for users to write declarative graph-relational queries. In particular, the schema of the relations storing the
graph data may not be suitable for users to query directly and join with other relational data. The reason is that the schema is usually auto-generated based on the
input graph for optimization purposes.
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Tailored Operators for Speciﬁc Graph Operations: In this category, several
research eﬀorts (e.g., [71–73]) have been conducted since the 1980s and until recently
(e.g., [56, 74]). However, most of these eﬀorts target speciﬁc query types (e.g., transitive closure, shortest paths). Unlike GRFusion, these approaches also do not support
a uniﬁed/cross-model declarative language to query both graph and relational objects
simultaneously. In [71, 72], Relational Algebra is extended with operators to allow
for recursive queries. Although the proposed recursive algebra helps execute some
graph traversal queries, query execution is not eﬃcient because the graph operators
execute over relational tables and not over native graph representations. For instance,
several iterations with insertions into temporary tables are needed to keep track of
the traversal state. Similarly, Vertica [75] presents optimizations for graph-relational
queries. However, the graph operations execute over pure relational structures and
not on graph representations. Thus, costly relational joins are mandatory in many
cases to traverse graphs. In contrast, GRFusion’s graph operators process native
graph structures in main-memory without performing costly joins and without manipulating temporary tables to traverse a graph topology. Dar et al. [73] use relational
operators repetitively to compute the transitive closure of a graph represented in a
predeﬁned relational schema. Gao et al. [56] present speciﬁc optimizations to process
shortest-path queries over graphs stored in a relational database. GRFusion is more
general and can join graph views with relational tables in the same query. Moreover, GRFusion addresses the impedance mismatch between the graph model and the
relational model. In EmptyHeaded [74], graphs in a relational storage are queried
using a datalog-like language [76]. The core idea of EmptyHeaded is to leverage join
algorithms with strong theoretical guarantees in addition to using advanced querycompilation techniques. In contrast, GRFusion avoids relational joins completely
when traversing the topology of a graph view.
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3.9

Concluding Remarks
We introduce the notions of in-memory materialized graph views, graph operators

that seamlessly integrate with relational operators in query evaluation pipelines, memory management, and query optimization techniques for optimizing graph-relational
queries. GRFusion is a realization of the proposed Native G+R Core approach inside
VoltDB. The key idea behind GRFusion is to show the eﬀect of extending an RDBMS
to handle natively and seamlessly graph and relational data through cross-data-model
QEPs. We introduce the PATH construct, and the extended SQL language of GRFusion to declaratively express graph-relational queries. GRFusion constructs inmemory graph structures to capture the graph topology and exploits the relational
engine’s power in evaluating the relational constructs of the queries. Consequently,
GRFusion eﬃciently handles deep graph-traversal queries without any relational joins
to explore the connectives of the vertexes of a graph. We evaluate GRFusion using
various graph queries w.r.t specialized graph engines and systems following the Native
Relational-Core approach, where GRFusion achieves up to four orders-of-magnitude
query-time speedup.
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4. INDEXING DYNAMIC GRAPHS FOR
GRAPH-TRAVERSAL QUERIES WITH FILTERING
PREDICATES
As presented in Chapter 3, native graph structures are eﬃcient for graph traversals.
However, there is still a need to scale for large graphs and heavy query workloads.
Indexing in general is a principled approach to scale for large data and heavy query
workloads. In this chapter, we introduce Edge-Disjoint Partitioning (EDP, for short),
a new technique for eﬃciently answering shortest path queries with ﬁltering predicates
over dynamic graphs. This query type is termed the Edge-Constrained Shortest Path
query (or ECSP, for short).
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 4.1 introduces graph queries
with ﬁltering predicates with a focus on shortest paths with real examples. Section 4.2
formally deﬁnes ECSP queries and highlights the straightforward approaches. Section 4.3 discusses related work. Section 4.4 presents an overview of EDP. Sections 4.5
and 4.6 presents, in detail, EDP’s indexing, caching, and query processing. Section 4.7, presents how EDP handles graph-updates. Section 4.8 presents the experimental evaluation of EDP. Finally, Section 4.9 contains concluding remarks.

4.1

Introduction
One of the most important operations performed over graphs is ﬁnding a shortest

path. Many applications require ﬁltering the underlying graph ﬁrst before computing
a shortest path. To illustrate, let σpredicate (G) be a relational select operator that
´ as a result of ﬁltering Graph G using some select predicate. Let
yields a sub-graph G
´ ) be an operator that ﬁnds the shortest path from Node s to Node d in Graph
§s,d (G
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´ The following example queries illustrate useful applications of these operators
G.
when interacting together:
• Biological networks: One may need to ﬁnd the shortest path (that acts
as a relatedness measure) between two proteins, say p1 and p2 , under stable
or covalent interactions among these proteins [77]. This can be expressed by
§p1 ,p2 (σinteraction

in(stable, covalent) (ProteinNetwork )).

In this example, a shortest-

path computation needs to be performed on a subset graph that is dynamically
speciﬁed at query time. Hence, any preprocessing on the original graph will be
useless as only a subset of the graph is of interest to the shortest-path operation.
• Road networks: A traveler from Location loc1 to Location loc2 may be interested in the shortest distance route with certain types of roads, e.g., avoid roads
with construction work to prevent delays, or avoid toll roads. The latter can be
expressed by §loc1 ,loc2 (σroadtype=
6 toll (RoadNetwork )). Again, only the subset of the
graph that is speciﬁed at query time is needed for the shortest-path operation,
hence invalidating any preprocessing that took place on the entire graph.
• Social networks: Some graph analysis techniques compute the shortest path
between two persons, say p1 and p2 , where the returned path has to use certain
types of relationships (e.g., family relationships). This can be expressed by
§p1 ,p2 (σrelation

= f amily (SocialNetwork )).

This chapter introduces a new technique for ﬁnding the shortest path on a subgraph, say Gsub , that is dynamically selected at query time. Gsub is selected by a
predicate that uses a set of labels, say A, so that each edge in Gsub is labeled by at
least one label in A. We term this query the Edge-Constrained Shortest-Path query
(or ECSP, for short). An ECSP query, say Q, is expressed as Q(s, d, A), where s is
the source vertex, d is the destination vertex, and A is the set of allowed labels.
A straightforward approach to answer an ECSP query is to use Dijkstra’s algorithm [55]. During the traversal of the graph, we check the label for each edge, say
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Fig. 4.1.: Edge-labeled Graph G with each edge having two values: W eight, Label.
R, G, and B refer to the labels Red, Green and Blue, respectively.

e, on the ﬂy. e is processed only if it satisﬁes the ﬁltering predicates, or otherwise
is discarded. Although this approach leads to a correct answer to the query, it does
not leverage any preprocessing, and hence can be ineﬃcient as it may traverse a large
portion of the graph. This calls for novel techniques that can eﬃciently answer ECSP
queries.
Several existing techniques address unconstrained shortest-path ﬁnding (e.g., [15,
16, 18, 21]). However, these techniques are not directly applicable to ECSP queries
because they rely on indexes that do not assume any constraints on the graph edges.
To illustrate, consider the ECSP query Q(1, 6, {Blue, Red}) using the graph in
Figure 4.1, where Vertex 1 is the source vertex, Vertex 6 is the destination vertex, and
{Blue, Red} is the set of allowed edge labels. A typical index that pre-computes the
shortest paths without considering the labels will ﬁnd a shortest path from Vertex 1
to Vertex 6 with cost 8, i.e., the path given by 1 → 2 → 4 → 5 → 6. However, this
path is useless for Q (except for acting as a lower-bound). The reason is that the
green edge from Vertex 4 to Vertex 5 is not allowed by Q. The correct answer to an
ECSP query should be a feasible path with the least cost. The answer to Q is the
path of cost 9 given by 1 → 2 → 6.
This chapter introduces Edge-Disjoint Partitioning (EDP, for short), a new technique that provides an exact answer to ECSP queries. EDP exploits regular expressions over the labels in the ECSP query-answers. Refer to Figure 4.1. Consider the
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ECSP Query Qj (1, 9, {Blue, Red}). The shortest path P of Qj is 1 → 2 → 4 →
7 → 8 → 9. P has the following edge labels in order: Blue, Blue, Blue, Red, Red.
The regular expression (Blue∗ Red∗) matches the ordered labels of P ’s edges, i.e., P
begins with three Blue edges followed by two Red edges. In general, Let Qi be an
ECSP query whose predicates allow only Labels {L1 , L2 , ..., Lk }. The labels for Qi ’s
correct answer should match the regular expression (L1 | L2 | ... | Lk )* . Specifically, EDP optimizes for paths of the form (L1 ∗ | L2 ∗ | ... | Li ∗ | ... | Lk ∗)+,
i.e., the paths that have consecutive edges of the same label. We term each subpath Li ∗ of the same label a monochrome sub-path. EDP supports fast access to
the monochrome sub-paths corresponding to each label in the graph. For example,
Path P has a monochrome sub-path that consists of three consecutive Blue edges:
1 → 2 → 4 → 7. EDP provides fast access to this monochrome sub-path to construct
Path P eﬃciently.
EDP realizes an incremental index to evaluate ECSP queries eﬃciently. During
preprocessing, the input graph is partitioned so that any monochrome sub-path is
constructed by consulting only one partition, i.e., each partition has edges of the
same label. Incrementally, EDP maintains monochrome shortest sub-paths within
each partition in a ﬁxed-size cache. These sub-paths are shortcuts to eﬃciently answer
future ECSP queries. However, these sub-paths are not aggressively precomputed for
each partition. Instead, EDP applies a build-as-you-go mechanism that distributes
the cost of the precomputations over all ECSP queries. To illustrate, assume that a
shortest path, say Pi , of a query has a certain monochrome sub-path, say Pij , and that
Pij has already been computed and cached for a previously answered query. Instead
of recomputing Pij , EDP directly reuses the cached index entry for Pij . In other
words, each sub-path, if needed, is computed only once unless it is invalidated by an
update operation or is removed from the cache. Also, EDP uses an eﬃcient traversal
algorithm to build an ECSP from its monochrome sub-paths. EDP’s ﬁxed-size cache
puts a cap on the storage size designated for the stored sub-paths, and hence avoids
the quadratic growth in space requirements (see Section 4.5.4).
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To the best of our knowledge, only two research eﬀorts [19,20] study ECSP queries.
Bonchi et al. [19] compute an approximate answer to the problem. In contrast, EDP
can compute an exact answer in a sub-millisecond. Rice et al. [20] present CHLR, an
exact answer to ECSP queries. CHLR is tailored to road-network graphs as CHLR
extends the contraction hierarchies technique [21]. In contrast, EDP is not tailored
to any speciﬁc graph domain. As demonstrated in Section 4.8, EDP outperforms
CHLR by up to four orders-of-magnitude w.r.t. query-processing time. Both [19, 20]
supports only static graphs, i.e., if the graph is updated by inserting or deleting edges
or nodes, or by changing edge labels or weights, the indexes in [19, 20] need to be
rebuilt. EDP is the ﬁrst technique to process ECSP queries over dynamic graphs.
Furthermore, EDP outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques on static graphs.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• We introduce EDP, a new technique for answering ECSP queries that is applicable to any graph domain. We present its complexity analysis as well as a
proof of its correctness.
• We demonstrate how EDP handles graph updates eﬃciently.
• We present a dynamic indexing mechanism that amortizes the indexing cost
by incrementally building the index of EDP. We introduce a ﬁxed-size cache
in EDP to cache and reuse already computed monochrome shortest sub-paths.
Use of this cache puts a cap on the worst-case storage requirements for the
stored sub-paths.
• We present an eﬃcient index traversal algorithm that exploits the regular expressions in the answers of ECSP queries.
• We conduct extensive experiments using six real datasets including the Tiger
dataset [2] and other graphs from diﬀerent domains. Results demonstrate that
EDP can achieve more than four orders-of-magnitude enhancement in query performance compared to CHLR, the state-of-the-art technique. Moreover, EDP’s
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performance is stable and robust, as its variance when applying 95% conﬁdence
intervals is small for all reported speedup measurements.

4.2

Edge-Constrained Shortest-Path Queries

4.2.1

Problem Deﬁnition

Let G = (V, E, L, l, w) be a directed weighted graph, where V is a set of vertexes,
E is a set of positively weighted edges, L is a set of labels (that can be viewed as
colors), l is a function that assigns a label to each edge, and w is a function that assigns
a weight to each edge (i.e., ∀e ∈ E, ∃l(e) ∈ L and ∃w(e) ∈ R+ ). Let Q(s, d, A) be
an edge-constrained shortest-path (ECSP) query, where s ∈ V is the source vertex,
d ∈ V is the destination vertex, and A ⊆ L is the set of allowed labels by Q. Q
searches for a path P = (e1 , e2 , . . . , ec ) from s to d that uses only edges with labels
P
from A (i.e., ∀ e ∈ P | l(e) ∈ A) such that the summation
e ∈ P w(e) is
minimized. Refer to Table 1 for a listing of the notations used in this chapter.

4.2.2

Straightforward Approaches

One way to answer an ECSP query is to use an index, e.g., as in [15, 18, 21], that
is designed for the unconstrained shortest-path problem (no restricted edges). This
can be achieved by building 2|L| indexes, where L is the set of labels of the underlying
graph G (i.e., the powerset of L). To answer a query, one of the 2|L| indexes that
corresponds to the labels permitted by the query is selected. Clearly, the exponential
space of the required indexes makes this approach impractical. Also, this approach
cannot handle graph updates eﬃciently.
Another straightforward approach is to modify any traditional shortest path algorithm (e.g., Dijkstra) to consider only the allowed edges of an ECSP query. The
main drawback of this approach is that it may explore most of the graph edges if the
query has low selectivity (i.e., most of the labels are allowed by the query). Moreover,
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Table 4.1.: Frequently used notations for EDP.
Notation
G
V
E
L
w(e)
l(e)
Qi (s, d, A)
I(G)
sp(s, d)
CP (P )
P ri (v)

Description
A directed, weighted, and labeled graph
A set of vertexes
A set of edges
A set of labels
Weight of Edge e
Label of Edge e, e can be represented by the vertex-identiﬁers of its endpoints
ECSP Query Qi from Vertex s to Vertex d with the allowed Labels-set A
Edge-disjoint index for Graph G
Unlabeled shortest path from Vertex s to d
Contracted sub-paths of Path P
Vertex v in Partition P ri

this approach will perform an exhaustive traversal if the destination is not reachable
from the source using the allowed labels. Hence, this approach is unlikely to scale for
large graphs.

4.3

Related Work
Since the 1950s, the problem of ﬁnding the shortest path has gained extensive

attention (e.g., see [78]). Tremendous research eﬀorts have been conducted to support shortest-path querying (e.g., see [15, 16, 18, 21]). In this section, we discuss two
main categories of related work: 1) existing approaches for answering unconstrained
shortest-path queries that can be modiﬁed to support ECSP queries, and 2) existing
approaches for answering ECSP queries.
In the ﬁrst category, several techniques have been proposed to preprocess a graph,
say G, to enable fast computation of unconstrained shortest-path queries. Goldberg et
al. [12] present a two-hop approach for answering unconstrained shortest-path queries.
The main idea is to select a set of landmark vertexes LM ⊆ G.V such that for any
shortest path, say sp(u, v), where u, v ∈ G.V , ∃ a vertex, say w ∈ LM , that lies
on sp(u, v). The preprocessing stage computes the shortest path from all vertexes
in LM to all the other vertexes of G.V . Then, given an unconstrained query, say
Q(u, v), a node, say w ∈ LM , is selected to minimize the sum (δ(u, w) + δ(w, v)),
where δ(u, w) is the shortest distance from Node u to Node w. At this point, the sub-
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paths u

w and w

v are known; recursive processing on the obtained sub-paths

will eventually construct sp(u, v). The two-hop approach is not directly applicable
to ECSP queries as the shortest paths from/to the vertexes of LM do not consider
any labels. One modiﬁcation to this approach is to build a separate graph Gsl for
each possible set of labels sl. Gsl will contain only edges of G with labels in sl.
Unfortunately, this modiﬁed approach requires O(2|L| ) space and time complexities
as the number of diﬀerent subsets of labels is O(2|L| ), and hence it will not scale.
In [13], the idea of landmarks is extended to dynamic graph settings, where the
weights of the edges may change. However, the techniques in [13] consider only
unconstrained shortest path queries. One approach to answer ECSP queries using the
techniques in [13] is as follows. Given a query, we set the weights of all the disallowed
edges to positive inﬁnity, and re-adjust these weights to their original values after the
query is answered. Clearly, this approach is not scalable to large graphs especially if
the queries are highly selective (many graph updates will be performed).
In the second category, Bonchi et al. [19] present approximate answers for ECSP
queries based on landmark vertexes. They propose two types of indexes, namely,
PowCov and ChromLand that exhibit interesting trade-oﬀs between index size and
accuracy. However, both indexes are not suitable for applications that require exact
shortest-path computations.
CHLR [20] is the state-of-the-art technique that can answer ECSP queries exactly.
CHLR has been extended to support more ﬂexible edge restrictions [79]. CHLR
adopts Contraction Hierarchies (CH, for short) [21] to provide an exact answer to the
following query: Given a source, say s, a destination, say d, and a set of restricted
labels, say R, retrieve the shortest path from s to d that avoids all the edges with
labels in R. An ECSP Query Q(s, d, A) can be answered by CHLR after computing
the complement of Set A. The main idea of CHLR is similar to that in [21]. The
main diﬀerence is that CHLR considers edge-labels while contracting the underlying
graph nodes. In particular, when contracting a node, say v, and there is a sub-path
passing through the vertexes u, v, and w (i.e., u

v

w) such that a shortcut
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(u

w) is added, the shortcut (u

(u

v) and (v

w) is labeled by the labels of the sub-paths

w). Labeling the shortcuts with labels enables CHLR to avoid

these shortcuts if they contain any restricted label. Although CHLR depends on the
eﬃcient contraction-hierarchies technique, there could be restricted label sets that
make most of the contraction-hierarchies shortcuts useless. Consequently, most of the
edges of the underlying graph will be traversed to check whether they are restricted
or not.
CH is originally designed for road-network graphs, and so is CHLR as it uses CH
at its core. Consequently, CH has assumptions that are not valid for other networks.
For example, CH assumes that the average fan-out of the vertexes is small (e.g., 2).
The small fan-out assumption is valid for road networks, but is invalid for graphs
from other domains. For example, an average fan-out of 15 is common in biological
networks. In CHLR, when contracting a vertex with high fan-out, many shortcuts
will be added. Adding many shortcuts by CHLR negatively aﬀects its performance as
the sparsity of the traversed graph will decrease. EDP, as proposed in this chapter,
performs up to four orders-of-magnitude faster than CHLR. Moreover, EDP supports
dynamic graphs and is not tailored to road networks. To the best of our knowledge,
EDP is the ﬁrst technique that processes ECSP queries over dynamic graphs, and yet
outperforms the state-of-the-art on static graphs by up to four orders-of-magnitude.
Variants for ﬁnding Regular-Language-Constraint-Paths (RLCP) have been studied [22–24]. An RLCP query works on edge-labeled graphs where the concatenation
of the labels of the found path satisﬁes a query-speciﬁed regular expression. Unlike
ECSP, RLCP queries assume that the user knows the exact order of the labels. Hence,
RLCP queries are orthogonal to ECSP queries because ECSP queries do not impose
any order on the allowed labels.
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4.4

Overview of EDP
A monochrome sub-path consists of edges with the same label. We deﬁne a con-

tracted path of an ECSP query answer P as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 The contracted

path of Path P ,

denoted by CP (P )

=

(P1 , P2 , . . . , Pi , . . . , Pm ), is an ordered list of monochrome sub-paths that, if concatenated, will produce P . A monochrome sub-path Pi ∈ CP (P ) is the maximum
contraction of a set of consecutive edges with the same label.
To illustrate how a contracted path is formulated, let Qi (va , vf , {L1 , L2 }) be
an ECSP query. Assume that the answer P 0 to Qi is represented by the edges
((va , vb ), (vb , vc ), (vc , vd ), (vd , ve ), (ve , vf )), where the labels of these edges are
(L1 , L1 , L1 , L2 , L2 ), respectively. Then, CP (P 0 ) = ((P10 (va

vd ), P20 (vd

vf ))

represents the contracted sub-paths of P 0 , namely P10 and P20 , such that each sub-path
is monochrome and contains the maximum possible number of consecutive edges
with the same label.

EDP consists of two main components:
1. Indexing: treats the contracted sub-paths of any ECSP query as independent
tuples, and indexes these tuples.
2. Traversal: connects the appropriate contracted sub-paths eﬃciently to form
the answer of any ECSP query.
Figure 4.2 gives a high-level overview of EDP. First, a raw graph is partitioned so
that constructing any monochrome sub-path is doable by consulting only one partition. Thus, EDP constructs one partition per graph label. A partition corresponding
to Label Li hosts all the graph edges with Label Li . Given an ECSP query, say Q, the
traversal algorithm visits the partitions necessary to produce Q’s answer. Each partition computes local shortest sub-paths. These local shortest sub-paths are cached in
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Fig. 4.2.: An overview of EDP.

main memory to be leveraged by future queries (as explained in Section 4.6). To pro/ 36

cess graph updates, EDP assigns timestamps to each index entry. These timestamps
help decide if some index entries need to be recomputed. EDP periodically commits
the cached shortest sub-paths to secondary storage to avoid recomputing them upon
system restart.

4.5

Index Construction
For a directed weighted graph G, the index I(G) can be viewed as two integrated

components: 1) a set of graph partitions, and 2) a set of lookup tables, where some
shortest monochrome sub-paths are stored. The lookup tables are continuously updated as queries arrive. Section 4.5.1 discusses the graph partitioning of EDP while
Section 4.5.2 describes the lookup tables of the shortest sub-paths.

4.5.1

Graph Partitioning

EDP partitions an input graph so that any two edges of diﬀerent labels cannot
co-exist in the same partition. Thus, each graph label, say c, has a corresponding
partition, say P rc , that holds all the graph edges with Label c. The intuition behind
this partitioning is twofold. First, only the partitions corresponding to a given set
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Fig. 4.3.: Edge-disjoint partitioning of the graph in Figure 4.1.

of query labels are considered and all the other partitions are safely discarded. This
reduces the traversal search space. Second, any contracted sub-path, say pi , that
is part of the query answer will be computed using only the edges of the partition
corresponding to the label of pi (recall that a contracted sub-path is monochrome).
Thus, each partition can cache all the contracted sub-paths it computes so that they
can be leveraged by future queries. Hence, a contracted sub-path is computed once
from scratch unless it is potentially aﬀected by a graph update (see Section 4.7).
Afterwards, it is recalled from the cache as needed.
Algorithm 1 constructs an edge-disjoint index I for a given graph G. Let L be
the set of graph labels in G. Algorithm 1 creates a partition for each label and
assigns an integral identiﬁer to it (Lines 2-4). Each Label i ∈ {0, 1, ..., |L| − 1} has a
corresponding Partition P ri . The edges in P ri are deﬁned by P ri .E = {(u, v) ∈ G.E
| l(u, v) = i}, i.e., P ri contains all the edges of G that are labeled with Label i. To
assign edges to each partition, the graph edges E are scanned only once (Lines 5-18).
The |L| partitions form an edge-disjoint partitioning of G.
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To illustrate Algorithm 1, we partition Graph G of Figure 4.1 into the partitions
of I(G) in Figure 4.3. G has three labels. Thus, Algorithm 1 creates 3 partitions
and assigns an integer identiﬁer to each label, say {R = 0, B = 1, G = 2}. Thus, we
have the 3 partitions P rR , P rB , and P rG that contain the red, blue, and green edges,
respectively. As we explain in Section 4.6, the traversal algorithm traverses only I(G)
and not G. Thus, I(G) should preserve all the connections of G. To preserve the
connectivity of G, Algorithm 1 annotates some vertexes with properties as deﬁned
below.
Deﬁnition 2 Bridge Vertex: Given Partitions P ri and P rj , a vertex v ∈ P ri is
6 j.
termed a bridge vertex in P ri if and only if ∃ an edge, say (v, u) ∈ P rj where i =
In Figure 4.3, bridge vertexes are marked with dashed circles. For instance, Vertex
5 in Partition P rG is a bridge vertex because Vertex 5 has an outgoing edge hosted by
another partition (i.e., P rR ). However, Vertex 5 in Partition P rR is not a bridge vertex
because there are no outgoing edges from Vertex 5 that are hosted by a partition other
than P rR . We denote a vertex instance v hosted by Partition P ri by P ri (v).
Deﬁnition 3 OtherHosts List: Given a bridge vertex, say v ∈ P ri (i.e., P ri (v)),
the OtherHosts list of P ri (v) is the set of label identiﬁers of all the outgoing edges of
v ∈ G not equal to the identiﬁer of Label i, where i is the label identiﬁer of Partition
6 i)}.
P ri . Formally, P ri (v).OtherHosts = {j|∃(v, u) ∈ G.E(l(v, u) = j ∧ j =
In Figure 4.3, the OtherHosts list of each bridge vertex is listed in curly braces.
For instance, the bridge vertex P rG (5) has its OtherHosts list set to {R}, where
R is the label identiﬁer of the red label. The reason is that Vertex 5 in G (as in
Figure 4.1) has an outgoing Red edge to Vertex 6. Notice that there is a one-to-one
mapping between a label identiﬁer, say R, and its corresponding partition, say P rR .
Hence, the OtherHosts list of P rG (5) indicates that Partition P rR hosts an outgoing
Red edge of Vertex P rG (5). In Algorithm 1, Lines 9-13 ﬂag the bridge vertexes and
set their OtherHosts lists. The OtherHosts lists are used by the traversal algorithm
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Algorithm 1 EDP-Partitioning (G < V, E, L, l, w >)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

I.P lainGraph ← G
for each label identiﬁer i ∈ G.Labels do
I.CreatePartition(i)
end for
for each edge (u, v) ∈ E do
P artition ← I.getP artition(l(u, v))
for each vertex a ∈ {u, v} do
if !Partition.Contains(a) then
isBridge ← f alse
OtherHosts ← {l(a, b) ∈ E|l(a, b) =
6 l(u, v)}
if OtherHosts =
6 ∅ then
isBridge ← true
end if
P artition.addV ertex(a, isBridge, OtherHosts)
end if
end for
P artition.addEdge(u, v, w(u, v))
end for
return I

to connect contracted sub-paths of diﬀerent labels to form the requested shortest
path (see Section 4.6). Notice that if a vertex, say v, is replicated in more than one
partition, v keeps the same local identiﬁer in each hosting partition. However, each
vertex instance in a partition has a global identiﬁer consisting of its local identiﬁer
as well as the partition identiﬁer hosting that instance.
Observe that it is possible that the partitions become unbalanced, e.g., some
partitions have most of the edges while the other partitions are almost empty. This
unbalance does not aﬀect the eﬃciency of EDP. In fact, in some cases, it is beneﬁcial to
have large partitions because we will be able to precompute more eﬀective shortcuts in
these partitions. These shortcuts are leveraged by the traversal algorithm. The only
disadvantage for having large partitions is the inﬂation in the number of reachable
bridge vertexes from the partition’s vertexes. We address this issue in Section 4.6.3.
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4.5.2

Repository for Shortest Sub-Paths

EDP stores a set of shortest paths in each partition. These shortest paths are
used by the traversal algorithm as monochrome sub-paths to construct the ﬁnal query
answer. Index traversal is discussed in detail in Section 4.6.1. For a given ECSP Query
Q(s, d, A), the traversal algorithm keeps a current vertex instance, say P ri (v). When
P ri (v) is the current vertex instance, EDP needs to be aware of only the following two
types of paths in P ri , if any exists: 1) the shortest path from P ri (v) to Destination
d if d is hosted by P ri , 2) the shortest paths from P ri (v) to the bridge vertexes in
P ri . The latter allows EDP to consider other possible sub-paths hosted by other
partitions.
Deﬁnition 4 Bridge Shortcut Edge: Given any two vertexes hosted by the same
partition, say P ri (u) and P ri (v), where P ri (v) is a bridge vertex, if there is a
monochrome shortest path of Label i from P ri (u) to P ri (v), that path is termed
a bridge shortcut edge, or bridge edge, for short.
For example, consider the two vertexes P rB (1), and P rB (7) in Partition P rB
of Figure 4.3. Vertex P rB (7) is a bridge vertex that has an incoming monochrome
shortest path from Vertex P rB (1) (call it P = 1 → 2 → 4 → 7). P is a bridge edge
and is represented as a shortcut edge from P rB (1) and P rB (7) in Figure 4.4.
So, each partition in EDP holds a set of shortest paths stored in hash tables.
Each vertex in a partition can possibly be a source, destination, or an intermediate
node in a shortest path. This suggests that we might need a comprehensive list of all
the shortest paths between all the possible pairs in any partition in order to support
any query. Although this process can be performed as part of Algorithm 1 when
constructing the index, this does not scale for large partitions. The space complexity
of a partition’s shortest-path lookup will be quadratic w.r.t. the number of the
partition’s vertexes (O(|V |)); also the pre-processing time for computing the all-pairs
shortest paths will be O(|V | ∗ (|E| + |V |log(|V |)). Fortunately, EDP does not have
to aggressively precompute these comprehensive shortest paths. Instead, EDP builds
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incrementally the shortest-paths repository in response to the queries received. Also,
EDP limits the index size so that it does not exceed a user-speciﬁed size. EDP may
replace some existing index-entries by new entries in order not to exceed the index
maximum size (See Section 4.5.4).
A comprehensive construction of all-pairs shortest paths of a partition’s vertexes
assumes that all the vertexes in that partition will be used as sources and destinations
for queries. However, usually not all the vertexes in a partition are queried as sources
and destinations. For example, on a road network, we may have hotspot vertexes
(as destinations) to which the shortest paths need to be computed, while many other
vertexes are unlikely to be queried as destinations (e.g., a vertex on a highway that
does not represent any point of interest). Hence, we construct a partition’s shortestpaths list as queries arrive. The computations performed to serve a query, say Qi ,
can serve a future query, say Qj . Thus, the cost to update the index by computing
a shortest path, say sp, is amortized over all the queries that use sp as part of their
path discovery process.

4.5.3

Index Operations

EDP supports the following index operations:
• isBridge(pr, v): Returns true if Vertex pr(v) is marked as a bridge vertex.
This operation takes constant time.
• getCost(pr, v, u): Returns the cost of the shortest path from Vertex v to
Vertex u inside Partition pr. If one or both of u and v are not hosted by pr, or
they are both hosted by pr but not connected in pr, positive inﬁnity is returned,
and an index entry is added to ﬂag that pr(v) and pr(u) are not connected. If a
path exists between u and v in pr, and that path is stored in the index, its cost
is returned without any new computation if it is was not aﬀected by a recent
graph-update. Otherwise, the shortest path from u to v inside pr is computed
and is stored in the index with a time-stamp. Then, its cost is returned. getCost
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uses a hash table to store and retrieve a path cost. The key of the hash table
is a function of both v and u.
• getBridgeEdges(pr, v): Returns all the bridge edges from Vertex pr(v) to all
the reachable bridge vertexes in pr. If the list has been previously computed and
was not aﬀected by a recent graph-update, it is returned from the index (i.e.,
cache). Otherwise, the paths are computed, stored in the index with the current
time-stamp, and then are returned to the caller. The returned list is sorted in
ascending order by the cost of the edges in a hash table. Section 4.6.3 explains
how getBridgeEdges is implemented as a non-blocking operator, i.e., a caller
to getBridgeEdges will not be suspended until the whole list is computed.

4.5.4

Index Size

An underlying graph G may have vertexes that have large amounts of data associated with them. For example, in a social networking application, a vertex can hold
a user’s proﬁle. In this case, we term these vertexes heavy-weight vertexes. Although
EDP replicates some vertexes in more than one partition (e.g., Vertex 1 is replicated
in P rR and P rB of Figure 4.3), the replicated vertexes are light-weight, i.e., only the
vertex identiﬁer and some connectivity information are replicated, but not the whole
vertex’s objects that are stored in G.
For Graph G, let n be the number of vertexes, m be the number of edges, c be
the number of labels, and a be the number of vertexes that have outgoing edges of
diﬀerent labels. Assume that the maximum fan-out of vertexes in G is f . Then, the
number of bridge vertexes in Index I(G) is O(af ) = O(nf ) in the worst-case, when
all the vertexes are bridge vertexes. For the partitions component of the index, in
the worst case, the space complexity is O(m + nf c). Observe that the term (nf c),
has the factor c because, in the worst-case, a bridge vertex will be replicated in c
partitions. As the edges are distributed among the partitions without replication, the
space complexity of the index has the term m.
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The repository for shortest sub-paths determines the size of EDP’s index, however,
this size is query-driven. Notice that the repository for shortest sub-paths does not
store full query answers. Instead, monochrome sub-paths are stored to help construct
answers of diﬀerent queries. Although the number of queries that vary only in the
source/destination vertexes is O(n2 ), the number of index entries in practice does
not reach O(n2 ) for two reasons: 1) EDP does not store full paths, and 2) Not all
the vertexes of ECSP queries are designated as sources/destinations. To avoid any
chance of quadratic space-growth, EDP limits the index size by adopting a leastrecently-used (LRU) replacement policy. Section 4.8.6 shows that EDP’s index does
not exceed a few gigabytes after processing millions of queries over real large graphs.
The replacement policy of EDP tracks the index entries usage by a doubly linked
list to quickly determine the LRU entries. We do not experiment other advanced
replacement policies as the replacement policy is not the main focus of this chapter.
Although the index of EDP has a light memory-footprint (see Section 4.8.6), EDP
regularly monitors the hit-rate of the index and writes it into an event log. Writing
the hit-rate into the event log helps an administrator decide if the limit of the index
needs to increase according the current query-workload.

4.6

Query Processing
EDP’s query processing algorithm (termed EDP-QP, for short) follows a greedy

traversal approach. The greedy traversal connects the source vertex to the vertexes
with least cost. The traversal continues until reaching the destination vertex. Once
the destination vertex is reached, the shortest cost is obtained, and the shortest path
can be determined.

4.6.1

EDP Index Traversal

Given an ECSP Query Q(s, d, A) over Graph G, EDP-QP uses Index I(G) to
answer Q. As EDP-QP traverses I(G), all the vertexes referenced by EDP-QP are
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identiﬁed by their global identiﬁers (e.g., P ri (v) to refer to the instance of Vertex v
hosted in Partition P ri ). When EDP-QP traverses Partition P ri , it only traverses the
shortcut edge to the destination node if hosted by P ri as well as some bridge edges
of P ri . When processing Query Q, only the partitions corresponding to the allowed
labels of Q are considered; the other partitions are ignored.
EDP-QP uses a min-priority Queue P Q of vertexes whose ﬁnal shortest-path
weights from the source vertex have not been determined yet. The structure of P Q is
keyed by the 2D global vertex-identiﬁers of EDP (i.e., partition Id and vertex Id). An
element in P Q has the following attributes: 1) P r: a partition’s identiﬁer, 2) v: the
vertex’s identiﬁer that is reachable from the source and is hosted by P r, and 3) cost:
the least cost observed so far that connects the source vertex to Vertex P r(v), where
the elements in the min-priority queue are ordered by cost. Two additional attributes
in the queue will be introduced in Section 4.6.3.
EDP-QP uses a two-dimensional cost table to maintain the least-costs observed so
far to connect the source vertex to the visited vertexes of I(G) (regardless of whether
the visited instances of vertexes are dequeued or not). A key of the cost lookup table
is identiﬁed by: 1) a partition identiﬁer, and 2) a vertex identiﬁer. For a given key of
the cost table, say k, the value that corresponds to k is a structure holding k as well
as the least-cost observed so far to reach the vertex identiﬁed by k from the source
vertex. For example, for k = (pr, v), the value of cost(pr, v) is the Element (pr, v, c),
where c is the least-cost observed so far of a path from the source vertex to Vertex
pr(v).
Algorithm 2 outlines the traversal Algorithm EDP-QP that returns only the cost of
the shortest path. Constructing the actual path is straightforward (see Section 4.6.5).
Given an ECSP Query Q(s, d, A) and I(G), the partitions of I(G) are traversed in
a greedy way to ﬁnd a feasible path with minimum cost if one exists. At any point in
time, Algorithm 2 will have a current vertex, say P ri (v). Algorithm 2 checks if there
is a sub-path in Partition P ri that reaches Destination d from Vertex P ri (v). If this
sub-path exists, Algorithm 2 will have a feasible path, say Pi , that can be a shortest
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Algorithm 2 EDP-QP(I, s, d, A)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

P Q ← ∅, cost(p, v) ← ∅
if s and d have edges labeled by at least one label of A then
P Q.Insert(getP r(s, A), s, 0))
end if
while P Q.N otEmpty() do
t ← P Q.ExtractM in()
if t.v = d then
return t.Cost
end if
P Q.InsertIf Relaxed(t.P r, d, t.Cost + I.w(t, d)))
if I.isBridge(t) then
for each pr ∈ t.v.OtherHosts ∩ A do
P Q.InsertIf Relaxed(pr, t.v, t.Cost)
end for
end if
for each e ∈ I.getBridgeEdges(t.P r, t.v) do
for each pr ∈ e.T o.OtherHosts ∩ A do
P Q.InsertIf Relaxed(pr, e.T o, t.Cost + e.getW eight())
end for
end for
end while
return ∞

path. To consider other feasible paths that can be shorter than Pi , Algorithm 2
considers other allowed edges hosted by other partitions. Edges of other allowed
partitions can be reached through the bridge vertexes of Partition P ri . Algorithm 2
uses the bridge vertexes of Partition P ri that are reachable from Vertex P ri (v) to
explore other feasible shorter paths. To explore other feasible paths from Vertex
P ri (v) through a bridge vertex, say P ri (b), the OtherHosts list of Bridge Vertex
P ri (b) is intersected with the allowed query labels (i.e., Q.A). The intersection of
the label sets P ri (b).OtherHosts and Q.A determines partitions that can form other
feasible paths.
Algorithm 2 does not explore all possible feasible paths. As soon as the current
vertex instance of Algorithm 2 is a destination vertex instance, Algorithm 2 yields
the shortest-path cost and terminates. To illustrate all the logical branches of Algorithm 2, we use two query examples using the partitions in Figure 4.3.
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Consider Query Q1 (1, 6 {R}). EDP-QP tests if a feasible path can exist. No
feasible path exists if the source vertex has no outgoing edge labeled by Label R. Q1
passes this necessary-but-not-suﬃcient test (Lines 2-4), and the vertex P rR (1) will
be added to Priority Queue P Q with cost zero. EDP-QP traverses I(G) as long as
the shortest path is not determined and P Q is not empty (Lines 5-21). For Q1 , the
initial status of P Q is ((P rR , 1, 0)). After extracting (P rR , 1, 0) from P Q, the
current vertex will be P rR (1). As the current partition P rR hosts an instance of the
destination Vertex 6, EDP-QP will compute the shortest path P rR (1)

P rR (6), and

will relax (decrease) the cost to the destination Vertex P rR (6). Initially, the cost of
reaching all the vertexes except the source is positive inﬁnity. Relaxing the cost of
reaching P rR (6) will update cost(P rR , 6) to 10, and will add P rR (6) with the updated
cost to P Q (Line 10). The status of P Q becomes ((P rR , 6, 10)). As only red edges are
allowed, EDP-QP will not explore other partitions. In the next iteration, the current
vertex becomes P rR (6). As P rR (6) corresponds to the Destination Vertex 6, EDPQP returns the shortest cost of 10 (Line 8). Notice that any computed monochrome
shortest sub-path (e.g., P rR (1)

P rR (6)) will be computed from scratch only once.

After the ﬁrst computation, it is saved in the index of EDP and can be leveraged by
other future queries unless it is invalidated by a recent graph-update (see Section 4.7).
To illustrate how EDP-QP traverses diﬀerent partitions, consider Query
Q2 (1, 6 {R, B}). Q2 uses the Index I(G) of Figure 4.3. The edges traversed to
answer Q2 are given in Figure 4.4. The dashed edges in Figure 4.4 do not physically
exist. They are there to illustrate the sequence of traversing the diﬀerent partitions to
answer Q2 . As the source Vertex 1 has two allowed partitions hosting two instances
of Vertex 1, one instance should be selected to start the traversal. Procedure getP r
(Line 3) selects a partition hosting an allowed outgoing edge of Vertex 1 with the minimum edge cost. For Q2 , getP r selects Partition P rR as it hosts an outgoing edge of
Vertex 1 with the least cost (see Figure 4.1). So, P Q is initially set to ((P rR , 1, 0)).
At the beginning of the traversal, the current Vertex becomes P rR (1). As the destination Vertex 6 is hosted by P rR and is reachable from the current vertex, the shortest
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Fig. 4.4.: Index traversal for the shortest path from Vertex 1 to Vertex 6 using only
Red and Blue edges.

Red path from P rR (1) to P rR (6) is retrieved from the index, and P Q is updated to
((P rR , 6, 10)). As P rR (1) is a bridge vertex, its OtherHosts list is intersected with
the allowed labels {R, B}); the set intersection determines other partitions hosting
outgoing edges of the current vertex that are allowed by Q2 . The bridge vertex logic
handling (Lines 11-15) causes the following update to P Q ((P rB , 1, 0), (P rR , 6, 10)).
Notice that the entry corresponding to P rR (6) in P Q imposes an upper bound of 10
to the query answer. In the next iteration, P rB (1) becomes the current vertex.
Although P rB (1) is a bridge vertex, its OtherHosts list will not cause any cost relaxation, i.e., the cost of P rR (1) is already zero. Thus, Lines 11-15 will not update
P Q. EDP-QP will not ﬁnd Vertex 6 in P rB . However, EDP-QP will try to leave
Partition P rB searching for the destination vertex. As in Figure 4.4, leaving P rB is
possible through the bridge vertexes P rB (2), P rB (4) and P rB (7) that are reachable
from P rB (1). Edges (P rB (1), P rB (2)), (P rB (1), P rB (4)) and (P rB (1), P rB (7))
are called the bridge edges of Vertex P rB (1). As the OtherHosts list of the Bridgevertex P rB (4) does not contain allowed labels, the Bridge-vertex P rB (4) is discarded.
However, P rB (2) and P rB (7) have allowed labels in their OtherHosts list. Lines 16-
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20 handle the bridge edges of the current node and cause the following update to
P Q ((P rR , 2, 2), (P rR , 6, 10), (P rR , 7, 12)). In the next iteration, the current
vertex becomes P rR (2) that can reach the destination Vertex P rR (6). Relaxing the
cost of reaching P rR (6) from P rR (2) (Line 10) causes the following status of P Q
((P rR , 6, 9), (P rR , 6, 10), (P rR , 7, 12)). The following iteration will have P rR (6)
as the current vertex. Hence, EDP-QP will return the exact shortest cost 9 for Q2 .
Notice that any computed bridge edges of a vertex (e.g., bridge edges of Vertex
P rB (1) computed by Q2 ) will be computed from scratch only once unless it is invalidated by a recent graph-update. Other queries that need any saved bridge edges
will leverage them from the index to avoid any recomputations as long as they are
not out-of-date (see Section 4.7). As we explain in Section 4.6.3, EDP-QP computes
bridge edges by a non-blocking operator that runs on a separate thread. This allows
the traversal algorithm to continue traversing I(G) while the bridge edges are still
being computed.

4.6.2

Correctness of EDP

Theorem 1 The traversal Algorithm EDP-QP ﬁnds a correct shortest path if one
exists.
P roof . The proof for this theorem follows very closely the proof of correctness of
Dijkstra’s algorithm. Recall that I(G) preserves the connectivity of G by construction
(refer to Section 4.5.1). Hence, a shortest path that exists in G also exists in I(G).
To prove the correctness of EDP-QP, we need only to prove that when a vertex, say
prm (u), is dequeued from P Q, the cost of prm (u) in the cost table is the cost of
the shortest path from the source vertex to Vertex prm (u). This can be proven by
contradiction.
Let S be the set of all I(G) vertexes that are extracted from P Q. We claim that
the following invariant holds till the termination of Algorithm 2: ∀ element e ∈ S,
we have cost(e) = δ(s, e.v), where s is the source vertex and δ(s, e.v) is the cost of
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(Prm, u)

(Pri, s)

S
(Prj, s)

(Prk, x)
(Prl, y)

Fig. 4.5.: Proof of correctness for EDP-QP. The big dashed circle encloses the set S
of dequeued elements. A vertex is represented by a pair (pr, v) indicating Vertex v
in Partition pr.

the shortest path from s to e.v. Notice that when a bridge vertex is visited, all of its
copies in other allowed partitions are added to P Q with the same cost of the visited
bridge-vertex. For the sake of contradiction, assume that e = (prm , u) in Figure 4.5
is the ﬁrst element added to S, where cost(e) 6= δ(prj (s), prm (u)). prm (u) cannot
represent prj (s) because cost(prj , s) = 0. Hence, there must be a path from (prj , s)
to (prm , u). Otherwise, cost(prm , u) would be inﬁnity and it would not appear in S.
If a path exists from (prj , s) to (prm , u), then a shortest one is there.
At the time, say t, when (prk , x) gets added to S, cost(prk , x) equals
δ(prj (s), prk (x)) (recall our hypothesis that prm (u) is the ﬁrst element that violates the claimed invariant). Also, cost(prl (y)) = δ(prj (s), prl (y)) (because edge
(prk (x), prl (y)) has been relaxed at Time t). Then, cost(prl (y)) = δ(prj (s), prl (y)) ≤
δ(prj (s), prm (u)) ≤ cost(prm (u)). However, as both vertexes prm (u) and prl (y)
were not in S when prm (u) was chosen, it follows that cost(prm (u)) ≤ cost(prl (y)).
Then, the previous inequality relation becomes equality as follows: cost(prl (y)) =
δ(prj (s), prl (y)) = δ(prj (s), prm (u)) = cost(prm (u)). Consequently, cost(prm (u)) =
δ(prj (s), prm (u)), which contradicts our choice of prm (u). Therefor, this proves that
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cost(prm (u)) = δ(prj (s), prm (u)) when prm (u) is added to S, and this equality is
maintained afterwards. Hence, when Line 10 of Algorithm 2 extracts a P Q entry
that corresponds to a destination vertex instance, then its associated cost is the cost
of the shortest path cost.

4.6.3

Handling Large Bridge Vertexes

For large graph datasets, the partitioning scheme formed by Algorithm 1 may
lead to many bridge vertexes in one partition. The disadvantage of this case is the
increased fan-out of the vertexes (recall that the traversal algorithm can explore all
the outgoing bridge edges of a given vertex). EDP handles this issue by not exploring
all the possible transitions at once, i.e., the bridge edges of the current node are not
relaxed all together. To illustrate the intuition behind this handling, consider a roadnetwork graph. If the current node is a commuter’s location on a highway, and EDP
wants to compute a toll-free exit to a certain destination, it is not wise to consider
all the possible reachable exits from the current position (some of them will be very
far and not of interest). The intuition is to consider a small near subset of all the
possible exits, and the commuter will most likely reach his/her destination by a cost
less than the cost of reaching other far exits (i.e., bridge vertexes that are reachable
by high costs).
For example, in Figure 4.6, Vertex S has 900 bridge edges. If we insert all 900
reachable bridge vertexes in P Q, we will issue 900 insertion operations in P Q. Moreover, ExtractMin on P Q will be a function of an enlarged number of elements in P Q.
Thus, we modify the way Algorithm 2 handles bridge vertexes. Instead of performing
a breadth exploration when processing a current node (e.g., S in Figure 4.6), EDP
follows a hybrid traversal approach without losing the correctness of Algorithm 2.
Recall that the outgoing bridge edges of any vertex are sorted by the edge weights.
EDP deﬁnes a system parameter, termed M axBreadth, that is set to a positive integer. EDP sets M axBreadth to the average fan-out of the vertexes in G having
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Fig. 4.6.: Example of a vertex with many reachable bridge vertexes (Vertex S).
Dashed vertexes are bridge vertexes.

at least two edges with diﬀerent labels (in order not to increase the average fan-out
observed by the traversal algorithm). M axBreadth ensures that at any iteration of
the main while loop of Algorithm 2 (Lines 5-21), the maximum number of explored
outgoing edges of the current vertex is not going to exceed the value of M axBreadth.
To preserve the correctness of EDP-QP, we add two new attributes to the structure
of elements of P Q (namely, edgeId and costRank). An element P Q becomes a tuple
having the following ﬁve attributes: 1) P r: a partition’s identiﬁer, 2) v: the identiﬁer
of a vertex that is reachable from the source and hosted by P r, 3) cost: the least cost
observed so far that connects the source vertex to Vertex v, 4) edgeId: the identiﬁer
of the outgoing edge of Vertex v that should be investigated when the element is
dequeued (initialized to zero), and 5) costRank: the key of the P Q element (initialized
to the same value of cost); costRank has the same domain as the cost attribute, but
its value may diﬀer.
We describe the modiﬁcations required for Algorithm 2 to handle the possibility
of having many reachable bridge vertexes from the current vertex. In particular, we
describe the modiﬁcations to Lines 16-20. Before the for-loop at Line 16, EDP-QP
deﬁnes a counter that starts at 0 and that is incremented at each iteration of the forloop. The body of the for-loop will have an extra check using the deﬁned counter and
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the value of M axBreadth. If EDP-QP already investigated M axBreadth outgoing
edges of the current vertex, it performs these steps:
• Step 1: Update the edgeId and costRank attributes of the current element
t so that t can be safely re-enqueued into P Q. Notice that EDP-QP should
remember the id of the edge, say e, at which the investigation stops as well as
the potential cost if e is relaxed. For example, if the last investigated outgoing
edge of the current vertex has index k (w.r.t. the sorted list of outgoing bridge
edges from the current vertex), we set edgeId to k + 1 and set costRank to
t.Cost + the cost of the (k + 1)th edge.
• Step 2: Insert Element t to P Q again with an updated costRank (to ensure
that we do not lose a potential path).
• Step 3: At every investigation of the outgoing bridge edges of a current vertex,
EDP-QP starts from the edge speciﬁed by t.edgeId (edges with id less than
t.edgeId have been already investigated).
Refer to Figure 4.6.

Let M axBreadth be equal to 2.

P Q is initialized to

((PR , S, 0, 0, 0)). Then, we relax up to 2 outgoing bridge edges. So, P Q becomes
((PR , 1, 2, 0, 2), (PR , 2, 6, 0, 6), (PR , S, 0, 2, 500)). Notice that only two elements are
added to P Q plus the element (PR , S, 0, 2, 500) (name it delayedEntry) instead of
adding 900 elements. The delayedEntry indicates that EDP-QP should consider
refetching Vertex PR (S) from P Q to explore its third outgoing edge with costRank
500 (edgeId is zero-based). The cost of the delayedEntry does not change as we
have not reached Vertex 3 yet. However, costRank is set to 500 as EDP-QP should
keep the correct order of resuming the processing of Vertex PR (S) (500 is the cost of
reaching Vertex PR (3) from Vertex PR (S)).
In the ﬁgure, Element (PR , 1, 2, 0, 2) will not be further explored as it does not
have allowed access paths (marked as having only outgoing edge(s) with Label G), and
hence will be ignored. Entry (PR , 2, 6, 0, 6) causes a transition to Partition PB . Now,
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P Q contains ((PB , 2, 6, 0, 6), (PR , S, 0, 2, 500)). Element (PB , 2, 6, 0, 6) gets processed
in the next iteration and P Q will then include: ((PB , D, 8, 0, 8), (PR , S, 0, 2, 500)).
EDP-QP reaches the destination node when extracting the ﬁrst element of P Q.
Hence, a minimum cost of 8 is returned without exploring the delayed outgoing edges
of S.
Non-blocking Operator for Computing Bridge-edges. Recall that the bridge
edges of any vertex, say P r(v), are computed from scratch only once. Assume that
EDP-QP needs P r(v)’s bridge-edges for the ﬁrst time. If P r(v) has many bridgeedges, EDP-QP would block until all bridge-edges are computed, and the query response time would increase. EDP-QP handles this issue by computing the bridgeedges of P r(v) by a non-blocking operator, namely BridgeEdgesOp. Recall that
EDP-QP asks for a maximum of M axBreadth bridge-edges at any iteration. So,
when EDP-QP calls BridgeEdgesOp to compute P r(v)’s bridge-edges, a separate
thread is initiated. This thread runs Dijkstra’s algorithm to search for the shortest
paths from P r(v) to all the bridge-vertexes in Partition P r. Dijkstra’s algorithm ﬁnds
the bridge-edges in increasing order of their cost. So, once a bridge-edge is computed,
BridgeEdgesOp pipelines it to EDP-QP that can then resume its traversal. The
thread running BridgeEdgesOp computes all bridge-edges even if all the requests
of EDP-QP are satisﬁed. The computed bridge-edges are stored in EDP’s index.
This avoids any recomputations of the bridge-edges in the future. EDP-QP runs a
separate thread for the ﬁrst request to compute a bridge-edges set from scratch. To
address synchronization issues among concurrently executing queries that attempt to
simultaneously build the bridge-edges of the same vertex, EDP-QP follows a manyconsumer-one-producer synchronization model. In other words, each bridge-edges set,
say Seti , can be requested by more than one query (consumers). However, only one
thread (producer) is responsible for computing Seti .
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4.6.4

Time Analysis of EDP Traversal

In this section, we analyze the time complexity of the traversal algorithm EDPQP, and we present some strategies that make EDP-QP fast (e.g., parallel execution).
For an underlying graph, say G, recall that EDP-QP traverses Index I(G) and not
G. Let n0 and m0 be the number of vertexes and edges of G, and let n and m be the
number of vertexes and edges of I(G), respectively. We analyze Algorithm 2, and
then discuss the implications of the modiﬁcation presented in Section 4.6.3 on the
time analysis.
EDP uses a Fibonacci heap implementation for its priority queue, and hence insertion into the priority queue, and decreasing the key of an entry are O(1) operations,
however, the ExtractMin operation is O(log n), where n is the number of vertexes in
the priority queue [80]. In Algorithm 2, the number of iterations of the While loop in
Lines 5-21 is bounded by O(n), and the most costly operation (i.e., ExtractMin) is
O(log n). As each bridge edge is examined at most once (Lines 11-20), Algorithm 2
runs in O(m + n log n). The number of vertexes of I(G), n, can be expressed as
P
n = n0 + v∈G.V (l(v) − 1), where n0 is the number of vertexes in G, and l(v) is the
number of distinct labels of the outgoing edges of Vertex v. Similarly, the number
P
P
of edges of I(G), m, can be expressed as m = p∈I.P c∈p.C |c.V | × |c.BV |, where
I.P represents the partitions of Index I, p.C represents the disconnected components
of Partition p, |c.V | represents the number of vertexes in Component c, and |c.BV |
represents the number of bridge vertexes in c. This formula is a theoretical upper
bound. In practice, not all the vertexes of a component are connected to all the
bridge vertexes of that component. Also, notice that the bridge edges are computed
on demand based on the query workload.
Observe that the bridge edges in I(G) are path contractions of the edges in G. This
means that I(G) has a smaller diameter than G, and hence traversing I(G) is faster
than traversing G. Also, in order not to increase the average fan-out of I(G) observed
by the traversal algorithm, Algorithm 2 is modiﬁed as discussed in Section 4.6.3. The
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modiﬁcation described in Section 4.6.3 may add the current vertex to the priority
queue again in order not to explore all its bridge edges all at once. This may lead
P
|v.BE|
to k = v∈I.V M axBreadth
priority-queue insertions, where |v.BE| is the number of
bridge edges emerging from Vertex v. Thus, the worst-case time-complexity of the
modiﬁed algorithm is O(m + k log n).
In practice, not all the bridge edges of a node are examined. The main reason
is that bridge edges have high-variability in their costs (e.g., in a road network,
the bridge edges from a restaurant to all the highways will have costs with high
variance). Hence, in practice, it is unlikely to scan all the bridge edges of a graph
before ﬁnding the shortest path. In addition, the number of bridge edges m is queryworkload dependent. This is because the bridge edges are computed only on demand
according to the received queries. Also, recall that the modiﬁed algorithm allows
parallel computation of the bridge edges if they are not cached (see Section 4.6.3).
In addition to the parallel computation of bridge edges, Algorithm 2 early computes (in parallel) some shortest paths that may be required by the main traversal
thread. Recall that Line 10 checks the cost between the current node and the destination node if the destination is hosted by the same component hosting the current
node. EDP uses parallel execution and caching so that Line 10 can run in constant
amortized time. When a new vertex, say v, is added to the priority queue, a thread
from an active thread-pool computes the distance between v and the destination
node. This computation is cached to be ready if Vertex v becomes the current node.
In many cases, this distance is marked as inﬁnity in O(1) when the destination node
is not hosted by the component hosting Vertex v.

4.6.5

Shortest Path Construction

In this section, we illustrate how EDP-QP builds the actual shortest path. Each
entry in the cost lookup table used by EDP-QP keeps an attribute called parent.
Whenever EDP-QP relaxes the cost of an edge, say (pri (u), prj (v)), it sets the parent
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attribute of cost(prj (v)) to pri (u)’s cost entry. When the cost of the shortest path
is found, the chain of entries ending at cost(prk (d)).parent is constructed by a backward traversal (d is the ﬁnal destination vertex). The constructed chain indicates the
vertex/partition pairs that construct the shortest path in order. This chain gives the
contracted monochrome sub-paths CP (P ) and not P . Using I(G), the details of each
monochrome sub-path in CP (P ) are to form the ﬁnal shortest path P . The complexity of this construction algorithm is O(|CP (P )|), where |CP (P )| is the number
of monochrome sub-paths in P .

4.6.6

Multi-Graphs and Multi-Labels Support

A multi-graph is a graph where any two vertexes can have more than one edge
connecting them. EDP can safely handle multi-graphs. EDP has an edge disjoint
partitioning. Given any two vertexes u, v with multi-edges, each of these edges,
say e, is hosted by a separate partition based on e’s label. EDP treats each edge
independently and the semantics of an ECSP query does not change. However, if a
certain edge has more than one label, an ECSP query can have two diﬀerent but valid
semantics.
Let Q(s, d, A) be an ECSP query. Given a labeled graph G0 where an edge e
∈ G0 .E can have multi-labels (i.e., l(e) ⊆ G0 .L), Q can have two diﬀerent possible
semantics:
• Semantic 1: An edge in |G0 | is allowed if its labels contain at least one query
label (i.e., ∀ e ∈ sp(s, d, A) | l(e) ∩ Q.A 6= Φ).
• Semantic 2: An edge in |G0 | is allowed if all its labels are in the query labels
(i.e., ∀ e ∈ sp(s, d, A) | l(e) ⊆ Q.A).
ECSP supports Semantic 1 by viewing a multi-labeled edge as a set of independent
edges. If interested in Semantic 2, the user may transform the graph to have single
label edges, if possible.
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4.6.7

Exclusion Logic and Query Rewriting

Given a labeled graph where each edge has only one label, an ECSP Query
Q(s, d, A) can take one of the following two forms:
• Inclusion logic form: Labels in A are allowed in the shortest path.
• Exclusion logic form: Labels in A are not allowed in the shortest path, and
hence the labels in overlineA are allowed.
The inclusion logic form is suitable for social network graphs, e.g., a query will
most likely include only a small subset of the edge labels, e.g., two or three social
relation types. In contrast, the exclusion logic form is suitable for road network
graphs, e.g., avoiding toll roads. The two forms are equivalent for graphs with singlelabel edges, and can be transformed to each other easily. EDP supports both forms
and can rewrite a query accordingly, e.g., rewrite Qi (s, d, A) into Qe (s, d, A) to
support the exclusion semantics based on a simple yet eﬀective cost model.

Query Rewriting
EDP-QP can process an ECSP query in either of the inclusion and exclusion
forms. It can choose the form that makes the processing faster. For example, since
the OtherHosts list of the index I(G) is ﬁxed w.r.t. any query, being a frequent
operation, the intersection operation between OtherHosts(P r(v)) ∩ Q.A for every
visited bridge-edge P r(v) will depend on the size of Q.A. Clearly, some queries are
better written in a particular form over the other depending of the size of A vs. L−A.
Hence, we can rewrite the query to be in either the inclusion or the exclusion-forms,
and Algorithm 2 adapts its edge selection logic, accordingly (e.g., the comparison
logic of Line 18 in Algorithm 2).
When executing an ECSP Query, say Q, a query-rewrite step takes place, and an
attribute is set for Q, say Q.T ype, to indicate its logic-form. If Q.T ype is inclusion
and |Q.A| > |L - Q.A|, Q.T ype is changed to exclusion and Q.A is reset to L - Q.A.
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Similarly, if Q.T ype is exclusion and |Q.A| > |L - Q.A|, Q.T ype is changed to inclusion
and Q.A is rest to L - Q.A. When EDP-QP processes Q, it checks Q.T ype to perform
the right label ﬁltering.

4.6.8

EDP for Non-directed Graphs

As every non-directed graph can be represented by an equivalent directed graph,
EDP easily supports non-directed graphs. EDP takes a parameter to indicate if the
input graph is directed or non-directed. If the input graph is non-directed, then an
edge, say e, is stored only once. However, at each of the endpoint vertexes of Edge
e, EDP stores the identiﬁer of Edge e in both the ”InEdges” and ”OutEdges” lists of
its endpoints. Hence, in a non-directed graph, each vertex is aware of all of its edges.

4.7

Graph Updates
The ubiquity of dynamic graphs calls for indexing techniques that can handle

graph updates eﬃciently. For example, the roads of a road network have dynamic
travel-costs that vary with time (e.g., long travel-times during rush hours). Also,
roads are sometimes closed for maintenance/accidents. Similarly, other graph types
like social networks are dynamic in nature (e.g., new relationships are added with
time). To the best of our knowledge, EDP is the ﬁrst work to answer ECSP queries
on dynamic graphs.
Graph updates can be categorized into two categories: 1) topological updates
(e.g., adding or removing an edge), and 2) non-topological updates (e.g., updating
an edge’s weight). EDP supports all kind of updates on the underlying graph, i.e.,
topological and non-topological updates.
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4.7.1

Timestamp Approach

A straightforward approach for EDP to handle updates is to invalidate the precomputations that are only aﬀected by the updates. However, determining exactly
the pre-computations to invalidate for each update is time consuming and does not
scale for online applications. Hence, EDP adopts a timestamp-based approach to
decide whether an indexed monochrome sub-path needs to be recomputed or not.
After the graph partitioning phase (see Section 4.5.1), EDP ﬁnds the disconnected
components of each partition. The main idea is to host any index entry by a single
component. As a result, EDP can invalidate a component instead of invalidating its
index entries individually. The process of ﬁnding the disconnected components in
EDP places any two nodes that are connected by any path in the same component.
EDP uses a variation of Tarjan’s algorithm [81] to ﬁnd the disconnected components
in linear time. For example, the partitioned graph in Figure 4.3 is processed to ﬁnd the
disconnected components of each partition as shown in Figure 4.7. Each disconnected
component is given an identiﬁer that is unique with respect to the hosting partition.
For instance, in Figure 4.7, Partition P rR has two disconnected components: C1 and
C2 .
Each disconnected component, say Ci , holds Timestamp T S(Ci ). Also, each indexed monochrome sub-path in Component Ci , say Pij , has Timestamp T S(Pij ).
The timestamp values in EDP are assigned values from a global clock. The global
clock is advanced by each update operation. Each update results in advancing the
timestamp of the aﬀected components. Also, each indexed monochrome sub-path,
say Pij , is associated with a timestamp that stores the value of the global clock at
the time of computing Pij . Whenever the traversal algorithm asks for Sub-path Pij ,
the timestamps of the Sub-path and its hosting component are compared to decide
if Pij needs to be recomputed, i.e., if T S(Pij ) is less than T S(Ci ), Sub-path Pij is
recomputed and is assigned a new higher timestamp.
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Notice that adding a new edge may lead to the merge of two components. Also,
deleting an existing edge may cause a component to split into two disconnected components. EDP does not perform the merging/splitting operations instantly to support
online updates and querying. Delaying the merging/splitting operations in these cases
clearly do not aﬀect the correctness of EDP. However, there is a thread pool that run
periodically in the background to perform the merge/split operations if necessary.
For each update type, the global clock is advanced, and EDP maintains the timestamp of the aﬀected components as follows:
• Update edge weight: On updating the weight of an edge, its hosting component, say Ci , is determined and its timestamp (i.e., T S(Ci )) is set to the value
of the global clock.
• Update edge label: On updating an edge’s label, its original hosting component, say Co , and its new hosting component in the new partition, say Cn , are
determined. The edge is removed from Component Co and is added to Component Cn (new vertexes may be added to the new hosting component). The
timestamps T S(Co ) and T S(Cn ) are updated.
• Add edge: On adding a new edge, say e, the label of Edge e determines the
hosting partition. The endpoint vertexes of Edge e can be either hosted by one
or two components. After adding Edge e, the timestamp of the aﬀected component(s) is updated. If the endpoint vertexes of Edge e is hosted by diﬀerent
components, EDP adds an entry to a system hash-table that these components
are connected.
• Delete edge: After deleting the edge, the timestamp of its hosting component
is updated.
• Add vertex: Nothing takes place until an edge connected to this vertex is
added.
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Fig. 4.7.: Disconnected components of the graph in Figure 4.1.

• Delete vertex: On deleting a vertex, say v, all its instances in all the partitions
are determined. For each instance of v, all the incoming/outgoing edges of that
instance are deleted and the timestamp of the aﬀected components are updated.
EDP performs any graph-update operation in O(1) time except when deleting
a vertex, which takes linear time in the number of partitions hosting that vertex’s
instances, and the number of their in/out edges. Recall that an indexed monochrome
sub-path, say Pij , hosted by a component, say Ci , is associated with a timestamp.
On demand, Pij is recomputed only if T S(Pij ) is less than T S(Ci ).

4.8

Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of EDP against that

of CHLR [20] that is the state-of-the-art technique. Mainly, we measure the average
speedup in query-time that EDP achieves in comparison to CHLR. Our experiments
are conducted on a machine running Linux kernel 3.17.7 on 32 cores of Intel Xeon
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Table 4.2.: The datasets used and the preprocessing time of EDP and CHLR.
Dataset
Tiger
BioGrid
String
BioMine
DBLP
Youtube

# Vertexes

# Edges

# Labels

24412259
56395
35423
47175
47598
15088

58698439
1578358
444331
286372
252881
13628895

32
7
6
7
8
5

Avg.
Fan-out
1.2
14
13
3
6
909

% Bridge
Vertexes
4%
34%
63%
56%
66%
73%

EDP Preprocessing
46 seconds
3.6 minutes
14 seconds
3 seconds
6 seconds
9 minutes

CHLR Preprocessing
6.9 hours
5.1 hours
70 minutes
16 minutes
15 minutes
10.7 hours

2.90 GHz and 192 GB of main-memory. Our implementation is based on Java 1.8. For
fair comparison with CHLR, we implement all the optimizations mentioned in [20]
and [79], e.g., the node ordering for the contraction algorithm.

4.8.1

Datasets

We use six real graph datasets: Tiger [2], BioGrid [82], BioMine [83], String [3],
DBLP [63], and Youtube [84]. Table 4.2 summarizes the properties of the datasets.
Tiger is a road network dataset covering the entire U.S., where the labels describe the
types of roads (e.g., primary road, ramp, alley). The BioGrid and String datasets are
protein-interaction networks, where the vertexes represent proteins, the edges represent interactions among the proteins, and the labels represent the interaction types.
The BioMine dataset is a network that captures a set of relationships among biological entities. DBLP and Youtube datasets are subsets of the popular co-authorship
network, and the popular video sharing service, respectively. In DBLP, the vertexes
represent authors, the edges represent co-authorship, and the labels represent publication topics as described in [19]. For the Youtube dataset, the vertexes represent
users, the edges represent user relationships, and the edges are labeled by relation
types as described in [84].
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4.8.2

Preprocessing Time

The preprocessing overhead performed by EDP is much less than that of CHLR
(see Table 4.2). EDP builds I(G) by scanning the edges of G in one pass. In contrast,
during preprocessing, CHLR performs many shortest path computations, i.e., it is
workload-independent. On the other hand, EDP computes shortcut edges on-demand
according to the query workload received. The preprocessing time of EDP is aﬀected
by the size and the density of the graph as well as the number of bridge vertexes
to be created (see Table 4.2). For example, the time for preporocessing BioGrid is
greater than the time for preprocessing Tiger because the average fan-out of BioGrid
is greater than that of Tiger by an order-of-magnitude. Also, the maximum fan-out
for Tiger is 7, while BioGrid has a maximum fan-out of 36987.
For static graphs, EDP computes any shortcut edge, say e, only once. afterwards,
other queries can leverage e. However, the ﬁrst query that asks for e pays the cost of
its computation. In order to have a tangible measure of the cost to answer shortest
path queries by EDP using a fresh index (i.e., one that has no precomputations), in
our experiments, we run EDP on the query workload twice. We refer to the ﬁrst
run as cold-run, where we measure the performance of EDP without having any
precomputations in its cached index. The second run, called warm-run, assumes that
all the required shortcuts are already computed in the ﬁrst run.

4.8.3

Eﬀect of the Number of Query Labels

We study the eﬀect of the number of labels speciﬁed in the query on the speedup of
EDP compared to CHLR. For each dataset, we generate random queries with 1 · · · |L|
labels. For each label size and using 1000 ∗ |L| random source nodes, we generate
more than one million random queries. From these queries, we select 1000 queries
randomly for each label Size s.
Figure 4.8 gives the speedup of EDP when changing the query label set size for
each dataset. Figure 4.8 also gives the 95%-conﬁdence interval bars. Notice that the
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speedup of EDP downgrades as the query label set size increases. In this case, EDP
explores more partitions and traverses a larger number of bridge edges.
EDP achieves the highest speedup when the query has only one label. For example,
the Tiger dataset shown in Figure 4.8(a) reaches a warm-run speedup of 2068 ± 211
with a 95% conﬁdence-interval. The speedup downgrades as more labels are considered. The lowest warm-run speedup is 61 ± 14 when all the labels are considered.
For the cold-run, when no precomputations exist in EDP’s index, the best speedup is
152 ± 19 and the lowest speedup is 10.4 ± 0.78. For the Tiger dataset, EDP provides
answers in a sub-millisecond on average during the warm-runs.
Graph Updates: Figure 4.8 also gives query-performance for dynamic graphs. After
performing the cold and warm runs, we run a set of random updates on the graph, and
then measure the speedup using the same queries. For each edge in the graph, an update is selected based on the following probability distribution: 40% no-update, 40%
weight-update, 10% label-update, 5% edge deletion, and 5% random edge addition.
These probabilities are based on the occurrence-likelihood of the update types in real
applications. From Figure 4.8, EDP achieves signiﬁcant speedups on dynamic graphs
without any downtime for index reconstruction in contrast to CHLR which requires
rebuilding its index from scratch (and may lead to downtimes of several hours). In
this experiment, EDP performs an update operation in 3.43 ± 1.2 microseconds on
average with a 95% conﬁdence interval for the Tiger dataset. The other datasets experience similar behavior as EDP handles any graph-update operation in O(1) time.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the eﬀectiveness of the EDP’s timestamp invalidation approach,
and demonstrates that EDP can handle dynamic graphs eﬃciently. Note that the
after-update speedup curve is constantly better than the cold-run curve that outperforms CHLR.
In contrast to CHLR, EDP is not tailored to road networks. For instance, in
the case of the BioGrid dataset in Figure4.8(b), EDP achieves up to four orders-ofmagnitude speedup over CHLR for static graphs, and up to three orders-of-magnitude
speedup for dynamic graphs. EDP shows signiﬁcant speedups of 14305 ± 2718 in the
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best case and 11.7 ± 6.4 in the worst case compared to CHLR with 95% conﬁdence
intervals.
Observe that CHLR and the contraction hierarchies are originally designed for
road-network graphs, and hence they have assumptions that are not valid for other
networks. For instance, it is assumed that the graph vertexes can be placed in hierarchies based on their importance. Also, it is assumed that the average fan-out of
the vertexes is small (e.g., 2). However, these assumptions are invalid for graphs of
other domains (e.g., a protein-interaction network). For example, the Tiger dataset
has an average fan-out of 1.2, but the BioGrid dataset has an average fan-out of 14.
Moreover, the maximum fan-out for the Tiger dataset is 7 in contrast to a maximum
fan-out of 36987 for the BioGrid dataset.
One of the reasons of the superiority of EDP over CHLR is that CHLR’s shortcuts
are not suﬃcient to answer ECSP queries and they have to be combined with edges
from the original graph. In contrast, the shortcuts of EDP are suﬃcient to discover
any ECSP query shortest path. Moreover, EDP prunes the irrelevant portions of the
search space at low-cost. The reason is that the graph is partitioned, and all the
partitions corresponding to disallowed labels are discarded from the search space.

4.8.4

Fixing Query-Label Size

In this experiment, we ﬁx the query label size, and study the performance speedup
of individual queries. We generate more than 50K random queries such that each
query has |L|/2 allowed labels. The reason for setting the number of labels per query
to |L|/2 is to cancel the eﬀect of the query labels size on both EDP and CHLR.
Recall that for a given ECSP query with allowed labels A, we compute a restricted
set R = L - A as the input to the CHLR technique. So we choose A so that |A| = |L|
/ 2 to give CHLR a query with restricted labels R where |R| is of size |L| / 2. This
cancels the eﬀect of query labels-set size when comparing EDP to CHLR.
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Fig. 4.8.: Query-time speedup of EDP vs. CHRL with 95% conﬁdence intervals
w.r.t. the number of labels per query.

From the 50K queries generated, we execute 10, 000 random queries, measure the
running time of EDP and CHRL per query, and compute the speedup. Figure 4.9(a)
gives a histogram of the results. The x-axis indicates buckets of speedup ranges and
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the y-axis indicates the number of queries out of the 10,000 queries that fall in each
bucket of the x-axis.
As shown in Figure 4.9(a), EDP and CHLR perform similarly in the warm-run
for only 31 queries out of the 10k queries (i.e., there is no speedup for only 0.3% of
the random queries). However, for the remaining 99.7% random queries, EDP has a
speedup of more than two over CHLR. For the cold-run, where the precomputation
time is added to each query, there is no speedup for 30% of the random queries while
70% of the queries experience a speedup of at least two. Figure 4.9(b) gives the
cumulative distribution of the speedups. About 95% of the queries have at least a
speedup of one order-of-magnitude for the warm-run while, for the cold-run, near
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Fig. 4.9.: Speedup of EDP vs. CHLR for the Tiger dataset.

4.8.5

Cached-Index Hit-Rate

In this experiment, we measure the hit rate of EDP’s cached-index w.r.t. diﬀerent
index-size limits. This experiment uses the 10 millions randomly-generated ECSP
queries used before to measure the index size. Although the workload is random
and EDP uses an LRU replacement-policy, the hit rate is still a good measure to
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Fig. 4.10.: Hit rate of EDP w.r.t. maximum cache size.

represent the likelihood of ﬁnding an index entry in the cache when needed by new
ECSP queries.
Starting from a maximum index-size of 500 MBs to 5.5 GBs, we measure the
hit rate of EDP’s cached index after processing the entire workload. As Figure 4.10
shows, the hit rate increases linearly when increasing the maximum index-size. EDP
achieves a hit rate of more than 50% when using only 1 GB cache, and a hit rate of
84% when using 4 GBs cache. Figure 4.10 shows that EDP has a high potential of
not missing requested index-entries even when limiting the index size by small values
(e.g., 500 MBs).

4.8.6

Index Size

In this set of experiments, we measure the size of EDP’s index as queries are
processed. We also measure the eﬀect of varying the maximum index size on the
query performance.
To measure the index size of EDP, we process millions of randomly generated
queries and measure the index size. Because the total number of diﬀerent queries
is exponential (i.e., 2|L| × n2 ), we use a workload of 10 millions random queries.
The number of labels per query is ﬁxed to half of the number of the labels in each
dataset. Figure 4.11 shows the size of EDP’s index grows linearly with the number
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Fig. 4.11.: Index size of EDP w.r.t number of processed queries.

of processed queries. The reason is that the precomputations added to EDP’s index
after processing ECSP queries are reused by newly arriving queries. The ﬁgure also
demonstrates that EDP can process millions of random queries using few gigabytes of
main memory, which can be easily provided by commodity servers. We observe that
the main factor of the index size corresponding to the Tiger dataset is the indexed
monochrome sub-paths with long lengths, while for the other graphs (e.g., BioMine),
the main factor of the index size was the computed bridge edges in response to the
processed queries.
Figure 4.12 (cold-run curves) shows the eﬀect of limiting the index size (i.e., cache)
on the query-time speedup using the same query workload described above. In this
experiment, we measure the average query-time speedup of processing 10 million
randomly generated ECSP queries using both EDP and CHLR. For EDP, we run
the queries for diﬀerent maximum index-size values (according to Figure 4.11). EDP
has signiﬁcant speedup for limited cache sizes. For instance, in Figure 4.12(a) for the
Tiger dataset, EDP achieves a speedup of 8.79±1.7 with 95% conﬁdence interval when
using only 500 MB of memory (i.e., 9% of the total memory required after processing
the entire workload), and an order-of-magnitude speedup is achieved when limiting
the index-size to just one GB.
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Fig. 4.12.: Query-time speedup of EDP with interleaved updates w.r.t maximum
cache size.

4.8.7

Interleaving Updates

In this experiment, we monitor the performance of EDP when graph updates are
interleaved with ECSP queries. Recall that the index entries of EDP are invalidated
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based on the level of the disconnected components of a partition (see Section 4.7.1).
So, after processing 10 million random queries, and after ensuring that the cache is
full, we select a workload of 1000 ECSP queries, say QS. We run a graph-update workload associated with a percentage value, say p, to ensure that p% of the components
serving QS are updated, and hence, these components will be invalidated. Determining the components serving an ECSP query is straightforward as the monochrome
sub-paths forming the query answer are associated with their hosting components
identiﬁers. After running the graph-update workload, we measure the average querytime speedup when executing QS. We interleave this process three time for three
diﬀerent values of p, speciﬁcally 10%, 25%, and 50%. For instance, in Figure 4.12,
the curve corresponding to 10% updates means that 10% of the components serving
QS are updated.
As Figure 4.12 shows, EDP has signiﬁcant speedup for diﬀerent graph-updates
frequencies under limited cache sizes. Observe that, the 10% update curves show the
highest speedups because the queries of these curves have high probabilities of being
partially served from the cache (i.e., similar to a warm-run). The speedup decreases
as the graph-updates frequency increases, however, at the worst case, the queries will
experience a performance similar to that of a cold-run. Recall that a cold-run of EDP
still outperforms CHLR, and that a cache entry is replaced in O(1) time.

Discussion
EDP outperforms CHLR due to EDP’s natural partitioning based on edge labels.
A query processed by EDP visits only the partitions of interest based on the query
labels. Another reason for EDP’s good performance is that it only uses shortcuts
to discover a shortest path. EDP uses the original graph edges to create a shortcut
for the ﬁrst time only (cold-run). Hence, the added shortcuts of EDP would not
much decrease the sparsity of the underlying graph. Also, by using the M axBreadth
parameter as described in Section 4.6.3, EDP does not necessarily investigate the
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whole shortcuts of a vertex visited during the traversal. While limiting the index-size
of EDP, EDP still achieves orders-of-magnitude speedup as it eﬃciently frees space
for new index-entries, besides the aforementioned reasons of why EDP performs well
on cold-runs. EDP executes online graph updates eﬃciently in O(1) time by ﬂagging
the aﬀected components as invalidated. An index entry in an invalidated component
will be computed on demand based on the query-workload. Hence, with no downtime,
EDP presents query-time speedups that lie between warm-run and cold-run speedups
for dynamic graphs.

4.9

Concluding Remarks
EDP is a technique for answering edge-constrained shortest path queries (ECSP).

It assumes a dynamic graph where each edge has one label. EDP also works for multigraphs with edges having multiple labels. EDP has two components: an index and
a traversal algorithm. We exploit the notion of contracted monochrome sub-paths of
any ECSP shortest path to design the index for EDP. We illustrate how to decrease
recomputations of monochrome sub-paths by caching them once computed. Thus,
the costs of on-demand computation of these sub-paths are amortized over all future
queries that use the already constructed shortcuts. Moreover, we demonstrate that
the cache size needed is small. The monochrome sub-paths are only re-computed
on demand if they are potentially aﬀected by graph updates. We present EDP’s
traversal algorithm and provide its proof of correctness. The experimental study
over real six graphs spanning diﬀerent domains show up to four orders-of-magnitude
speedup compared to the state-of-the-art with 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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5. APPROXIMATE GRAPH-QUERY PROCESSING AND
GRAPH-STREAM SUMMARIZATION
This chapter studies the problem of summarizing labeled-graph streams to support
queries with ﬁltering predicates. A labeled-graph stream refers to a sequence of
streamed edges of distinct types that form a labeled graph. Due to the large volume and high velocity of these streams, it is often more practical to incrementally
build a lossy-compressed version of the graph, and use this lossy version to approximately evaluate graph queries. Challenges arise when the queries are unknown in
advance but are associated with ﬁltering predicates based on edge labels. Surprisingly common, and especially challenging, are labeled-graph streams that have highly
skewed and unpredictable label-distributions. This chapter introduces Self-Balanced
Graph Sketch (SBG-Sketch, for short), a graph sketch for summarizing and querying
labeled-graph streams, coping with highly imbalanced labels.
This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 5.1 introduces labeled-graph streams
and the challenges of summarizing these streams. Section 5.2 deﬁnes the model we
follow for graph streams of labeled edges. Section 5.3 identiﬁes the requirements
that an eﬀective sketching method should satisfy in order to handle labeled-graph
streams. The related work is discussed in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5, we introduce the
solution approach of SBG-Sketch. Section 5.6 presents the structure of SBG-Sketch
as well as the general logic for updating the sketch upon edge arrivals. Section 5.7
demonstrates how SBG-Sketch can estimate a set of important constrained-queries
on graph streams and shows the error bound of SBG-Sketch. Section 5.8 presents
the experimental evaluation of SBG-Sketch. Finally, Section 5.9 contains concluding
remarks.
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5.1

Introduction
A graph stream refers to a stream of tuples representing graph edges forming

a graph structure. For example, in cloud-troubleshooting, a graph stream can be
a sequence of edges representing communication logs among the cloud’s machines.
Each communication log is a directed edge from a sender to a receiver, where edges
have labels, e.g., the communication-protocol used. In this chapter, we focus on these
labeled-graph streams that raise interesting data-management challenges.
More precisely, a labeled-graph stream is a graph stream where each edge is associated with a categorical attribute (label). Associating labels to edges helps in deﬁning
and evaluating constrained graph queries, where a query ﬁlters the stream using the
edge labels before query evaluation. Consider the following real-world queries on
labeled-graph streams:
• Communication Networks: Cloud-environment operators usually analyze
the communication-log stream to perform real-time troubleshooting. A typical communication-log entry describes a communication between two machines,
namely the source and the destination machines, as well as a set of communication attributes, e.g., the round-trip time, the sender’s application id. This
stream forms a labeled-graph stream, where an edge’s label is the sender application id. A cloud-troubleshooting application, say A, may issue a constrained
reachability-query to detect if messages created by Application A from a source
machine reach a destination machine. This reachability query is constrained to
use only edges that represent messages created by Application A (i.e., Label A).
• Social Networks: A social network may need to detect trending activities of
a given object type (e.g., picture, video, status). A graph stream may describe
user activities w.r.t. these social-network objects, e.g., User Ui shares Post Pj .
The edge labels represent activity types, e.g., comment, share, or like. The social
network may detect trending posts or objects w.r.t. speciﬁc activity types, e.g.,
ﬁnd the most shared post.
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Labeled-graph streams in applications like the aforementioned ones are usually of
large volumes and high velocities. For example, a cloud-troubleshooting application
of a commercial cloud-service receives a labeled-graph stream at the rate of 9 million
edges per second (i.e., a stream query acting on a one-minute window has 0.54 billion
edges to process). Moreover, processing queries with low-latency becomes necessary
in many applications, e.g., when detecting security-threats in real-time. Hence, it is
practical to summarize a graph stream by incrementally building a smaller streamsynopsis. This addresses the data-volume challenge, where bounded-memory is allocated to summarize the continuously-arriving edges of a high-volume graph stream.
In addition, the low-latency requirement may be addressed by approximating the
query results instead of producing exact answers.
Summarizing labeled-graph streams has additional challenges. The labels of the
streamed edges are unevenly distributed. Thus, it is common in these streams to
ﬁnd frequent labels or infrequent ones. The uneven distribution of edge labels may
not be known beforehand and may be diﬃcult to predict. For example, a cloudtroubleshooting application will have a communication-log graph-stream with edges
representing communication types that are more frequent than other types (e.g.,
HTTP communication-log entries may dominate). This imbalance raises a challenge
in summarizing such a stream, where no edge type (label) should be penalized w.r.t.
summarization accuracy due to the rareness or the relative high frequency of its label.
In this chapter, we present SBG-Sketch, a graph sketching technique that automatically balances the sketch load according to the relative frequency of edge labels
without penalizing edges with rare labels. Given a labeled-graph stream, say G, and a
ﬁxed memory-size, say Memmax , SBG-Sketch uses Memmax memory to incrementally
summarize both the attributes of the edges of G as well as the topology of the graph
formed by Stream G.
The main idea of SBG-Sketch is to allow edges of high-frequency labels to automatically leverage unused memory previously assigned to low-frequency labels with a
guarantee that edges of low-frequency labels can use that memory whenever needed
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in the future. Notice that bounding the memory allocated to handle a graph stream
is important. The beneﬁt of this memory-bounding is twofold. First, edges arrive
continuously with large volume and high velocity in many applications, where storing
all edges is impractical in many scenarios. Second, query time-eﬃciency will enhance
as queries will process a bounded-synopsis that is much smaller than the raw graph
stream.
The contributions of this chapter are as follows:
• We introduce a new sketch design that eﬃciently summarizes labeled-graph
streams and automatically balances sketch load in streams with unpredictable
and highly imbalanced edge-label frequencies, all without penalizing edges with
rare labels (Section 5.6). We denote the resulting sketch SBG-Sketch, the ﬁrst
sketching method to address the label-imbalance challenges in graph streams.
• We show how this approach can be used to accurately approximate reachability
queries (with no false-negatives), edge count queries, and sub-graph queries.
These queries can serve a wide spectrum of applications (Section 5.7).
• We conduct extensive experiments using real datasets from three diﬀerent domains. Results demonstrate that SBG-Sketch reduces the error of the state-ofthe-art by up to 99% (Section 5.8).

5.2

The Graph-Stream Model
We model a labeled-graph stream, say G, as a data stream of labeled edges

(e1 , e2 , . . . , em ). This graph stream forms Graph G = (V, E, L) in our observation
non-sliding window, where V is the vertex set of G, E is the edge set formed by the
streamed edges, and L is the set of distinct edge labels. A streamed edge, say ei , is
deﬁned as ei = (si , di , li , wi ), where si ∈ V , di ∈ V , li ∈ L, and wi ∈ Real,
are the source vertex, the destination vertex, the label, and the weight (real number)
of Edge ei , respectively. For simplicity, we assume that the graph edges are directed.
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Fig. 5.1.: Edge-labeled Graph G with each edge having two values: W eight, Label.
R, and B are two diﬀerent labels.

However, all the techniques presented in this chapter can be applied to undirected
graphs. Figure 5.1 gives a sample graph-stream of ten labeled-edges being streamed.
For example, the edge from Vertex g to Vertex f is the result of receiving the following
stream element (g, f, R, 1).

5.3

Problem Deﬁnition and Solution Requirements
Given

a

labeled-graph

stream,

say

G,

where

G

=

h(a1 , b1 , l1 , w1 ), . . . , (am , bm , lm , wm )i, the number of distinct edge-labels,
say L, and a memory-size upper-bound, say Memmax , we need to construct a
graphical sketch, say S(G), that satisﬁes the following requirements:
1. Construct an in-memory synopsis that does not exceed Memmax .
2. Summarize the edge weights of Stream G using an aggregate function deﬁned
by the application.
3. Summarize the topology of Stream G to support traversal queries.
4. Consider the edge labels to support constrained queries.
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5. Consider the imbalance in the distribution of edges w.r.t labels.
The last requirement is important in real-world scenarios, where the edges are
unevenly distributed w.r.t. their labels. For instance, consider a cloud-troubleshooting
application, where the streamed edges are labeled by application identiﬁers. The
messaging frequency of some applications can be much higher than those of other
applications. Hence, a sketching method handling this graph-stream model should
not penalize the accuracy of summarizing edges due to the rareness of speciﬁc labels.
Moreover, avoiding this penalization should consider using memory wisely (e.g., avoid
allocating exclusive large-memory shares to less-representative labels).

5.4

Related Work
The related work to SBG-Sketch can be divided into two categories: (1) sketches

for general streams, and (2) sketches for graph streams. The ﬁrst category includes
Ada-sketch [85], CountMin [86], AMS [87], Bottom-k [88], and Lossy-Counting [89].
However, the research eﬀorts of the ﬁrst category are not optimized for graph streams
(see [90]). SBG-Sketch, our proposed method, is designed to summarize labeled-graph
streams eﬀectively.
In the second category, the research eﬀorts focus on processing graph queries over
data streams that form graph structures (e.g., [90–93]). In [91], graph queries that
count the number of triangles are addressed, and [92] supports shortest-path queries.
However, both [91, 92] and similar theoretical work (e.g., [94]) focus on providing
theoretical bounds that may not scale for large graphs. gSketch [90] extends the idea of
the Count-Min sketch [86] to compute edge-frequency queries. To construct a sketch,
gSketch requires either a sample of the graph stream or both a graph-stream sample
and a query-workload sample. gSketch considers only unlabeled-graph streams. In
contrast, SBG-Sketch neither requires edge samples nor query-workload samples to
summarize labeled-graph streams. In addition, SBG-Sketch supports graph-traversal
queries that are not considered by gSketch for its supported graph model. Notice
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that this category does not consider the graph summarization techniques that are not
designed for streaming scenarios (e.g., [95–100]). The reason is that these techniques
do not support the continuous arrival of edges in streaming applications as discussed
in [93].
The most related work to SBG-Sketch is TCM [93]. The main motivation of TCM
is to support graph-traversal queries. TCM builds K independent matrices, where
each matrix has two dimensions. Each matrix uses an independent hash function
to summarize the graph stream (i.e., the graph summary is created K times with
diﬀerent hash functions). A cell in a TCM sketch is addressed by the endpoints of
a given edge to update the sketch on edge arrivals to summarize the graph topology
along with an edge attribute. However, TCM is not optimized to handle labeledgraph streams. [93] describes without evaluation how TCM can handle graphs with
diﬀerent type of edges (i.e., labeled-graph streams). In particular, [93] suggests to
create a matrix for each edge type. However, this approach does not handle the
common edge-skewness w.r.t. the edge labels. Moreover, the edge-skewness may
not be known beforehand, and may change with time to make allocating diﬀerent
memory sizes for each label impractical. In contrast, SBG-Sketch handles labeledgraph streams eﬃciently by reducing the error rate of TCM by up to 99%. Moreover,
SBG-Sketch does not require any pre-knowledge about the edge distribution.

5.5

Overview of SBG-Sketch
Given a graph stream as deﬁned in Section 5.2, our approach is to build a sketch

that satisﬁes the requirements stated in Section 5.3. To illustrate, consider the sample
graph stream G in Figure 5.1. The proposed SBG-Sketch graphical sketch follows
the structure that Figure 5.2 illustrates, where we assume that the sketch is built
to aggregate the weights of the received edges by summing them (other aggregates
are possible). For each distinct edge-label, say l, we allocate a sub-sketch Sl that
summarizes the sub-graph of all the edges of Label l. For instance, Figure 5.2 gives
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Fig. 5.2.: A label-aware summary of the graph in Figure 5.1.

two sub-sketches, namely SB and SR , that summarize the Blue, and the Red edges,
respectively. This allows the graphical sketch to evaluate label-constrained queries.
For instance, a query allowing only Blue edges will only consult Sub-sketch SB .
Notice that the total size of the sketch is upper-bounded by the maximum memorysize deﬁned by the user that aﬀects the size of each sub-sketch.
The idea of the graphical sketch in Figure 5.2 is to build a sub-graph for each
edge label, say l, by compressing the edges of Label l. In particular, each subsketch, say Sl , has a maximum number of vertexes, say v(Sl ), that is smaller than
the number of vertexes of the original graph stream. The graphical sketch uses a
hash function to project the vertexes of the original graph-stream to the vertexes in a
sub-sketch. For instance, the hash function groups Vertexes a and g in both SB and
SR (assuming that both sub-sketches use the same hash function). To illustrate how
the edge weights are aggregated, consider the arrival of Edge E1 = (b, f, R, 1), and
Edge E2 = (c, f, R, 1), where they aﬀect only Sub-sketch SR as they are both red
edges. Assume that the vertex-mapping hash function groups Vertex b and Vertex c
into one bucket, and Vertex e and Vertex f in another bucket (i.e., the same subsketch vertex). When processing Edge E1 , an edge of weight 1 will be created in
Sub-sketch SR between Vertexes b and f . Then, when inserting Edge E2 , the subsketch edge that has been created by E1 will have its weight incremented by one (i.e.,
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accumulating the weight of E2 ). The reason is that the start vertexes of both E1 and
E2 are mapped together, and similarly for their end vertexes.
Observe that the sketch in Figure 5.2 summarizes both the edge weights and the
graph-stream topology. For instance, a query asking for the weight of Edge(a, b, B)
can be evaluated by consulting Sub-sketch SB by hashing the endpoint vertexes of the
query, mapping them to vertexes in SB , and retrieving the weight of the corresponding
edge in SB . Also, the sketch summarizes the topology of the graph stream to allow
graph-traversal queries. For instance, a reachability query inquiring if Vertex d is
reachable from Vertex a using only Blue edges evaluates to true because there is a
path connecting the two vertexes in Sub-sketch SB (i.e., (a, g) → (b) → (d, e)).
Another example is a pattern query that estimates if there is a path of two edges
from Vertex a to Vertex f , where the ﬁrst edge is of Label B, and the second is of
Label R. This is possible by expanding Edge (a, g) → (b) by checking the outgoing
edges from Vertex b in the Red sub-sketch and discovering Edge (b, c) → (e, f ).
This forms a positive answer because a path of two valid connected-edges from the
two sketches satisfy the query.

5.6

The Design of SBG-Sketch
This section highlights the general structure of SBG-Sketch. Given a labeled

graph, say G, we create an SBG-Sketch instance, say SG , that summarizes Graph
G. Sketch SG considers the topology of G so that approximating graph-traversal
queries becomes possible. Assume that G has n vertexes, m edges, and L distinct
edge labels. Then, we create Sketch SG that has L matrices, where each matrix is
a d × d two-dimensional matrix. Notice that d is much smaller than n, the number
of vertexes in the graph stream. Also, L is much smaller than n and m in real
labeled-graphs, e.g., the number of interaction types in a protein-interaction network
is much smaller than the number of proteins. This forms a three-dimensional matrix
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Fig. 5.3.: The general structure of SBG-Sketch.

of dimensions L × d × d. Notice that it is possible to create multiple independent
sketches to summarize Graph G for better accuracy.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the general structure of SBG-Sketch, where P independent
sketches can be created to summarize a graph. For illustration, assume that P = 1
(i.e., we have only one sketch).
Consider SBG-Sketch SG for Graph G. Each cell in SG maintains an aggregate for
a set of streamed edges as Figure 5.3 illustrates. The maintenance of this aggregate
may diﬀer based on the query type that SG is supposed to answer (e.g., a counter to
answer edge-frequency queries). An incoming edge is hashed into one of the cells in
SG as explained in Section 5.6.1. Notice that if multiple sketches are used, each sketch
will have a diﬀerent hash function to hash the vertexes. Observe that each cell holds
a pair of values, namely rank and aggregate. Section 5.6.2 elaborates on how the rank
values are used, while Section 5.7 shows how the aggregate values are maintained for
various query types. In the next section, we focus on how the streamed edges are
mapped to sketching cells.
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5.6.1

Mapping Streamed Edges to Cells

Mapping a streamed edge to a sketching cell is a fundamental operation to update
the sketch. Mapping an edge to a cell is orthogonal to the sketch update logic that
depends on the query type supported by the sketch. To illustrate how streamed edges
are mapped to cells in SBG-Sketch, refer to Figure 5.4 that shows a single sketch SG .
SBG-Sketch generates and uses a set of hash functions. One of these hash functions,
namely Hv , maps each vertex identiﬁer to an integral value in the range [0, d-1],
i.e., Hv can map any vertex to a row or column of any matrix of the L matrices of
Sketch SG . If multiple sketches, say P sketches, are used, then P diﬀerent pairwiseindependent hash functions are generated and are used (i.e., one hash function per
sketch). To allow traversing the matrices of a single sketch eﬃciently, SBG-Sketch
uses the same hash function Hv in all the matrices.
Recall that the number of matrices in a sketch is equal to the number of distinct
labels of a graph, and we assume that the distinct edge-labels are known beforehand (e.g., the diﬀerent types of social relationships in a social network). Refer to
Figure 5.4. An incoming stream Edge E = (a, b, l) is mapped as follows. First, SBGSketch has a static one-to-one-mapping for each label to a corresponding matrix in
the Sketch. So, Edge E will be mapped to one of the cells in the matrix corresponding
to Label l, say Ml . Hash-function Hv maps Source-vertex a, and Destination-vertex b
to a row, and a column in Matrix Ml , respectively. So, the cell corresponding to
Edge E is Cell (Hv (a), Hv (b)) in Matrix Ml , or Cell (Hv (a), Hv (b), l), for short.
Notice that using the same hash function in all the rows and columns of all the matrices allows traversing the matrices of the sketch eﬃciently, otherwise, materializing
the hash functions as in [93] would be necessary and additional memory would be
consumed from the allocated memory. For example, to traverse the outgoing edges
of the end-vertex of Edge E (i.e., Vertex b), where the edges are labeled by Label i,
we can check the second row of Matrix Mi . The reason is that Vertex b has been
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Fig. 5.4.: Mapping a labeled-edge stream input to a cell in SBG-Sketch.

mapped by Function Hv to the second column as Figure 5.4 illustrates, and that all
the matrices are adjacency matrices using the same Hv function.

5.6.2

The Ranking Logic in SBG-Sketch

Usually, edge-labeled graphs are skewed in numbers and are unbalanced w.r.t.
the frequency of edges per distinct edge-label. For instance, in a social network, the
number of family-type relationships may be much less than the friend-type relationships. This adds a challenge when building graph sketches for edge-labeled graphs.
In particular, memory for summarizing edges of a speciﬁc label, say l, should be proportional to the frequency of receiving edges of Label L. Otherwise, precious parts of
the sketch would be wasted (i.e., those matrices corresponding to low-frequency labels
would have wasted cells). The challenge becomes more diﬃcult when the frequency
of labels is not known beforehand. In this case, initializing the matrices with diﬀerent
dimensions may become diﬃcult or inaccurate.
SBG-Sketch addresses this challenge without requiring to know the relative edgelabel frequencies beforehand. The main idea of SBG-Sketch is to allocate matrices
of the same dimensions to all the labels, and to allow an edge, say E = (a, b, l0 ),
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of Label l0 to use cells in matrices that do not correspond to Label l0 . The intuition
behind this approach is to allow high-frequent labels (e.g., l0 ) to use other matrices
corresponding to low-frequency labels. However, SBG-Sketch guarantees that the
low-frequency labels can reclaim their cells that were occupied by high-frequency
labels whenever needed. To illustrate, consider an edge-labeled graph, say GR , with
a total of ﬁve labels, i.e., L = 5. Let SR be SBG-Sketch for Graph GR , where SR
consists of ﬁve matrices, namely, M0 , M1 , M2 , M3 , and M4 as in Figure 5.5. Upon
receiving Edge E, SBG-Sketch assigns a rank vector to Edge E before updating the
sketch. In Section 5.6.3, we discuss one way of generating rank vectors and assigning
them to edges. For now, it is suﬃcient to know that the values of a rank vector are a
permutation of the values {0, 1, ..., |L| − 1}, where |L| is the number of matrices in the
sketch (i.e., the number of labels). For example, Figure 5.5 illustrates that Edge E
is assigned a ranking Vector, say RVE , of values [0, 2, 1, 4, 3], where 0 is the highest
rank, and 4 is the lowest rank.
An element, say RV [i], of a rank-vector for an edge determines the rank of the
edge in Matrix Mi . For instance, Figure 5.5 illustrates that the rank of Edge E in
Matrix M1 , i.e., RVE [1], is equal to 2. Notice that each cell, say C, in the sketch
stores a rank value, say R(C). Rank value R(C) represents the rank of the last edge
that has updated Cell C. For example, in Figure 5.5, the yellow cell in the top-left
Matrix M0 has a rank value of 1, which means that the last edge that has updated
this cell has a rank value of 1 in Matrix M0 . Whenever an edge, say E, is hashed
into a cell, say C, the rank of Cell C as well as the rank of Edge E in the matrix
hosting Cell C determines if Edge E can use Cell C. In particular, a streamed edge
can use and aﬀect Cell C if and only if the edge’s rank is higher than or equal to the
current rank of Cell C. Comparing rank value RVE [i] (i.e., the rank for Edge E in
Matrix Mi ) to the rank value of a cell in Matrix Mi , say R(C), leads to the following
three cases with three possible outcomes (notice that zero is the highest rank – refer
to Figure 5.5 for illustration):
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• Evict and Occupy: If RVE [i] is of higher priority than R(C), then evict the
eﬀect of all the edges that have aﬀected Cell C, use C to update Matrix Mi
by the arrival of Edge E, and set the rank of C to the value of RVE [i]. This
prevents any edge of rank lower than RVE [i] to evict Edge E from Cell C. For
instance, in Figure 5.5, Edge E has a higher rank in Matrix M0 than the last
edge that has contributed to Cell C in Matrix M0 . Thus, the aggregate value
in Cell C is replaced by the value associated with Edge E (e.g., may be set to
1 if the sketch is counting the frequency of receiving Edge E), and the rank of
Cell C is set to RVE [0], which is zero in this example.
• Update the Aggregate: If RVE [i] is of equal priority to R(C), then update
the aggregate of Cell C, and leave the rank of Cell C unchanged. This preserves
the aggregation of the previous instances of this edge or other edges of the same
rank that collide with Edge E in Cell C. For example, in Figure 5.5, Edge E has
the same rank in Matrix M2 as the rank of the last edge that has contributed to
Cell C. Thus, the aggregate value in Cell C is updated by the value associated
with Edge E, e.g., may be incremented by one if the sketch is counting the
frequency of receiving Edge E.
• Do Nothing: If RVE [i] is of lower priority than R(C), then do nothing to
Cell C. This means that the last edge, say Elast , that has contributed to Cell C
has a higher rank that prevents Edge E from evicting Edge Elast or even contributing to Edge Elast ’s aggregate value. For example, in Figure 5.5, Edge E
has a lower rank in Matrix M4 than that of the last edge that has contributed
to Cell C. Thus, the value in Cell C is kept unaﬀected.
SBG-Sketch guarantees that all edges of Label X have the highest priority in the
matrix corresponding to Label X, i.e., Matrix MX . This guarantees that all the edges
with Label X have the highest rank of zero in their “home” matrix MX . Hence, an
edge of Label Y , where Y 6= X, can possibly use a cell, say Crented , in Matrix MX ,
if Crented has never been used by an edge of Label X. Moreover, edges with Label X
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are given the privilege to evict lower-ranked edges in Cell Crented , use the cell, and
disallow any edge not labeled by Label X to use Cell Crented . This is achieved by
updating the rank of Cell Crented with zero, the highest rank that cannot be evicted.
Notice that any query, say Q, processing Edge E, should consult only the cells
that hold the ranks of Edge E. For example, Query Q, regardless of its type, when
retrieving Edge E from SBG-Sketch, will consult only matrices M0 , M1 , and M2 in
Figure 5.5. The reason is that the values at these cells may represent contributions
by Edge E. However, Matrices M3 and M4 should not be considered when querying
Edge E as their ranks guarantee that Edge E has not contributed to their current
aggregate values, otherwise, they would hold the ranks corresponding to the ranks
of Edge E. Notice that SBG-Sketch does not allow an edge to use more than one
cell per matrix. Using more than one cell per matrix would increase the processing
time as well as the collision rate, which may decrease the approximation accuracy.
However, using one cell per matrix gives each edge a chance to use a cell that might
be unoccupied in each matrix.

5.6.3

Generation and Mapping of Rank Vectors

In this section, we describe a fast method to generate the rank vectors for SBGSketch as well as how a rank vector is assigned to an edge. Recall that a rank vector,
for a given Graph G, is a permutation of the integer values {0, 1, ..., |L| − 1}, where
|L| is the number of distinct edge-labels of Graph G. Also, recall that zero is the
highest rank. SBG-Sketch accepts an initialization parameter, namely Pranks , that
corresponds to the number of distinct random rank-vectors that SBG-Sketch generates
and uses. SBG-Sketch restricts that the number of rank vectors is upper-bounded by
the factorial of |L| − 1, i.e., Pranks ≤ (L − 1)!. This restriction makes it possible to
generate Pranks rank vectors that are all unique.
For illustration, refer to an example for generating rank-vectors in Figure 5.6.
In the ﬁgure, we assume that SBG-Sketch is initialized for Graph GR that has ﬁve
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Fig. 5.5.: An edge is allowed to use cells in matrices of other labels if the edge rank
is higher than or equal to the cells’ ranks.

distinct edge-labels (i.e., |L| = 5), and that the number of the rank vectors to generate is four (i.e., Prank = 4). Using these parameters, SBG-Sketch generates and
materializes four random rank-vectors that are diﬀerent permutations of the values
{1, 2, ..., |L| − 1}. Notice that zero is not considered in the materialized rank-vectors
as in Figure 5.6. Rank zero is injected on the ﬂy into a rank vector when that vector
is selected for an incoming edge, where the injection position is controlled by the
edge’s label.
To illustrate how a rank vector including zero is assigned to a streamed edge,
assume that SBG-Sketch receives Edge E = (a, b, L0 ) as in Figure 5.6. SBGSketch uses a hash function, namely HR , that hashes Edge E into a value in the
integral range [0, Pranks − 1]. In the example in Figure 5.6, Function HR accepts
the source vertex, the destination vertex, and the label of Edge E as inputs to hash
Edge E into either 0, 1, 2, or 3. In this example, Edge E is assigned RV [1] as its rank
vector. However, RV [1] does not include Rank zero that deﬁnes the matrix where
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Step 3

E = (a, b, L0, w)  [0, 2, 1, 4, 3]
Step 0: Ranks Generation

Step 1
Step 2

HR(s, d, l)

RV[0] 1

2

3

4

RV[1] 2

1

4

3

RV[2] 3

2

1

4

RV[3] 4

3

1

2

Fig. 5.6.: An edge is assigned the highest rank, i.e., zero, according to the edge’s label
in the corresponding sketch matrix.

Edge E has the highest rank. SBG-Sketch uses the label of Edge E to augment
the selected rank-vector with the zero rank-value. This augmentation assures that
Edge E has the highest rank in the matrix corresponding to the label of Edge E. For
example, as the label of Edge E is L0 , SBG-Sketch injects zero into the ﬁrst element in
the generated rank-vector, i.e., the assigned rank-vector becomes [0, 2, 1, 4, 3]. Notice
that if Edge E had another label, say L1 , then Rank zero would be injected in the
location corresponding to Matrix M1 .

5.7

Query Estimation
In this section, we describe how SBG-Sketch estimates the results of various query

types. In particular, Section 5.7.1 elaborates on frequency-based queries (e.g., the
constrained edge-frequency query), and Section 5.7.2 describes how SBG-Sketch estimates graph-traversal queries (e.g., the constrained reachability query). For each
query type, we demonstrate how the sketch is updated when receiving a streamed
edge as well as how the sketch is queried to evaluate the query approximately.
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5.7.1

Frequency-Based Queries

For frequency-based queries, we assume that a streamed edge is associated with
an attribute, say weight, of a numerical type that can be aggregated. Without loss
of generality, we term this query type a frequency-based query. Applications usually
use this query type to estimate the occurrence frequency of a given edge or sub-graph
in a stream.

Edge Queries
Given two vertex identiﬁers a ∈ V and b ∈ V and an edge label l ∈ L, let
fe (a, b, l) be the exact aggregated edge-weight from Vertex a to Vertex b, where the
edge is labeled by Label l. Furthermore, let fˆe (a, b, l) be the estimated weight of
this edge.
Query fˆe (a, b, l) represents an edge-query. For instance, in a social network, one
may estimate the number of comments from User A on a post by User B, where a
comment is represented as a directed edge from User A to User B with an edge-label
“comment” (other interactions could be represented by other edge labels).
Insertion of Edges: Algorithm 3 depicts how SBG-Sketch is maintained when
inserting an edge to estimate later edge queries. Refer to Figure 5.7 for illustration.
Assume that an instance of SBG-Sketch is built for processing a graph of ﬁve labels,
and is receiving Edge E = (a, b, L0 , 1) with Rank-vector RV (E) = [0, 2, 1, 4, 3].
Assume further that the sketch is built to perform a sum aggregation on the weight
attribute that is set to one for Edge E. Figure 5.7(a) gives SBG-Sketch just before
receiving Edge E, where each cell, say C, holds an aggregate corresponding to the
weights of some aggregated edge weights, and the rank of the last edge that has
contributed to Cell C. For instance, in Figure 5.7(a), the highlighted cell in Matrix M2
illustrates that the aggregated sum in the cell is 4, and that the last edge with the
highest rank that has contributed to this cell has Rank 1 for Matrix M2 . To update
SBG-Sketch with Edge E, the corresponding rank vector of Edge E is computed as
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illustrated in Section 5.6.3. Then, the cells that are potential candidates for use by
Edge E are selected. In particular, the cell corresponding to (Hv (a), Hv (b)) in each
matrix is a potential candidate (Figure 5.7(a) highlights these cells in yellow).
As an optimization, the cells corresponding to (Hv (a), Hv (b)) in each matrix
are physically stored in contiguous memory, thus exhibiting high locality of memory
access (i.e., the matrices given in Figure 5.7(a) are a logical representation of a single
larger physical-matrix). According to the rank values in the potential candidate cells
and the ranking vector of Edge E, only a subset of these potential cells may be
updated by Edge E (we term these cells candidate cells). Figure 5.7(b) illustrates
that Edge E evicts the value at Matrix M0 because Edge E has the highest rank in
Matrix M0 (Lines7−9 in Algorithm 3). Eviction also happens in Matrix M1 . However,
in Matrix M2 , the ranks are equal, so Edge E increments the aggregate value of the
corresponding cell (Lines10 − 11 in Algorithm 3). For the last two matrices, the cells
are occupied by edges with higher ranks, so Edge E is prevented from using these
cells.
Notice that we update the cell of Matrix M2 in Figure 5.7(b) for illustration
purposes only. However, as an accuracy optimization, SBG-Sketch does not need to
update that cell and will leave its value to be 4. The reason is that, in this case,
SBG-Sketch can guarantee that Edge E has never been received before. Otherwise,
the candidate cell in Matrix M0 of Figure 5.7(a) would have Rank zero if Edge E has
been encountered before. Hence, the cell in M2 does not need to be incremented, as
4 is greater than the weight of E. Thus, the value of the candidate cell in Matrix M2
of Figure 5.7(b) will be kept unchanged (i.e., with value 4) to help increase the
estimation accuracy.
Complexity: Updating the sketch with an incoming edge takes O(|L|) time, where
|L| is the number of distinct labels.

Edge-Query Estimation: Algorithm 4 depicts how SBG-Sketch estimates the answer to an edge-frequency query. Figure 5.8 illustrates how Query fˆe (a, b, L0 ) is
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Algorithm 3 UpdateSketchFreqQuery (sbgSketch, E < a, b, l, w >)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

h(a) ← Hv (a) // hash Vertex a
h(b) ← Hv (b) // hash Vertex b
RV ← getRankV ector(a, b, l)
for each label identiﬁer i ∈ sbgSketch.EdgeLabels do
// get the cell in Matrix Mi
Cell ← sbgSketch.getM atrix(i)[h(a)][h(b)]
if RV[i] is higher than Cell.Rank then
Cell.V alue ← w // Evict
Cell.Rank ← RV [i] // Occupy
else if RV[i] = Cell.Rank then
Cell.V alue ← Cell.V alue + w // Contribute
end if
end for

evaluated. First, the endpoint vertexes are hashed to determine the candidate cells
to check at each matrix. Then, only the candidate cells with ranks equal to those of
the queried edge (i.e., (a, b, L0 )), are considered by computing the minimum values
of these cells (Lines 8−9 of Algorithm 4). This guarantees that the estimate might be
an overestimate of the actual answer, but can never be an underestimate (as each edge
is guaranteed to have the highest rank in one matrix). If multiple sketches are used,
then the minimum value of the results from all the sketches will form the ﬁnal answer.
Notice that if anyone of the candidate cells has a rank higher than the corresponding
rank of the edge query, then SBG-Sketch returns zero, indicating with certainty that
the edge has never been encountered before (see Theorem 2). For the sake of completeness, Section 5.7.3 provides a theoretical error-estimate of SBG-Sketch’s error
distribution.
Complexity: Approximating the aggregate weight of an edge takes O(|L|) time, where
|L| is the number of distinct labels.
Theorem 2 Using SBG-Sketch, fˆe (a, b, Li ) = 0 =⇒ fe (a, b, Li ) = 0.
P roof . The proof is by contradiction. Assume that Edge E = (a, b, Li ) was inserted
into SBG-Sketch. Then, all the candidate cells of Edge E have ranks that are either
equal to or higher than the corresponding ranks of Edge E (see Lines 7 − 12 of
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Algorithm 4 EstimateEdgeQuery (sbgSketch, E < a, b, l >)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

f reqEstimate ← ∞ // for the get-min logic
h(a) ← Hv (a) // hash Vertex a
h(b) ← Hv (b) // hash Vertex b
RV ← getRankV ector(a, b, l)
for each label identiﬁer i ∈ sbgSketch.EdgeLabels do
Cell ← sbgSketch.getM atrix(i)[h(a)][h(b)]
// only check cells the edge may have contributed to their values
if RV[i] = Cell.Rank then
f reqEstimate ← min(f reqEstimate, Cell.V alue)
else if RV[i] is higher than Cell.Rank then
// this edge was never seen before
f reqEstimate ← 0
break
end if
end for
if freqEstimate = ∞ then
f reqEstimate ← 0
end if
return freqEstimate

Algorithm 3). So, when the edge-query estimator hits a cell with a rank that is
lower than the corresponding rank of Edge E, then this contradicts that Edge E was
received before.

Sub-Graph Queries
Aggregating edge-weights of a sub-graph is considered in both gSketch [90] and
TCM [93]. However, SBG-Sketch expands the semantics of sub-graph aggregate
queries to allow restricting the sub-graph query by the edge labels. Given a sub-graph,
say g, identiﬁed by a set of labeled edges, say Q = {(a1 , b1 , l1 ), . . . , (as , bs , ls ))},
an exact sub-graph aggregation query fg (Q) returns the minimum of the weights of
all the edges listed by Q. We denote the estimate of a sub-graph aggregation query
by fˆg (Q), and we adopt the semantics that if the estimated frequency of any edge
in Q is 0, we estimate fˆg (Q) to be 0. The reason is that the sub-graph identiﬁed
by Q does not have an exact match in the stream. Notice that inserting edges in a
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Before Streaming Edge E = (a, b, L0) of Rank Vector = [0, 2, 1, 4, 3]
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(a) Before Processing Edge E
After Streaming Edge E = (a, b, L0) of Rank Vector = [0, 2, 1, 4, 3]

Hv(b)
M0
Hv(a)
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(0, 1)
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M3
(1, 5)
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(2, 4)
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(b) After Processing Edge E

Fig. 5.7.: SBG-Sketch before and after streamed edge E = (a, b, L0 , 1) with rank
vector of [0, 2, 1, 4, 3].
Hv(b)
M0
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M1
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M2
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M3
(1, 5)
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(0, 6)
…….

M4
…….

(2, 4)
…….

Fig. 5.8.: Estimating the frequency of Edge E = (a, b, L0 ) with rank vector [0, 2, 1,
4, 3].

sketch that supports sub-graph queries follows the exact logic of Algorithm 3. Also,
evaluating a sub-graph query depends on evaluating the edge-weight estimate of each
edge forming the sub-graph.
Complexity: Approximating a sub-graph query, say Q, takes O(|L|∗|QE |) time, where
|L| is the number of distinct labels, and |QE | is the number of edges of Query Q.

5.7.2

Graph Traversal Queries

Traversal queries on labeled graphs arise in many application domains. For example, reachability queries are used in communication-network troubleshooting, and
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random walking on edge-labeled graphs is a primitive operation in many machine
learning techniques (e.g., [101–103]). In this section, we demonstrate how SBGSketch is useful in estimating constrained-reachability queries.
Given two vertexes, say a and b, and a set of allowed labels, say lSet, a constrained
reachability query fr (a, b, lSet) returns true if and only if there is a path, say P ,
from Vertex a to Vertex b such that each edge of Path P is labeled by any of the lSet’s
labels. We denote the estimate of a reachability Query fr (a, b, lSet) as fˆr (a, b, lSet).
Constrained reachability queries are important primitive operations in many application domains.

For instance, in a protein-interaction network, where a ver-

tex represents a protein and a labeled edge represents an interaction type between two proteins, a user may need to estimate if two proteins interact directly or indirectly through covalent or stable interaction types, i.e., evaluating
fˆr (P rotiena , P rotienb , {Covalent, Stable}). In machine-learning applications, one
can use constrained-reachability queries as a way to construct feature vectors, indicating whether or not Vertex A can reach Vertex B using only edges of certain labels.
These features can be used for link prediction tasks (similar to Sun et al. [103]),
among other applications where the learning algorithm can tolerate reachability approximation (i.e., false positives).
Insertion of Edges: To support reachability queries, the same logic to insert edges
for edge-queries could be applied (see Algorithm 3). However, it is suﬃcient to use
edge weights of one to indicate edge existence between two vertexes, where an edge
weight of zero in the adjacency matrices of the sketch ﬂags that no edge exists.
Reachability-Query Estimation: Any traversal-based reachability algorithm (e.g.,
DFS) can traverse the adjacency matrices of SBG-Sketch to evaluate a constrainedreachability query. However, the algorithm should check only the edges labeled by
any of the labels allowed by the query. Notice that if multiple sketches are used, each
sketch evaluates the query independently. Then, the independent results are logically
anded to form the ﬁnal answer. The time-complexity of the evaluation is determined
by the algorithm used in traversing the summarized topology of the sketch.
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5.7.3

Error Bound of SBG-Sketch

The following theorem quantiﬁes the absolute error reduction of SBG-Sketch estimating the weight of an edge contrasted to that of TCM [93]. This is can also
be seen as a comparison between between ranking method and Count-Min. A random variable X is said to be stochastically dominant over another variable Y if
P [X > x] < P [Y > x]. Our theorem shows the error of TCM is stochastically
dominant.
Theorem 3 (SBG-Sketch Error Bound Against TCM) Let L be the number
of priorities (edge labels) and Xe be the number of arrivals of edge e ∈ V × V
during an observation window, where V is the set of vertexes in the graph stream.
(SBG-Sketch)

Let Xe

≥ Xe be the upper bound on Xe given by SBG-Sketch and let

(TCM)

≥ Xe be the absolute-error distribution given by TCM Count-Min with

Xe

the same number of sketch cells.

Let P ≥ 1 be the number of P -independent

hash functions used in SBG-Sketch and TCM. Then, under the assumption that
P
log L  log e∈E Xe , the distribution of the absolute error is
�
P
Pr[Xe(SBG-Sketch) − Xe > k] < Pr[Xe(TCM) − Xe > k] − ζk,L,P ,
where

×

and λ̃0 = d−2

P

K
max
X



((1 + α)P λ̃0 )j
exp −(1 + α)P λ̃0
j!
j=k+1
ki 
j−ki  
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X
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1−
1−
L−1
L−1
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P λ̃(1 + α)
× exp −(i + 1)
L

ζk,L,P =

h∈V ×V

λh 1{h has same label as e}, λ̃ = d−2

Kmax  k is an arbitrary constant..
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Fig. 5.9.: SBG-Sketch Pr[Xe
− Xe > k] upper bound against TCM’s exact
(TCM)
value Pr[Xe
− Xe > k] for highly imbalanced edge arrival rates between diﬀerent
edge labels.

Theorem 3 shows that, for the same number of sketch cells, the absolute error
of SBG-Sketch is smaller than that of TCM. For values of L ≥ 3, the value of
ζk,L,P tends to increase quickly with k until it reaches the probability that the
counter related to a given label is evicted in the sketch matrices of other labels.
As an illustrative example, we use the equations in Theorem 3 to plot the curves
in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.9 gives the complementary cumulative distribution of the
absolute error of edges of the most frequent label, say Label A, out of 100 distinct
labels in SBG-Sketch against that of TCM when taking into account a 10% decrease
in the sketch matrix size due to the ranking data structure.

We set the edge

arrival-rate of Label A to be such that there is an average of 50 edge collisions per
sketch counter, which we deﬁne as 100× that of other 99 labels; we consider only one
hash function for simplicity (P = 1).

Note that SBG-Sketch gets
1 −

(SBG-Sketch)
Pr[Xe

absolute error of

zero with probability

− Xe > 0] ≈ 0.4 while TCM with the same probability

gets absolute error around 40. This happens because if SBG-Sketch is not able to
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have the Label A counter evicted from the sketches of other labels, it will very likely
contain the correct number of edge arrivals of edges of Label A.

Proof of Theorem 3. In what follows we say an edge e0 has “higher priority” than
an edge e? at sketch matrix M if the priority number of e0 is smaller than that of
e? in M . We start with the case P = 1, one hash function. The number of arrivals
of an edge e ∈ V × V in the observed time window is a Poisson distributed random
(SBG−Sketch)

variable Xe ∼ Poisson(λe ). Let Xe

be upper bound on Xe returned by

SBG-Sketch. In what follows we condition on edge e having at least one arrival
Xe > 0 in the observation time window.
(SBG-Sketch)

Note that the diﬀerence Xe

− Xe is due to the collision between e and

other edges. Without loss of generality we deﬁne M0 to be the matrix that edge e has
(T CM )

priority 0. Let Xe

be upper bound on Xe returned by TCM assuming a (1 + α)

increase in counter load:
Pr[Xe(TCM)

− Xe ≤ k] =

k
X
˜ 0 )j
((1 + α)pλ

j!

j=0

(SBG-Sketch)

Note that the probability Pr[Xe

(TCM)

in M0 are at most k, Pr[Xe



exp −(1 + α)W λ̃0



−Xe ≤ k] is the probability that the arrivals

− Xe ≤ k], or there are more than k arrivals and

these extra edge arrivals are distributed into the matrices of other labels M1 , . . . , ML .
Without loss of generality let Mi be the sketch where edge e has priority i. The
probability that the counter values will have values less than k in Mi , i ∈ {1, . . . , L}
from j > k arrivals at M0 is

γi =

k 
X
ki =0

1
L−1

ki 

L−1−i
L−1

j−ki

j!
.
ki !(j − ki )!

(5.1)
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The probability that some Mi will have less than k collision is then 1 −

QL−1
i=1

(1 − γi ).

The probability the counter containing e survives an eviction from higher priority
edges is
λ̃(1 + α)
Pr[e is not evicted from sketch Mi ] = exp −i
L
where λ̃ =

�P

h∈V ×V

!
,

(5.2)


λh − λ0 /d2 is the rate of all edge arrivals except edges with

the same label as edge e. A same priority edge can also collide with e at Mi . While
this does not mean there will be more than k collisions with e, we just assume we
do not want any further collisions to get a lower bound, multiplying the above by


exp − λ̃(1+α)
. Collecting all the terms we get the equation for P = 1 hash functions.
L
To consider p ≥ 1 hash functions, we observe that having p hash functions also
increases the arrival rate per counter, multiplying it by p. On the other hand, because
(SBG-Sketch)

we assume the hash functions are p-independent, because Xe

is the minimum

value over all the sketches of p-independent diﬀerent hash functions, the probability
(SBG-Sketch)

that for all the hash functions we have Xe

(SBG-Sketch)

−Xe > k is Pr[Xe

−Xe >

k]P , which concludes our proof.

5.8

Experimental Evaluation
We experimentally evaluate the accuracy and the performance of SBG-Sketch

against TCM [93], the only state-of-the-art that is comparable to SBG-Sketch w.r.t.
query expressiveness. We measure the processing time and the estimation error
using various types of queries on real datasets from diﬀerent domains. For measuring the estimation errors, we use the average relative-error metric (ARE, for
short). As deﬁned in [90, 93], given Query Qi , the relative error of Q is deﬁned
as re(Qi ) = (fˆ(Qi ) − f (Qi )) / f (Qi ), where f (Qi ) is the actual result of Query Qi ,
and fˆ(Qi ) is its estimated value. The average relative-error is computed over a set of
P
queries, say Q = Q1 , Q2 , . . . , Qn , as ARE(Q) = ( nj =1 re(Qj )) / n.
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5.8.1

Datasets and the Experimental Setup

We use real datasets of labeled graphs from three diﬀerent domains. We use
IPFlow [4], Youtube [84], and String [3]. Table 5.1 summarizes the properties of
the aforementioned datasets, and gives the number of distinct labels of each dataset.
To verify the label-skewness in real datasets, we found that for all the datasets in
Table 5.1, 65% − 92% of the edges are labeled by only 10% − 24% of the labels (i.e.,
frequent labels). The IPFlow dataset is a collection of anonymized communicationtraces from CAIDA’s equinix-Chicago monitor, where the edge labels represent the
communication protocol used (e.g., HTTPS, SMTP, Telnet). The Youtube dataset is
a subset of the popular video-sharing service, where the vertexes represent users, the
edges represent user interactions, and the edges are labeled by user-interaction types
as described in [84]. The String dataset is a protein-interaction network, where the
vertexes represent proteins, the edges represent interactions among the proteins, and
the labels represent the protein-protein interaction types.
Both SBG-Sketch and TCM [93] are implemented as C++ libraries that can be
used as components by any server. Our experiments are conducted on a machine
running Windows 10 on 4 cores of Intel i7 3.40 GHz and 16 GB of main-memory.
Notice that TCM is not designed to deal with labeled graphs, however, we follow
the suggestion of the original paper [93] by creating a matrix for each label. Hence,
SBG-Sketch becomes TCM if the ranking logic is removed. For fairness, we use the
same memory sizes for both SBG-Sketch and TCM. Also note that if the ranking data
structures of SBG-Sketch do not reduce the number of sketch counters, the accuracy
of SBG-Sketch is lower bounded by that of TCM. The reason is that an edge in
SBG-Sketch is given the highest priority in the matrix corresponding to its label.
Hence, it is guaranteed that an edge will experience the same hash-collision rate in
the matrix corresponding to its label in both SBG-Sketch and TCM. For this reason,
we focus on queries constrained with labels of high-frequency as they show the power
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Table 5.1.: Datasets for evaluating SBG-Sketch.
Dataset
IP Flow
Youtube
String Protein Network

# Vertexes
237,022
15,088
1,520,673

# Edges
22,497,005
13,628,895
348,473,440

# Labels
39
5
45

of SBG-Sketch to leverage unused cells in the matrices corresponding to less-frequent
labels.

5.8.2

Constrained Edge-Queries

Varying the Sketch Size
In this set of experiments, we study the accuracy of approximating constrained
edge-queries using SBG-Sketch and TCM, the state-of-the-art. We ﬁx the number
of hash functions to two (i.e., we set P = 2 in Figure 5.3), and we measure the
estimation accuracy for various sketch sizes. A sketch size is determined using a
sketch-size factor. A sketch-size factor, say F , is a value between 0 and 1 exclusive
that deﬁnes the memory-size of the sketch w.r.t. the size of the original graph dataset.
For instance, if the size of the original graph dataset is 1000 MBs, and the sketch-size
factor is 0.1, then the total memory-size of a single sketch will be upper bounded
by 1000 ∗ 0.1 = 100 MBs. We consider this for each experiment so that both
SBG-Sketch and TCM are assigned the same memory size for fair comparisons.
We generate 10,000 constrained edge-queries, say Q10k , randomly for each dataset,
say G, in Table 5.1. Then, we run Query-set Q10k on SBG-Sketch and TCM with
diﬀerent sketch-size factors, speciﬁcally, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and 0.35. We
stream all the edges of each dataset in Table 5.1 before running the query sets (e.g., for
the String dataset, the sketch receives 348 million edges and then we run the 10,000
queries). Figure 5.10 gives the average relative-error when running Q10k as formerly
described using each dataset of Table 5.1. As expected, the average relative-error
decreases when increasing the sketch size for both SBG-Sketch and TCM. The reason
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is that the number of collisions decrease as the sketch size increases, and the average
relative-error decreases accordingly. For all the datasets, the ARE of SBG-Sketch is
less than that of TCM. We attribute this to the rank-vectors and the ranking logic of
SBG-Sketch. The reason is that the rank-vectors and the ranking logic are the main
diﬀerences between SBG-Sketch and TCM (i.e., removing the ranking logic turns
SBG-Sketch to TCM). Notice that for the same memory-size, the number of cells
allocated to TCM is higher than that allocated to SBG-Sketch (a cell in SBG-Sketch
uses an additional byte for the rank). Although the number of cells in TCM is higher,
SBG-Sketch achieves better average relative-error as the ranking logic automatically
handles label skew, and leverages the cells that may not be used by low-frequency
labels. In contrast, an edge in TCM of Label Li assigned to Matrix Mi can never use
a cell in another matrix, say Matrix Mj , even if Mj is not fully-occupied by edges of
Label Lj .
Notice that the accuracy of SBG-Sketch relative to that of TCM increases as the
graph size increases (which is used also to deﬁne the sketch size). To illustrate, we
measure the TCM error that SBG-Sketch reduces (e.g., a 90% error reduction means
that the average relative-error of SBG-Sketch is only 10% of the error in TCM).
Figure 5.11 gives the error reduction caused by SBG-Sketch comparing to that of
TCM for all the datasets. SBG-Sketch signiﬁcantly reduces the error of TCM, where
the error reduction reaches 99% for the large String dataset. Notice that the error
reduction increases as the graph size increases. For example, the reduction reaches
88% for the Youtube dataset, where the size of the Youtube dataset is relatively
smaller than that of the IPFlow dataset (whose the error reduction reaches 97%).
We attribute this to the cell utilization eﬀectiveness of the ranking module of SBGSketch. In contrast, TCM is vulnerable to wasting more cells if they are assigned to
larger matrices of labels that are low-represented by graph edges.
The results in Figure 5.10 illustrate that the accuracy of SBG-Sketch is signiﬁcantly and consistently better than that of TCM over real data from diﬀerent domains.
For example, consider the String protein-interaction network in Figure 5.10(c). When
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setting the sketch size to 0.25 of the String dataset size, the average relative-error of
SBG-Sketch is 0.14, which is signiﬁcantly better than 11.92, the average relative-error
of TCM for the same setup. Moreover, the accuracy of SBG-Sketch increases when
increasing the number of the pairwise-independent hash functions (see Section 5.8.2).

Using Multiple Hash Functions
We measure the eﬀect of using multiple sketches. Each sketch uses a diﬀerent
hash function to hash the vertexes into rows and columns of its matrices. The hash
functions form a set of pairwise-independent hash functions. In particular, we vary
P , the number of hash functions, while ﬁxing the memory size of each sketch. Hence,
the total memory size increases with P . There are two reasons behind the setup
of this experiment. First, we need to study the eﬀect of increasing the number of
hash functions while ﬁxing all the other parameters including the dimensions of each
matrix. Second, the setup is consistent with the same experimental setup reported
by TCM [93].
In this experiment, we use the same set of queries described in Section 5.8.2,
namely Q10k . The 10k query set executes after inserting into the sketch the entire
datasets described in Table 5.1. We ﬁx the size of a single sketch to be 0.1 of the size
of each queried dataset, and we vary the number of the hash functions from 1 to 7.
Figure 5.12 gives the average relative-error when running Q10k as formerly described
using each dataset of Table 5.1. The average relative-error decreases as the number
of pairwise-independent hash functions increases for both methods. However, SBGSketch consistently provides better accuracy than that of TCM. The reason is that
each sketch hashes the same edges diﬀerently, and this allows the edges to collide
diﬀerently in each sketch. At query time, the results from all the sketches are used,
and the most accurate one dominates as the ﬁnal result (as explained in Section 5.7).
Notice that each sketch is updated and is queried independently. The advantage of
processing the sketches independently is twofold. First, the accuracy is enhanced as
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Fig. 5.10.: SBG-Sketch reduces the estimation error of TCM by up to 99% in approximating constrained edge queries.

each sketch summarizes the graph stream diﬀerently. Second, updating and querying
the sketches can be preformed in parallel, which allows performance gains.
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SBG-Sketch Reduces the Error of TCM
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Fig. 5.11.: SBG-Sketch increases the accuracy signiﬁcantly of approximating constrained edge-queries.

5.8.3

Constrained Sub-Graph Queries

In this set of experiments, we use all the datasets in Table 5.1 to evaluate the accuracy of estimating constrained sub-graph queries. We generate 10, 000 constrained
sub-graph queries randomly with diﬀerent variations (triangle queries, paths of different lengths, and connected sub-graphs). We measure the accuracy of SBG-Sketch
w.r.t. TCM for various sketch sizes while ﬁxing the number of hash functions to
two (i.e., P = 2). It is expected to get results that comply with the results of the
edge-queries in Figure 5.10 as the edge query logic is used as a primitive to evaluate
sub-graph queries. This set of experiments conﬁrms this expectation as illustrated
in Figure 5.13. However, the average relative-error reduces for both SBG-Sketch and
TCM in contrast to edge queries. We attribute this reduction to the conceptual evaluation of the sub-graph queries (see Section 5.7.1). In particular, the query result is
dominated by the query edge of least frequency. Hence, the relative error on average
decreases in contrast to the error in estimating individual edge queries. Notice that
SBG-Sketch always reduces the estimation error over TCM (refer to Section 5.8.2),
where the ranking logic of SBG-Sketch leverages more cells than TCM to reduce collisions in the presence of skewed-label distributions. Notice that SBG-Sketch handles
without any advance knowledge of label distribution.
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Fig. 5.12.: The estimation accuracy increases as the number of hash functions increases.

5.8.4

Constrained Reachability Queries

In this set of experiments, we measure the eﬀectiveness of SBG-Sketch to estimate
constrained reachability queries. Notice that a reachability query that evaluates to
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Fig. 5.13.: SBG-Sketch reduces the estimation error of TCM by up to 99% in subgraph query estimation.

true on the original graph will always evaluate to true using a sketch of that graph.
This is true for both SBG-Sketch and TCM as they both keep all the connectives of the
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input graph streams. However, due to edge collisions, both methods are vulnerable to
false positives, i.e., a reachability query that evaluates to false on the original graph
might be estimated as true using a sketch of the original graph. Hence, in this set of
experiments, we generate random constrained reachability queries with actual results
of f alse on the original graphs (i.e., not reachable), and we measure how many of
them are detected as unreachable by both SBG-Sketch and TCM, i.e., we measure
the recall of the true-negatives, which is similar to the metric used in [93] to evaluate
the eﬀectiveness of TCM on estimating reachability queries.
We evaluate the true-negative recall of constrained-reachability queries using all
the datasets listed in Table 5.1. We generate 1000 random reachability queries, say
Qrset , where each query is constrained to use up to half the labels of the queried
graphs. We ensure that all the generated queries are not reachable in the original
graphs. We run Query-set Qrset with diﬀerent sketch-size factors on the x-axis of
Figure 5.14 while ﬁxing the number of hash functions to two. The y-axis gives the
percentage of the true-negatives recall (the higher the better). Figure 5.14 illustrates
that the accuracy of SBG-Sketch in recalling true-negatives is very eﬀective even
for small sketch sizes. Figure 5.14(a) illustrates that SBG-Sketch and TCM have
accuracy of 70.8%, and 9.1%, respectively, when ﬁxing the sketch size to only 0.05
of the graph stream size (i.e., SBG-Sketch is 7.8x more accurate than TCM). SBGSketch estimates correctly over 90% of the queries when setting the sketch size to
0.1 of the graph size for the IPFlow and the String datasets (see Figure 5.14(a) and
Figure 5.14(c)), where the accuracy reaches up to 99.6%. We attribute this gain in
accuracy to the ranking logic of SBG-Sketch that automatically balances the ﬁlling of
the sketch matrices, and overcomes the issue of skewed labels, and hence, decreasing
the overall hash-collision rates.
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Constrained-Reachability (IP Flow)
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Fig. 5.14.: SBG-Sketch estimates the true-negative of constrained-reachability queries
by up to 99.6% in accuracy.

5.8.5

Processing-Time Eﬃciency

We measure the time of constructing SBG-Sketch for each dataset in Table 5.1.
Notice that inserting edges into SBG-Sketch during sketch construction has the same
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Fig. 5.15.: SBG-Sketch has an average increase of 28% in sketch-construction time
comparing to TCM.

time-complexity as evaluating edge queries, and the same holds for TCM [93]. As
SBG-Sketch performs more logic related to rank-values maintenance, we expect SBGSketch to take additional construction time in contrast to that of TCM. In this experiment, we ﬁx the sketch-size to be 0.1 of the graph size and compare the construction
time of both SBG-Sketch and TCM. The y-axis in Figure 5.15 gives the construction
time in milliseconds for the three datasets listed in Table 5.1. Notice that the construction time of SBG-Sketch is comparable to the simpler construction logic of TCM.
We observe an average of 28% time increase over all datasets. This construction-time
increase is acceptable given the signiﬁcant gain in accuracy in SBG-Sketch.

5.9

Concluding Remarks
SBG-Sketch is a graphical sketching method that summarizes labeled graph

streams, where the graph topology is considered in the summary. It assumes a stream,
where each edge has one label. SBG-Sketch addresses the consequences of having unbalanced edge-distribution w.r.t. the edge labels. This is achieved by presenting
and evaluating a ranking technique. Given a ﬁxed sketch-size, the proposed ranking technique allows SBG-Sketch to automatically adapt to the unbalanced labels
of the streamed edges by allowing an edge to use more than one matrix based on
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its ranks. Moreover, it guarantees that all the edges gain in summarization accuracy even if their labels are relatively-rare. We demonstrate how SBG-Sketch can
be used to approximate several graph-query types that depend on an aggregation of
an edge attribute and/or the topology of the graph. The experimental study over
three real labeled-graphs spanning diﬀerent domains show that SBG-Sketch reduces
the estimation error of the state-of-the-art by up to 99%.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this dissertation, we address three key issues that are inadequately addressed by
exiting graph management systems and graph indexing techniques: i) the lack of
mature and pervasive systems to manage graphs, ii) the dynamic nature of graphs,
and iii) the ﬁltering predicates associated with queries over indexed graphs.
We introduce a new approach for managing graphs natively inside relational
databases, namely the Native G+R Core approach. We realize the Native G+R Core
approach inside VoltDB and name this realization GRFusion. We introduce the notion of in-memory graph views which index the topology of graphs. We also introduce
the notion of logical and physical graph operators that can seamlessly co-exist with
typical relational operators in the same query execution pipeline. GRFusion extends
the SQL language to deﬁne graph views and to express graph-relational queries. The
key idea behind GRFusion is to show what it takes to extend relational databases to
manage graph and relational data natively through a hybrid engine that can process
graph data, relational data, or both, seamlessly and eﬃciently.
Once a graph view is deﬁned in GRFusion, an in-memory graph structure based on
adjacency-lists is materialized to capture the graph topology. This allows GRFusion to
eﬃciently handle deep graph-traversal queries without any relational join to explore
the connectives of the vertexes of a graph. We evaluate GRFusion using various
graph-query types and compare GRFusion to specialized graph engines and systems
following the Native Relational-Core approach. The experimental evaluation shows
that GRFusion achieves up to four orders-of-magnitude query-time speedup.
We address the challenges of indexing dynamic labeled graphs and graph streams
to support graph queries with relational predicates. For labeled graphs, we present
EDP, a technique for evaluating shortest path queries with ﬁltering predicates on
the edges’ labels. EDP consists of two main components: a dynamic index and a
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traversal algorithm. We introduce the notion of contracted monochrome sub-paths
to design EDP’s index. EDP is query-workload aware, where the monochrome subpaths are constructed and cached on demand. Thus, the costs of the on-demand
computations of these sub-paths are amortized over all future queries that use the
already constructed monochrome sub-paths that act as shortcuts. EDP has a small
memory footprint and supports graph updates, where monochrome sub-paths that
are potentially aﬀected by updates are re-computed on demand. We present EDP’s
traversal algorithm and provide a proof of its correctness. The experimental evaluation using six real graphs from diﬀerent domains shows up to four orders-of-magnitude
query-time speedup compared to the state-of-the-art with 95% conﬁdence intervals.
We introduce SBG-Sketch to summarize labeled-graph streams and to help evaluate graph queries with ﬁltering predicates. SBG-Sketch summarizes edge attributes
as well as the topology of the graph to evaluate traversal queries (e.g., reachability,
shortest-paths). SBG-Sketch addresses the challenges of having unbalanced edgedistribution w.r.t. the edge labels by presenting and evaluating a ranking technique.
Given a ﬁxed memory capacity, the proposed ranking technique allows SBG-Sketch
to automatically adapt to the unbalanced labels of the streamed edges by allowing
an edge to use more than one matrix based on its ranks. Additionally, SBG-Sketch
guarantees that all the edges gain in summarization accuracy even if their labels are
relatively-rare. We demonstrate how SBG-Sketch can be used to approximate several
query types that depend on an aggregation of an edge attribute or the topology of
the graph. The experimental evaluation uses three real labeled-graphs spanning different domains and shows a 99% error reduction by SBG-Sketch when compared to
the state-of-the-art approaches.
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